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1. Language and metalanguage {25 July 1:968} 

1.10 The method of description 

1.1 1. The strict, extended and representation languages 

a) ALGOL 68 is a language in which "programs 11 can be formula
ted for "computers", i.e. 11 automata11 or "human beings 11 • It is 
defined in three stages, the "strict languagen, "extended lan
guagen and 11 representation language 11 • 

b) For the defin:Ltion partly the 11English language", and partly 
a 1

• formal language n is used. In both languages·, and also in the 
stric·t language and the extended language, typographical or 
syntactic marks are used which bear no.relations to those used 
in the representation language. 

1 ,, 1 ~ 2. The Syntax- of the strict language .. 

a) The strict language is defined by means of a syntax and 
semantics. This syntax is a set of "production rules" for "no
tionsn; it is defined by means of 11 small syntactic marks", in 
this Report 11 abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 11 , n1arge syntactic 
marks 11

, in this Report nABCDE]'GHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ", and "other 
syntactic marks 11 , in this Report, "point" ( 11 • 11 ), "comma" ( 11 , 11 }, 

11 colon 11 
(

11
:

11
), 

11semicolon" (";") and "asterisk 11 
(

11 * 11
). {note 

that these marks are in another type font than the marks'· of 
this sentence. } 

b) A "protonotion" is a nonempty sequence of small syntactic 
marks; a notion is a protonotion tor which there is a produc
tion rule and a "symbol" is a protonotion ending with 1 symbol'. 

c) A production rule for a notion consists of that notion, 
po0sibly preceded by an ·asterisk, followed by a colon, follow
ed by a na.irect production" of that notion, i.e. a "list of no
tions}.', and followed by a point. 



1.1.2. continued {25 July 1968} 

d) A list o:f notions is a nonempty sequence o:f "membersn sepa
rated by commas; a member is either a notion and is then said 
to be "produc,tive" {, or nonterminal,}', or is a symbol {, which 
is terminal,} or is empty. 

e) A 11 production11 o:f a given notion is either a direct produd~::-;'; 
tion of that given notion or a list o:f notions obtained by re
placing a productive member in some production o:f the given no
tion by a direct production o:f that productive member. 

:f) A 11 terminal production" o:f a notion is a production o:f that 
notion none o:f whose members is productive. 

{In the production rule 
'variable-point numeral: integral part option, 

:fractional part.' 
(5o1.2.1.b) o:f the strict language, the list o:f notions 

'integral part option, :fractional part' 
is a. direct production o:f the notion 

'variable-point numeral', 
containing two members, both o:f which are productive. A termin
al production o:f this same notion is 

'digit zero symbol, point symbol~ digit one symbol''. 
The member, 'digit zero symbol', is an example o:f a (terminal) 
symbol. The line 

'twas brillig and the slithy toves' 
is a protonotion but is neither a symbol nor a notion in the 
sense o:f this Report-, in that it does not end with 'symbol r and 
no production rule :for it is given (1.1.5~Step 3, 4).} 



1.1o3. The syntax of the metalanguage { i O July. 1 9 6 8} 

a.) The production rules of·the strict language are partly 
e,.iumerated and partly generated with the aid of a "metalanguagen 
whose syntax is a set of production rules for "metanotions". 

b) A metanotion is a nonempty sequence of large syntactic 
marks. 

c) A production rule for a metanotion consists of that meta
notion followed by a colon, followed by a direct productiori of 
that metanotion, i.e. a n1ist of meta:hotions~', and followed by 
a point. 

d) A list of metanotions is a possibly empty sequence of llmeta
:m.embers11 separated by blanks; a metamember is either a meta
notion and is then said to be productive, or is ·a nonempty 
sequence of small syntactic marks. 

e) A produc·tion of a given metanotion is either a direct. pro
duction of that given metanotion or a list of metanotions ob
tained by replacing a productive metamember in some production 
of the given metanotion:by a direct production of that produc
tive metamember. 

f) A terminal production of a metanotion is a production of 
that metanotion none of whose metamembers is productive. 

{In the production rule 
I TAG : LETTER• 1 

, 

derived from 1.2.1.1, 'LETTER' is a direct production of the 
metanotion 'TAG', consisting of one metamember which is pro
ductive. A particular terminal production of the metanotion 
1 TAG 1 is 'letter x' (see 1.2.1.m,n). In the production rule 
'EMPTY:.' (1.2.1.i}, the metanotion 'EMPTY' has a direct pro:.. 
duction which is an empty list of metanotions. } 



1.1.4. The production rules of the metalanguage {10 Ju~ 19;58} 

The production·rules of the metalanguage are the rules 
obtained· from the rules in Section 1 .2 in the fol'lowing stepsl 
Step 1: If some rule contains one or more semicolons, then it 

is replaced by two new rules, the first one of which consists 
of the part of that rule up to and including the first se'mi
colon with that semicolon replaced by a point, and the second 
of which consists of a copy of that part of the rule up to 
and including the qolon, followed by t'he part of the origin
al rule following its first semicolon, whe~eupoh.Step 1 is 
taken again; 

Step 2: A number of production rules for the metanotion -'ALPHA' 

{1.2.1.nJ, each of whose direct productions is another small 
letter, may be added. 

{For instance, the rule 
'TAG: LETTER; TAG LETTER ; TAG DIGIT.', 

from 1.2.1.1 is replaced by the rules 
'TAG : LETTJ5R. 1 and 'TAG : TAG LETTER ; TAG DIGIT.', 

and the second of these is replaced by 
'TAG: TAG LETTER.' and 'TAG: TAG DIGIT.' 

thus resulting in three rules from the original one. 

The reader may find if helpful to read II • fl 

' II II 

' 
as "followed by a", and II • It 

' 
as "or·a". 

as "may 'be a", 

l 



1.1.5. The production rules of the strict language {10 July 1968} 

The production rules of the strict language are the rules, 
obtained in the following _steps from the 
ters 2 up to 8 inclusive under Syntax: 
Step 1: Identical with Step 1 of 1.1.4 ; 

rules given in Chap-

Step 2: If the given rule now contains one or more metanotions, 
then for each terminal production of such a metanotion, a new 
rule is obtained by replacing. that metanotion, throughout a 
copy of the given rule, by that terminal production, where
upon the given rule is discarded and Step 2 is taken; other
wise all spaces and hyphens in the given·r~le are removed and 
the rule so obtained is a production rule of the strict lan-
guage 

Step 3: A number of production rules may be added for the no
tions 'other mode indicatiorr' and 'other 6perator indication' 
{4.2.1.b,e,f} each of whose direct productions is a symbol 
different from an other symbol ; 

Step 4: A n11i~ber of production rules may be added for the 
notions 'other comment item' {3.0.9.c} and 'other string 
item' {5.3.1@b} each of whose direct productions is a symbol 
different from any character-token with the restrictions that 
no other-comment-item is the comment-symbol and no other
string-item is the quote-symbol. 

{The rule 
'actual LOWPER bound: strict LOWPER bound option.' 

derived from 7.1.1.r by Step 1 is used in Step 2 to provide 
two ·pro(luction rules of the strict language, viz. 

1 actual lowerbound: strictlowerboundoption. ' and 
'actualupperbound:strictupperboundoption. 1 

; 

however, to ease the burden on the reader, who may more easily 
ignore spaces himself, some spaces will be retained in the 
symbols., notions and production rules in the rest of this 
Report. Thus, the rules will be written in the more readable 
form 

,. 

'actual lower bound . strict lower bound option.' and . 
'actual upper bound . strict upper bound option. 1 • • 



191.5. continued ,, {10 July 1968} 

Mote that 
'actual lower bound: strict upper bound option.' 

is not a production rule_ of the strict langua~e, since the re
placement of the metanotion 1 LOWPER 1 by one of its productions 
must be consistent throughout. Since some metanotions have an 
infinite number of terminal productions, the number of notions 
of ,the strict language is infinite and the number of production 
rules for a given notion may be infinite; moreover, since some 
metanotions have terminal productions of infinite length, some 
notions are infinitely long._ For examples see 4.f.1 and 8.5.2.2. 
Some production rules obtained from a rule containing a meta
notion may be blind alleys in the sense that no production rule 
is given for some member to the right of the colon even though 
it' is not a. symbol. } 

·, 



1 • 1 • 6. The semantics of the strict language, {25 July 196$} 

a) A terminal ~roduction of a notion is cpnsidered as a lin~ 
early ordered sequence of symbols. This order is called the· i 
"textual order'{, and "followingll ( "precedin~" ). stands for "te;
tually immediately following" ("textually immediately preced~ 
ingn) in the -rest of this Report. Typographical display fea
tures, such .as blank space, change to a new~.line, and cha~ge to 
a new page do not influence this order. 

:, 

b) A sequence of symbols consisting of a second sequence of 
symbols preceded and/or followed· by (a)) nonemtpy sequence(s)) of 
symbols·"oontains 0 that second sequence of symbols. 

c) A "para.notion" at an occurrence not under "Syntaxtr, not be
tween apostrophes and not within another para.notion "denotes" 
some number of protonotions. A para.notion is 
i) a symbol and it then denotes itself te.g., "begin symbo1n. 
: · denotes "begin symbol 11 } , or 
ii) a no~ion whose production rule(s) do(es) not begin with an, 

asterisk, and it then denotes itself {,e.g .. , "plusminus" de
notes "plusminus"}, or 

iii} a notion whose prodution rule(s] do(es)' begin with an as
terisk, and it then denotes any of its direct productions 
{, which, in this Report, always is a notion or a symbol, e.g., 
'.'trimscript" (8.6.1.1.1) denotes "trimmer option" or "sub
script"}, or 

iv),· a para.notion in which one or more 11 hyphen"s ( 0 - 11 ) have 
been inserted and it then denotes those protonotions denoted 
by that para.notion before the insertion(s) {, e.g., "begin
symbol-'~ denotes what ''begin symbol" denotes} , or 

v) a para.notion followed by "s" or a para.notion ending with 
"y" in which that "y" has been replaced by "iesn and it then 
denotes some nurrrber of those protonotions denoted by that 
para.notion before'the modifications{, e.g., "trimscripts" 
denotes some number of "trimmer option"s and/or "subscript"s, . 
and" !~primaries" denotes some number of the notions denoted by 
"primary"}, or 



1.1.6. continue~ :, ~ {?5 Jµly 1968} 

vi) a paranotion whose first small syntactic mark has been re
placed· by the corresponding la;r:-ge syntactic mark, and it then 
denotes those protonotions denotedby that paranotion before 
the modification{, e.g., "Identifiers" denotes the notions 
denoted by "identifiers"}, or 

vii} a paranotion in which a terminal production of 'SORT· 1 and/ 
or of ''SOME'; and/or of 'MOID'' has been omitted, and it then 
denotes those protonotions denoted by any paranotion from 
which the given paranotion could be obtained by omitting a 
terminal produdtion of 'SORT' and/or of 'SOME' and/or of 
'MOID' {, e.g., "hop" denotes the notions denoted by 11 MOID 
hop" (8.2.6.1.b)), "declaration" denotes the notions denoted 
by "SOME declaration" (6.2.1.a, 7'.0.1.a) and 11 clause" denotes 
the notions denoted by "SORTETY SOME MOID C'lause" (6.0.1 .a), 
where "SORTETY" ("SOME", "MOID"} stands for any terminal pro
duction of the metanotion 'SORTETY 1 ('SOME', 1MOID'}}. 

{As an aid to the reader, paranotions, when no~ under Syn
tax or between apostrophes, are provided with hyphens where, 
otherwise, they are provided with blanks. Rules begining with 
an asterisk have been included in order to shorten the seman-
tics. I j 

d) Except as otherwise specified {f,g}, a paranotion stands 
for any symbol and for any terminal production(s) of the no~ 
tion(s) denoted by it. 

e) A protonotion which is a member of a (direbt) production of 
a notion is a ''(direct) consituent" of that notion, provided 
that it is not also a constituent of either that notion or that 
protonotion {, e.g., '<ligit zero' is a direct constituent of 
'integral denotation' ('5 .1 .1. a) and 'digit one' is a constituent 
of 'integral denotation' but not a direct constituent (5.1.1.b). 
For expmples involving the proviso~ see the remarks following 
sectiom f}. 



1.1.6. continued 2 {25 July 1968} 

f) A paranotion which denotes protonotions all of which are 
. . . ;! ' ~ 

(direct} constituents of notions denoted by aY&econd paranotiQn 
,J, • ,· /\ 

is a (direct) constituent of that ~econd par~qtion. {e.g., ._· ·. 
since paranotions stand for terminal producti8~s (d), j := 1 ·":. ·: 
is a constituent assignation (8. 3 .1 .1 .a)l of the assignation . '• 
i := j := 1, but not of the serial clause (6.1.1.a)' i := j := :f; 
k := 2 nor of the assignations j := 1 and k := i := j := 1. The 
assignation j := 1 is not a direc·t constituent of the assigna
tion i := j := 1, but it is a direct constituent source of that 
assignation (8.3.1.1.b).} 

g) A paranotion which is a directi constituent of a second para
notion is a paranotion of that second paranotion {i.e. "direct 
constituent of", which would occur frequently under Semantics 
will usually be shortened to "of", "its" or even "the", e.g., 
in i := 1, i is its destination (8.3.1.1.b,c) or i is the or a 
destination of i :== 1, whereas, i is a constituent destination 
but not simply a destination of the serial-clause i := 1 ; 
j := 2.} 

h) If something is left undefined or is said to be undefined, 
this means that it is not determined by this Report alone, and 
that, for.its determination, information from outside this Re
port has to be taken into account. 

i) If a sequence of symbols is a terminal production of a giv
en notion and another notion which is a direcrt production of 
the given notion, then its "preelaboration" ("prevalue", "pre
mode" ,, "pre scope") as terminal production of the given notion :· 
is its elaboration ("value", "mode", "scope") as terminal pro
duction of that other notion; except as otherwise specified 
{8.2} elaboration (value, mode, scope} of a sequence of symbols 
as terminal production of a given notion is its preelaboration 
(prevalue, premode, prescope} as terminal production of that 
notion. {e.g., the elaboration (value, mode, scope} of the ref-,-
erence-to-real-confrontation (a.3.0 .. 1 .. a} x := 3 .. 14 is its elabo-
ration (value, mode, scope) a reference-to-real-nonlocal-assig
nation.} 



1.1.7. Tlte extended language . { 25 July 196ij'} 
f 

Tlte extended. language encompasses the strict language; i .,e. 
a program in the strict language•;, possibly subjected to a num..: 
ber of notational changes by virtue of "extensions" ·given in 
Chapter 9 is a program in the extended language and has the 
same meaning. {e.g., real x, y, z means the same as real x, 
real yr, ~al z by 9. 2. c·.} 

1 .1 .• 8. Tlte representation language 

a) The representation language represents the extended lan-t· · 
guage; i.e. a program in the extended language, in which all 
symbols are replaced by certairr typographical marks by virtue 
of "representations", given in section 3.1.1, and in which all 
commas {not comma-symbols} are deleted, is a program in the 
representation language and has the same meaning. 

b} Each version of the language in which representations are 
us~d which are sufficiently close to the given representation 
to be recognised without further eluc,idation is also a repre
sentation language. A version of the language in which nota
tions or representations are used whichare not obviously as
sociated with those defined here, is a "publication language" 
or "hardware language" {i-.e. a version of the language suited 
to the supposed preference of the human or mechanical inter
preter of the language}. 

{e.g. , begin·, ~@~in, and 'BEGIN' are all representations 
of the b~g.in-symbol. in the representation language.}, 



1.2. The metaproduction rules { 10 July 196~·} 
1:, 

1.2.1. Metaproduction rules of modes 

a) MODE: NONUNITED; UNITED. 
b) NONUNITED: TYPE; PREFIX MODE. 
c) TYPE : PLAIN ; structured with FIELDS ; PROCEDURE ; forma~:.m ::-
d) PLAIN: INTREAL; boolean;. character. 
e) INTREAL: INTEGRAL; REAL. 
f) INTEGRAL: LONGSETY integral. 
g) REAL: LONGSETY real. 
h) LONGSETY : long LONGSETY ; Er/fPTY. 
1.) EMPTY : • 
j) FIELDS : FIELD; FIELDS and FI~LD. 

' 1d FIELD : MODE named TAG. . 
1) TAG: LETTER; TAG LETTER;' TAG DIGIT. 
m) LETTER: letter ALPHA. 

f • g . h 
' ' 

• i . j . k 1 . m . ' ' ' ' ' 
n) ALPHA a; b c ; d; e 

n ; o ; p ; q ; r ; s t ; u . V . 
' ' 

w . X . y ; z· aleph. ', ' o) DIGIT : digit zero ; digit FIGURE. 
p) FIGURE: one ; two ; three .. four ; five . six • seven . 

' ' ' ' 
eight ; nine. 

q) PROCEDURE: procedure PARAJ.','JETY MOID. 
r) PARAMETY : with PARAMETERS ; EJ.','IPTY. 
s) PARAMETERS : PARAMETER; PARAMETERS and PARAMETER. 
t) PARAJ.','!ETER: MODE parameter. 
u) MOID: MODE; void. 
v) PREFIX: row of; reference to. 
w) UNITED: unio~ of MODES mode. 
x) MODES : MODE; MODES and MODE. 

{The reader may find it helpful to note that a metanotion 
ending in 1ETY 1 always has 'EMPTY' as a direct production.} 



1-.2.2. Metaproduction rules associated with modes {25 July 196~J 
ti.. 

,: a) 
'i b) 

c-) 
d) 

e) 

f) 

g) 

h) 

i, ·r 

PRIMITIVE : · integrau ; real ; boolean ; · c;b.aracter 
:~ 

ROWS : row of; row of ROWS. 
ROWSETY: ROWS ; EMPTY. 
ROWWSETY: ROWSETY. 
NONROW : TYPE ; reference to MODE ; UNITED~, 
REFETY: reference to ; EMPTY. 
NONREF: TYPE; row of MODE; UNITED. 
NONPROC: PLAIN; structured with· FIELDS ; 

procedure with PARAMETERS MOID; format ; 
row of NONPROC; UNITED; reference to NONPROC. 

i) LMODE: MODE. 
j) RMODE: MODE. 
k) LMODESETY: MODES and; EMPTY. 
1) RMODESETY: and MODES ; EMPTY. 
m) LFIELDSETY' : FI:E]LDS and ; EMPTY. 
n). RFIELDSETY: and FIELD; EMPrY. 

-\f -.~ 
; format}~. 

i ' 
l 
' 

o) COMPLEX: structured with real named letter r letter e 
and real named letter i letter m. 

p) 

q) 
STRING: row of character; crharacter. 
MABEL: MODE; label. 

1.2.3. Metaproduction rules associated with phrases and coercion 

a) PHRASE: declaration; CLAUSE. 
b) CLAUSE: MOID clause. 
c) 

d) 
SOME: serial; unitary; CLOSED; choice ; THELSE. 
CLOSED : closed ; collateral ; conditional. 

e) THELSE: then; else. 
f) · SORTETY: SORT ; EMPTY. 
g) 

h) 

i) 
j) 

k) 

1) 

m) 

SORT : STRONG; FIRM. 
STRONG: strong; coFIRM. 
.FIRM: firm; weak ; soft. 
STIRM: strong firm. 
ADAPTED: ADJUSTED; widened ; arrayed; hipped; 

. ADJUSTED: FITTED; procedured; united. 
FITTED: dereferenced; deprocedured. 

voided • 



1.2.4,. MetaproduC'tion rules associated with :_formulas {25 July '.1968} 

a)) COERCEND: MOID FORM. 
b) FORM : confrontation· ; FORESE. 
c·) FORESE : ADIC formula ; cohesion ; base. 
d) 4DIC: PRIORITY; monadicr-. 
e) PRIORITY: priority NUMBER. 
f) NUMBER : one ; TWO ; THREE ; FOUR FIVE ; SIX ; SEVEN 

EIGHT ; NINE. 
g) TWO: one plus one. 
h) THREE: TWO plus· one. 
i) FOUR: THREE plus one. 
j) FIVE: FOUR plus one. 
k) SIX: FIVE plus one. 
1) SEVEN: BIX plus one. 
m) EIGHT : SEVEN plus one. 
n) NINE: EIGHT plus one. 

1.2.5. Other metaproduction rules 

a) VICTAL: VIRACT ; formal. 
b) VIRACT : vi·rtual ; actual. 
c·) LOWPER : lower ; upper. 
d) ANY<': sign; zero; digit ; point ; exponent; complex 

character ; suppressible AN'W; replicatable ANY. 
e) NOTION: ALPHA; NOTION ALPHA. 
f) SEPARATORETY: comma symbol; go on symbol ; completer; 

sequencer; statement interlude option; EMPTY. 

{Rule e implies that all protonotions (1.1.2.b) are pro
duct±ons (.1 .1. 3. e) o·f' the metanotion ( 1 .. 1. 3. b) "NOTION''; for 
the use of this metanotion, see 3.0.1 .b,c,d,e,f.g,h.} 

{"Well ''slithy' means 'lithe' and 'slimy'. . . . 
You see it's 1:ike a portmanteau - there are 
two meanings packed into one word." 
Through the Looking Glass, Lewis Carroll. 



1.3. Pragmatics {Merely corroborative detail,~intended to 
give artistic, verisimilitude to an other
wise bald and unconvincing narrativ~ ., 
Mikado, W.S. Gilbett. } 

¥ 

Scattered throughout this Report are "pragmatic" remarks\ 
included between the brac,es { and } • These do not form part cif 
the def'imi.tion of the language but are intended to help the 
reader to understand the implications of the definitions and to 
find corresponding sections or rules. 

{Tlie cross-referencing system whi.ch appears under Syntax 
uses the following conventions in order to save space: 

.. . -

i) all poinfs are omitted, e.g. n3.0'.6.a 11 appears as "30'6a", 
ii) redundant 1 's are omitted, e.g~ "811a" appears as "81a", 
iii) some dead-ends are marked by. 11 -tt. 

Some of the pragmatic remarks are examples in the repre
sentation language. In these examples, identifiers occur out 
of context from their defining occurrenc·es. Unless otherwise 
specified!, these occurrences identify those in the standard
prelude (e.g. see 10.,3.k for random and 10.3.a for pi), or 
those in1: 

. int i, j', k, m, n ; :r;eal a, 'b, x, y ; bool p, q, overflow 
.Qhar C ; format f; bits t ; strings ; com_Rl w, z ; 
ref real xx, yy; [1:n]real x1, y1 ; [1:m,1:n]real x2 ; 
[1 :n,1 :n]real y2 ; [1 :n]j_nt i1 ; 

,:Qr,QQ· xory = re! real: (random< .5 Ix I Yl; 
.I2I'.Q.Q ncos = (int i)real : cos(2 x pix i / n)l;, 
.m;:Q_Q· nsin = ( int i)real : sin( 2 x pi x i / nJ ; 
i;,roc· g = ( real u)real : (arcta_n( u) - a + u - 1) ; 
.11rog: stop = :i:qi.9. : (1: 1), ; 

exit: princeton : grenoble : st pierre de e·hartreuse ; 
kootwijk ; warsaw: zandvoort: amsterdam: tirrenia: 
north oerwick: x := 1.} 



i 

2. T1he compu~er and the program {22 July 1968} 

{T]te programmer is concerned with particular-programs• (2 J 
1.d}.. These are always conta.inecr··in a program (2.1.a), which 

also contafns,a standard-prelude, £.e. a declaration-prelude 
which. is always the same (see Chapter 1 OJ, and· possibly a .lib
rary-prelude,, i.e;. a d·ealaration-prelude which may depen:d upon 

the :funplementation.} 

2 ~ 1 • Synta:x:· 

a) program : open symbo1{~1e}, standard prelude{b}, 
l 1ibrary prelud'e{ c:-} option, particular program{ d}, 

close symbol{31e}. 
b) · st1andard prelude{a} : declaration prelude{61id. 
C'} l 1ibrary prelude{a} : declaration prelude{ 61bl. 
d) . particular program{a} : labe1{61k} sequence option, 

o:pen{30,1,}, strong serial void. clause{ 51:a}, close{30j}. 

2.2. Terminology {"When I use a word," Humpty Dumpty said, in 
rather a scorn.ful tone, "it means just what 
I choose it to mean - neither more nor less:." 
Through the Looking Glass, Lewis Carroll. } 

The meaning of a program i's explained· i;n terms of a hypo
thetical computer which performs a set o.f "actions" {2.2.5}, the 
elaboration o.f the program {2,3 • .a}. The computer deals with a 
set of "objects" {2.2.11} between which,. at any given time, cer
tain "relationships" {2.2.2} may "hold". 

2.2.1 .. Objects 

Each object is either "external" or "internal". External 
objects are "occurrences" o.f terminal produc·t.i!ons { 1 .1 .,2.,g} o.f 
notions. Iwliernal objects:: are "fnstancres" of "values" f2.2.3J. 

2. 2. 2. Relati:onships . 
a) Relat.iionshi.ps efther are "permanent", i.e. independent o.f 
the program and i its elaboration,. or actions may cause them to 



2.2.2. cor.ntirru.ed { 22 July 1968 }-'. 
' 

hold or cease to hold. Each relationship is e,tther between ;'4 
\ ~ ' 

external objects or between an external objeqt.\.and an internal 
~: . t· 

object or between internal objec·ts. '· -~ 

b) The relationships between external object,are: 
{ 1 • 1 . 6·. b}; ,, ito be a constituent of { 1 .1 • 6. f} a~d "to 

' ,, 

-~ ·'lt.:;.t• 
to contaii .i;,: 

1~1;· ,ia!\•!•: .•. 

identify"~ :> 
~ :,,;;~ l: '"'i'.: ,~ ·.,,,~ 

c,) A given occurrence of an '!identifier" {41. r1 ("·indication" ':Jj 
{4.2}, "operator" {4:.3}) may identify a. "defining" ("indication
defining", 0 operator-defining") occurrence of the same identi
fier (iindication, operator}. 

d) Tlte relationship between an external ob·jee:t· and an intern~l 
object is: "to possess". 

e) An:, external object considered as a terminal produc·tion o:f a 
given notion may possess a value, called "the" value of the e;x:
ternal object when it is clear which notion is intended. 

f )' An identifier (operator) may possess a value ( {more spec+ti
cally} a "routine" {2.2.3.4} ). This relationship is caused ~o~,,. 
hold by the elaboration· of an identity-declaration {'t.4} ("oj, .. i; 
eration-declaration" {7 .5}) and ceases to hold upon the end Jf · 
the elaboration of the smallest· serfal-clailse { 6.1 .1· .al contain
ing that dec·laration. 

g) An external object other than aw identifier or operator {e.g. 
a clause (fr.1 .1)} c·onsidered as a terminal produc·tion of a given 
notion may be caused to possess a value by its elaboration as 
terminal production of that notion, and continues to possess 
·that value until the next elaboration, if any, of the same· occur
rence of that external obij'e.ct is "initiated", whereupon it ceas

es to possess that value. 

h) The relationships between internal objects {values} are: 
"to be of the same mode as 0 ,, "to be equivalent to", "to be 
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smaller than", "to be a c0>mponent of" and "to refer to". 

ii)) A value may be of the same mode as another value; this re
lationship is permanent. 

j); A value may be equivalent to another value {2.2.3.1.d,f} 
and a value may be·smaller than another value {10.2.2.a, 10.2. 
3.a}. If one of these relationships is defined at all for a 
given pair of values, then either it does not hold, or it does 
hold and is permanent. 

k}: A given value is a component of another value if it is a 
"field" {2.2.3.2}, "element" {2.2.3.3.a} or "subvalue" {2.2.3. 
3. c·} of that other value or of one of its components. 

1); Any· "name" {2.2.3.5}, except "niil 11 {2.2.3.5.a}, refers to 
one instance of another value. This relationship {may be caus
ed to hold by an1 "assignment" (8.3.1.2.c) o·f that value to that 
name and} continues to hold until another instance of a value 
is caused to be referred to by that name. The words "refers to 
an instance of" are often1 shortened in: the sequel to "refers to". 

2 ... 2.3. Values 

Values are 
i} "plain" values {2.2.3 .. 1}, which are independent of the 

program and its elaboration, 
ii) "struc.tured" values {2.2.3.2} or "multiple" values {2.2. 

3.3 .. }, which are composed of other values in a way defined by 
the program, 

iii): 11 routines" antl "formats" {2.2.3.4}, which are certain seq
uences of symbols defined by the program, or 

iv:) names {2.2.3.5}, which are created by the elaboration of ,, 
the program. 



2.2.3.1. Plain values 

A plaini value is either an "arithmetic" ivalue, i.e. an int~-
·c1t ·-

ger or a real number, or is a truth value o~· character. ·~•-\, 
,·~ 

b)i An, arithmetic value has a ''length number", i.e. a positive·::. 
integer characterising the degree of discximination with which\ 
the value is kept in the computer. The number of integers 
Creal numbers)) of given length number that can be distinguished. 
increases with the length number up to a certain length number, 
the number of different lengths of int-egers1 ((real numbers) { 10 .. 

1 • a, c} ,, after which it is constant-:. 

c} For each pair of integers (real numbers)) of the same length 
number, the ·relationship to be smaller than is defined {10.2.2. 
a, 1 a •. 2. 3 .a}. For each pair of integers of the same length num
ber, a third integer of that length number may exist, the first 
integer "minus" the other one {1.0.2.2.g}. Finally, for each 
pair of real numbers of the same length number, three real num
bers of that .length number may exist, the first·real number 
minus (·"times 11 , "divided: by" )i the other one { 10. 2 •. 3. g, l ,m}t; 
these real numbers are obtained "in the sense of numerical anal-. -

ysis", i.e. 'tly performing the operations known in mathematic·s by 
these terms on real numbers which may deviate slightly from the 
given ones{; this deviation is left undefined in.this Report}. 

d} Each integer of given· length number is equivalent to a real 
number of that length number. Also, each integer (real number) 
of given length number is equivalent to an integer (real number)· 
who::se length number is greater by one. These equivalences per
mit the "widening" {8.2.5} of an integer into a real number and 
the increase of the length number of an integral or real ~umber. 
The inverse transformations are only possible on those real 
numbers which are equivalent to a value .. ~of smaller length: num
ber. 

,, 
e) A truth value is either "true" or "false". 
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f );; Each character has 
nonnegative iTh~eger of 
defined only in so far 
int.egral equivalents,. 

{22 July 1968}(. 

an "integral equivalent" {:_10'.1 .h}. i.e. 1a 
. ' . ' l'~, 

• ~ 'Vi 

length number one; th~s relationship i141:~ 
.•~ ': . t 

that different charac-~~rs _ have differe~f 
··~ ~ 

2. 2. 3. 2. Structured' values· 
{'Wea, from the table of my memory 
I''ll wipe away all trivial fond records. 
Hamlet, William Shakespeare.}. 

A structured value is composed of a number of other values, 
its fields, in- a given order, each of which is "selected" {8.5. 
2.2.Step 2} by a specific field-selector {1.1.1.i}. 

2 .. 2.3.3. Multiple values 

a): A multiple value is composed of a "descriptor" and a number 
of other valui, its elements, each of which is selected {8.6.1. 

I\ 

2. Step 7} by a speaific integer, its "index". 

b)' The descriptor consists of an "off-set", c, and some number, 
n,.2_ O', of "quintuples" {11, Ui, di, Si, t·1J of integers, i = 1, 

••• , n; li is the i-th "lower bound", Ui the i-th "upper bound", 
d:i thP. i-th "stride", Si the i-th ~•rower state" and t1 the i-th 
"upper state". If' for any i, i = 1, • • • ,n, (-ui - li) x di < O, 

then, the number of elements in the multiple value is zero; oth
en.rise ,. ft is: 

(lu1 - l1J,+11} x d1 + ••. + (lun - lnl + 1}. 
The descriptor "describesn each element for which there exists 
an n-tuple Cr1 , • • • , rnj; o:f integers satisfying, for each i = 
1r ••• , n, 11 ~ ri ~ u1; if di> O, or Ui ~ r1 ~ li, if di< 0, 
anu:. that ~ element is selected by 

C' + (r1 -·]1)J x d1 + ••• + Crn - ln} x dn. 

{To the name ref.erring to a given multiple value a state 
of·whi'bh is 1, no multiple value can be as~igned (8.3 .. 1.2.c. 
Step 4-)) tn which the bound corresponding to that state differ~1 
from that in the given value.} 
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c-)\ A subv:alue of a given multiple value ie :{!. multiple value· 
referred to by the value of a slice {8.6.tfiihe value of whO§l\ 
primary· {8.6.1.11.a} refers to the given multiple value. ;t,~: 

,",t'.\;' :· ~~·. 
\' ¼;-

2 .. 2 • 3. 4. Ro·ut•ine s and formats \(; 
~ 

A routine ((format)) is a sequence of symbols which is the 
same as some closed--0lause { 6'. 'j. 1 • a}, · {:.format-denotation { 5. 5} ) • 

a} There is one naine, nil, whose "s-cope" {2.2.4.2} is the pro-, 
gram and1 which does not refer to any value. Any other nameiis 

, , I 

created by the elaboration of an actual-declarer {7.1.2.c.S~~~8, 
and refers to prec-isely one instance of a value} • · _, · 

. ;,; 
;•' ~I r• ;;,... 

';'-

b} If a given name refers to_a structured value {2.2.3.2}, 
then to each of its fields there refers a name uniquely deter
mined: by the given name and the field-selec·tor selecting that 
field,. and whose scope is that of the given name. 

c) If a· given name refers to a given multiple value {2.2.3.3};, 
then to each element (each multiple value composed of a descrip
tor and elements which are a proper subset of the elements) of 
the given multiple value-there refers a name uniquely determin
ed by the given name and the index of that element {and that 
descriptor and that suhset), and whose scope is that of the 
given name. 

2.2.4$ Modes and seopes 

2.2 .. 4.1. Modes 

a)i E;ch. instance { 2 .2 .11} of a value is of one specific mode 
whiclt. is a terminal production of 'NONUNITED '' { 1' •. 2. 1 • b} ; fur-
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thermore, all :i,.nstances of a given value othe,r than nil {2.2.:;. 

5.a} are of one same mode. .~'. 

bi} Th:e mode of a truth value (character, foriri.at) is ''boolean, 
1 

CI character' , ''format' } • 

c·) The mode of an integer Ca real number)'; of length number n fs 

(n - 1 )' times '1.ong '' followed by "integral' (by 'real'}. 

d) The mode of a structured value is ''structured with' follow

ed by one or more "portrayals" separated by "and', one corres

ponding to each field taken in the same order, each portrayal. 
being a mode followed' by 'named,. followed by a terminal produo·

tion of· 'TAG·• {1;.2.1.1} whose terminal production {field-selec·-
' I 

tor} selec:ts {2.2.3.2}. that field. · \ 

e), The mo.de of a multiple value is a terminal production of 
''NONROW' { 1.2.2.e} preceded by as many times ''row of'' as there 
are quintuples in the descriptor of that value. 

f) The mode of a routine is a terminal production of ''PROCEDURE 1 

{1.2.1.q}. 

g) The mode of a name is 'reference· to' followed by another 

•mode. {See 7.1.2.step 8} 

2.2.4.2. Scopes 

a): Each value has one specific scope. 

b) The scope of a plain value is the program, 

that of a structured (multiple) value is the smallest of the 

scopes of its fields (elements}, 
that of a routine or format possessed by a given denotation 

{5.4., 5.5} is the smallest range {4.1.1.e} containing a def

ining {4.1.2.a} (indication~defining {4.2.2.a}, operator-def-
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ining {~ .. 3.2.a} o:ccurrence o.:f an identifier (indication, op":' 
era tor),, if any, applied but not defined (indication-applied 

but not indication-defined, operator-applied but not operator

defined'} within that denotation, and, otherwi·se, the program, 

and 
that of a name is some {8.5.1.2.b} range. 

2.2.5. Actions· {Suit the action to the word, 
the wor~ to the action. 
Hamlet, William Shakespeare. } 

An ac·tion is "elementary",. "serial" or II collateral 11 • A 
serial ac'"t:ion consists of ac,tions which take plac··e one after 
the other. A collateral action consists of acrtions merged in 

time; i.e. it consists of the elementary ac·tions which make up 
those actions1 provided only that eac·h elementary ac·tion o:f eac·h· 

crrf those ac-tions which would take place before another elemen-
, 

tary ac·tion: of the same ac·tion when not merged with the other 
ac.tions, also takes place before it when merged. 

{What actions, if any, are elementary ~s left undefined, 
except as provided in 6.4.2.b.} 



2.3. Semantiqs 
,,, 

{"I can explain all the poems that ever 
were invented? -fand a _good may t4.ft 
haven't been inve:n.ted Just yet." 
Through the Look~µg Glass, 

S' Lewis Carrq~i. } 
. \ 

a) The elaboration of a program is the e1~:~9ration of the ; ;) : .. : 
closed-clause { 6. 3 .1 .a} c·onsisting of the si,me sequence of ~
bols. {In this Report, the Syntax says whi~p sequence of s~i 

.?· . ~ •. _,;ii"~ 

bols are programs and the Semantics which actions are perfo31~~ 
'~ ._;~,I 

ed by the computer when elaborating a program. Both Syntax ~nd 
Semantics are recursive.} 

b:) In ALGOL 68, a spea·ific notation for e~ternal objects is 
used which, together with its recursive definition, makes it 
possible to handle and to distinguish between arbitrarily long 
sequences of symbols, to distinguish between arbitrarily many 
different values of a given mode (except '1boolean '') and to dis
tinguish between arbitrarily many modes, which allows arbitra~ 
rily many objec'ts to occur in the computer and which allows t};l.e 

, l ~- V 

elaboration of a program to involve an arbitrarily large, :p.ot ·· 
necessarily finite, number of actions. This is not mean~;_-to 

t'. 

imply that the notation of the objeC'ts in the computer is ,phat: 
used in ALGOL 68 nor that it has the same possibilities. ~t·: fs, 

\ ., ' 

on the contrary, not assumed that the computer can handle arbi-
trary amounts of presented information. It is not assumed that 
these two notations are the same or even that a one-to-one cor
respondence;exists between them; in fact, the set of different 

i 

notations of objecrts· of a given catagory may be finite. It is 
not assumed that the speed of the computer is sufficient to 
e·laborate a given program within a prescribed lapse of time, 
nor that the number of objects and relationships that can be 
established is sufficient to elaborate it at'.'all. 

c) A model of the hypothetical computer, using a physical 
machine, is said to be an "implementation" o:f ALGOL 68, if it 
does not restrict the use of the language in other respects 
than those mentioned above. Furthermore, if a language is de-· 
fineJ whose particular-programs are particular-programs of l 

ALGOL 68 and have the same meaning, then that language is cal-
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' 
led a sublanguage of ALGOL 68. A model is said to be animpl?} 

' "' mentation of a sublanguage if it does not rE1strict the use of~;-
the sublanguage in other respec'ts than those mentioned above. •i~. 

{A sequence of symbols which is not a program but can be 
turned into one by a certain number of deletions or insertions· 
of symbols and not by, a smaller number could be regarded as a· 
program with that number of syntactical errors. Any program 
that can be obtained by performing that number of deletions or 
insertions may be called a "posibly intended" program. Whether 
a program or one of the possibly intended programs has the ef
fect its author in fact intended it to have, is a matter which 
falls outside of this Report. } 

{In an implementation, the particular-program may be "com
piled",, i.e. translated into an "object program" in the code of 
the physical machine. Under circumstances, it may be advan
tageous to compile parts of the particular-program independent
ly, e.g. parts which are common to several particular-programs. 
If such a part contains occurrences of identifiers (indicatibns, 
operators) whose defining (indication-defining, operator-defin
ing) occurrences (Chapter 4} are not contained ·1n that part, 
then compilation into an efficient object program may be assured 
by preceding the part by a chain of formal-parameters (5.4.1.f) 
(mode-declarations (7.2) or priority-declarations (7.,3), cap
tions (7.5.1.b)) containing those defining (indication-defining, 
operator-defining) occurrences.} 



3. Basic tokens and general constructions 

J.0. Syntax 

3.0.1. Introduction 

{23 .Ittly 196@} 
I 

a)* basic~ token : letter token{ 302a} ; denotation token{ 303a} ; 

ac:tiom token{ 3O4a} ; declaration token{ 30'5a} ; · 

syntactic token{306a} ; sequencing token{307'a} ; 

hip token{308a} ; extra token{309a} ; special token(30Aa}. 

b) NOTION optiom: NOTION; EMPTY. 

cJ crhain of NOTIONs separated by SEPARATORETYs{c,d,f} : 

NOT ION ; NOT ION, SEPARAT0RETY{ 31 b-·, f, 61 d, 1} , 

chain of NOTI0Ns sep.arated by· SEPARATORETYs{ c·} • 

d) NOTION list{e} : 

chai·n of{c} N0TI0Ns separated by comma symbols{31e}'. 

e), NOTION array : 

NOTION, comma symbo1{31e}, NOTION Iist{d}. 
f) NOTION; sequence : 

chain1 of{c} NOTIONs separated by EMPTYs. 

g) NOTION pack: 

i) 
j) 

a} 

b)': 

d), 
f) 

h) 

i). 

open symbo1{31e}, NOTION, c··lose symbo1{31e}. 
NOTION box : 

open{ i} ,. NOTION, close{ j} ; 

open{i} ,, NOTION,. close{j}, TAG{302b,41c,d} • 
.. .;trl 

open{h}1: open symbo1{31e} ; begin symbo1{31e}. 
t ,- 2.d-... 

close{hM1 
: close symbo1{31e} ; end symbo1{31e}. 

{Examples: 

a o· . + . int ; i! ; ; ml. . fo:i;: . II . 
' ' • ' ' ' 

0 C') O', 1 ' 2 . 
' 

0 o, 1 ' 2 e) a, 1 . 
' 

0 000 1 . g)'; {t 2, 3)'; . 
' . ' ' 

(x ·- 1 . :r ·- 2 )) • ( stop)\that is the end . ·- ' ·- ' ' 
begin x l 1 . ·- 2 end assignations ·- y ; ·- ' ·-

(' ; .hegin . j) ), • .fil!Q.. } 
' 

, ,. 
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a) letter token: LETTER {b}. 
.. b) LETTER{a,30h,309d,41b,C',d} LETTER symbo1{31a} • 

{Examples: 
a) a; (see 1.1.4.Step 2)} 

{Letter-tokens either are or are constituents of identi
fiers (4.1 .1 .a), field-selectors(? .1 .1 .i), format·-denotations 
( 5. 5) and row-of-character-denotations (5. 3). } 

3.0~3.:Denotation tokens 

a) denotation token: number token{b} ; true symbo1{31b} ; 
false symbo1{31b} ; formatter symbo1{31b} ; 
routine symbo1{31b} ; void symbo1{31b} ; flipflop{e} ; 
space symbo1{31b}. 

b) number token{309d} : digit token{c} ; point symbol{31b} ·; 
timBs ten to the power symbo1{31b}. 

c) digit token{b,511b} : DIGIT{d}. 
d) DIGIT{c,41d,511a,51.2d} : DIGIT symbo1{31b}. 
e) flipflop{52a} : flip symbo1{31b} ; flop symbo1{31b}. 

{Examples: 
a) 1 ; :.tr11~ ; false . i. ; . . ~- . 1 • . 

' • ' ' ' ..I. ' 
b) 1 . . n • 

' • ' ' 
C )'. 1 

e) j_ . 0 } 
' 

{Denotation-tokens are constituents.of denotations (Chap
ter 5). Some denotation-tokens may, by themselves, be denota
tions, e .. g. the digit-token 1, whereas others, e.g. t·he routine
symbol, serve only to construc·t denotations. } 



3.0.4. Ac~ion tokens {25 July 1968} 

a) ac·tion token : operator token{ b} ; equals symbol { 31 c-} ; 
value of SYJ:9.bol{31c} ; confrontation token{d}. 

{lf.2..e7 { } { b) ,operator token": or symbol 31c ; and symbol 31c} ; 
not symbol{31c} ; differs from symbo1{31c} ; 
is less than symbo1{31c} ; is at most symbo1{31c} ; 
is at least symbo1{31c} ; is greater than symbo1{31c} 
plusminus{c} ; times symbo1{31c} ; over symbo1{31c} ; 
quotient symbo1{31c} ; modulo symbo1{31c} ; 
absolute value of symbo1{31c} ; lengthen symbo1{31c} ; 
shorten symbo1{31c} ; round symbo1{31c} ; sign symbo1{31c}; 
entier symbo1{31c} ; odd symbo1{31c} ; 
representation symbo1{31c} ; real part of symbo1{31c} ; 
imaginary part of symbo1{31c} ; C'onjugate symbo1{31c} ; 
binal symbol { 31 c} ; to the power symbol { 31 c} · ; 
minus and becomes symbo1{31c} ; 
plus and becomes symbo1{31c} ; 
times and becomes symbo1{31c} ; 
over and becomes symbo1{31c} ; 
modulo and becomes symbo1{31c} ; 
prus and bec·omes symbo1{31c} ; 
up symbo1{31c} ; down symbo1{31c}. 

c·) plusminus{512h} : plus symbo1{31c} ; minus symbo1{31c}. 
d): confrontation token: becomes symbo1{31c} ; 

a} 
b) 

c-) 

d)l° 

I 
I 

+ 
V 

conforms to symbol { 31 c} ; · 
conforms to and becomes symbo1{31c} ; 
is symbo1{31c'} ; is not symbol{31c}. 

{Examples: 
. = ; xal . ·- . 
' ' ·- ' . A . -, . =l= 

. < . ~ . 2 . > ' ' ' ' ' 
, 

' 
leng ; shor.,i ; rouni!_ ; sign 
.1m ; g;onj_· ; bin ; + ; .minu.s, 
modb ; nrus ; .!!J1 ; down· ; 

+ . X . 
' ' . entier ' . JllJJ.~ . 

' ' 

+ ; - ; 

I . . • . . . ~ ' 
... 

' 
.... . 

' . odd . repr r~ ' ' 
tim~s . oyer . 

' ' 

; 
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{Operator-tokens are constituents of f~;rmulas (8.4.1). Ag.; 
1. ,; . 

operator-token may be caused to possess an operation by the ,Ia,: 
boration: of an operation-declaration (7 .,5). Confrontation-t~j{.:~; 

. ~ ,}· --~ 
kens are c.·onstituents of confrontations (8.3)).} ii;}., .. 

3.0.5. Declaration tokens 

a): declaration token : PRIMITIVE symbo1{31d} ; long symbo1{31d}; 
reference· to symbo1{31d} ; procedure symbo1{31d} ; 
structure symbo1{31d} ; union of symbo1{31d} ; 

a) 

local symbo1{31d} ; complex symbo1{31d} ; bits symbol{31d}; 
string symbol{31d} ; file symbo1{31d} ; mode symbo1{31d} ; 
priority symbol{31d} ; operation symbo1{31d}. 

{Examples: 
.int ; 1,on·g ; ref ; m ; struct ; union 

bits ; string; file ; mode ; ~riority 

1,ti. 
~. h 

; log ; comtl/; ,> 
; .Q.R } 

. ' 

{Declaration-tokens either are or are constituents of 
deC'larers ( 7 .1 ) , which specify modes (2. 2. 4), or· of declara-,. ·. 
ti o ns ( 7 ,. 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 ) • } 

3.0.6. Syntactic tokens 

a) syntac·tic· token : open symbo1{31e} ; begin symbo1{31e} ; 
close symbo1{31e} ; end symbo1{31e} ; comma symbo1{31e} ; 
elementary symbo1{31e} ; parallel symbo1{31e} ; 

a) ( ,. 

sub symbo1{31e} ; bus symbo1{31e} ; up to symbol{31e} ; 
at symbo1{31e} ; b~ symbol{31e} ; if symbo1{31e} ; 
THELSE symbol{31e}. ; fi symbo1{31e} ; crf symbo1{31e} ; 
label symbo1{31e}. 

{Examples: 
. b~gin . ) • .end ; ; elem . ~ar . [ . ]' . . . l!i . 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 

. 
' ' 

.QY . il . then . 11 ; of . • } 
' ' ' ' 

. 
{Syntactic-tokens separate external objects or group them 

together.} 



3.0.7. Sequencing tokens {25 July 1968} 

a} sequenc'ing token;: go on symbo1{31f} ; completion symbo1{31f}; 
go to symbo1{31f}. 

{Examples: 
a) ; ; • ; go to } 

{Sequencing-tokens are constituents of clauses, in which 
they spec:ify the order of elaboration ( 6. 1 • 2).}, 

3.0.s. Hip tokens 

a}, hip token: skip symbo1{31g} ; nil symbol{31g}. 

{Examples: 
a)': §.kl.:Q ; 1!il } 

{Hip-tokens function as skips and nihils (8.2.':'(.1.c,e).} 

3.0.9. Extra tokens and comments 

a} extra token : for symbol{ 31h.} ; from symbol{ 31h} ; 
to symbo1{31h} ; while symbo1{31h} ; do symbo1{31h} ; 
then if symbo1{31h} ; else if symbo1{31h} ; 
case symbol{ 31h} ; in symbol{ 31h} ; esac symbol{ 31h} ; 
plus i times symbol{31h}. 

b} comment : comment symbo1{31i}, 
comment item{_c} sequence option, comment symbo1{31i}. 

c·) comment i tern : character token{ d} . ; 
other comment item{1.1.5.Step 4}. 

d) charaC'ter token{ 53'c} : LETTER{ 302b} ; number token{ 303b} ; 
plus i times symbo1{31h} ; open symbol{31e} ; 
close symbo1{31e} ; space symbo1{31b} ; comma symbo1{31e}. 

{Examples: 
a) ·for~; from to ; while ; do ; thef elsf; case ; in; 

esac· ; i 
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b} Q with respeC't to Q 

c) ·w ? . 
' 

d) a 1 . 1 ; ( . ): . . } 
' ' ' .L ' 

, 

{Extra-tokens and comments may occur in constructions 
which, by- virtue of the extensions of Chapter 9, stand for co:ri~-

': '} -:: 
structions in which no extra-tokens or comments occur·~· Thus, : 
a program containing an extra-token or a comment is nec·essari(>r 

: '• 

a program in th~ extended language, but not conversely.} , 
, !; 
' ~ ;· 

3. 0 ~ 10. Spec:ial tokens 

a): special token : quote symbol { 31 j'} ; comment symbol { 31 j·} 

other mode indication{1.1.5.Step 3} ; 
other operator indication{1.1.5.Step 3}. 

{Examples: 
a):, 11 

; .Q: ; 12r imi ti v~ ; ? } 



3.1. Symbols 

3.1.1. Representations 

a)· Letter tokens 

symbol representation 

letter a symbo1{302b} a 
letter b symbo1{302b} b 
letter c symbol { 302b} c: 
letter d symbo1{302b} d 
letter e symbol { 302b} · e 
letter f symbo1{302b} f 
letter g symbo1{302b} g 
letter h symbo1{302b} h 
letteT i symbo1{302b} i 
letter j'. symbol { 302b} j' 
letter k symbo1{302b} k 
letter 1 symbo1{302b} · 1 
letter m symbo1{302b} m 

b) Denotation tokens 

symbol 

digit zero symbo1{303d} 
digit one symbo1{303d,73b} 
digit two symbo1{303b,73c} 
digit three symbo1{303b,73d} 
digit four symbo1{303b,73e} 
digit five symbo1{303b,73f} 
digit six symbo1{303b,73g} 
digit seven symbol{303b,73h} 
digit eight symbo1{303b,73i} 
dig.a.t,nine symbo1{303b,73j} 
point symbo1{303b,512b,d} 

{.26 July 1968} 

symbol representation 

letter n symbo1{302b} n 
letter o symbol { 302b} 0 

letter p symbol{302b} p 
letter q symbo1{302b} q 

letter r symbo1{302b} r 
letters symbo1{302b} s 
letter t symbo1{302b} t 
letter u symbo1{302b} u 
letter v symbo1{302b} V 

letter w symbol{302b} w 
letter x symbo1{302b} X 

letter y· symbo1{302b} y 
lette.r z symbol{302b} z 

representation 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 
5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

times ten to the power symbol{30·3b,512g} 10 e 
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symbol 

true symbo1{513a,71w} 
false symbo1{513a,71w} 
formatter symbol{55a} 
routine symbo1{54p} 
void symbol{54g} 
flip symbol{ 303'e} 
flop symbo1{303e} 
spac·e symbol {309d} 

c} Action tokens 

symbol 

or symbo1{304b} 
and symbol{304b} 
not symbo1{30'4b} 
equals symbol{42e,72a,73a,74a,75a} 
differs from symbo1{304b} 
is less than symbol{304b} 
is at most symbol { 304b} , 
is at least symbo1{304b} 
is greater than symbol{304b} 
plus symbol{304c} 
minus symbo1{304c} 
times symbo1{304b} 
over symbo1{304b} 
quotient: symbo1{304.b} 
modulo symbol{304b} 
absolute value of symbol{304b} 
lengthen symbo1{304b} 
shorten symbo1{304b} 
round symbol{304b} . ". 
sign symbol{304b} 
entier symbol{304b} 
odd symbo1{304b} 

{ 2 6 July 1 9 68 l 

representation 

true 
false 
f 

: expr 
void 

..1 
Q 

representation 

V Ql: 

A .sllQ.. 
-, no,1 
= .§.9. 

+ .rill 

< ll: 
.s. 1 ~ 

2 .~ 

> ,gi 

+ 

X * 
I 
.;. g_yoti~nt 
. . mod .... 
.aM 
len:g 
short 
roynd 
sign 
entier 
.Q.d~q 
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symbol 

representation· symbol { 304b} 
real part of symbo1{304b} 
imaginary part-of symbol{304b} 
conjugate symbo1{304b} 
b.inal symbo1{30'4b} 
to the power symbol{304b} 
minus and becromes symbo1{304b} 
plus and becomes symbo1{304b} 
times and bec·omes symbol{ }04b} 
over and beeomes symbo1{304b} 
modulo and bec·omes symbol {-304b} 
prus and becomes symbol L3.04.b} 
up symbo~{304b} 
down; symbo1{304b} 
value of symbo1{84h} 
becomes symbol{831b} 
conforms to symbo1{832b} 
conforms to and becomes symbo1{832b} 
is symbo1{833b} 
is not symbo1{833b} 

d) Dec'laration tokens 

symbol 

integral symbol{71cr,v} 
real symbol { 7,1 c} 
boolean symbo·1 { 71 c, w} 
charac.ter symbo1{71c} 
format symbol { 71 c·} 
long symbo1{42c:,e,f,510b,52a,71d} 
re£e~ence to symbo1{711,m,n} 
procedure symbol { 7.1oc} 
strtxc:ture symbol{ 71 e ,k} 

{26 July 1968} 

representation 

re:gr_ 
re 

l.m 
Qon:;t 

Jll.n 
,f._ 12ower *·: 

minus 
:Qltts 
times 
over 
modb 
12rus 

.YR 
down 
val 

·- ,E-·-.. ct . . 
. ·- ill . ·-
·--. .i.s. ♦-. 

·=l= • . . is not isnot 

representation 

int 
real 
bool 
char 
format 

I 

long i 
I 
' I 

~ 
:Q:r;QC' 

struct 
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symbol 

union of symbo1{71aa} 
local symbol { 85-1,b:} 
complex symbol { 42c·} 
bits symbo1{42c} 
string symbol{ 42c·} 
file symbo1{42c·} 
mod·e symbol { 72a} 
priority symbo1{73a} 
operation symbol{75b} 

e )') Syntactic·: tokens 

symbol 

open symbo1{21a,30g,i,5513a,309d~ 
begin symbo1{30i} 
close symbo1{21a,3'0'g,j,5513a,309d, 
end symbol { 30''j:} 
comma symbol { 3ob·, d, e, 55·13a, 54e, 62e ,g, 

. 309d,71~,p~ab,861b,c} 
elementary symbol { 63a} _ 
parallel· symbol {62b, c, d, f} 
sub ~ymbo1{71o,861a} 
bus symbo1{71o,861a} 
up to symbo1{71q,861a} 
at symbol{861g} 
by symbol{861i~ 
if symbo1{64a} 
then symbo1{64e} 
else symbol{64e} 
fi symbo1{64a} 
of symbol{852a} 

laoel symbol{ 6-1k} 

' 
{26 July 196$} 

representation 

union --
loc 
com:g:l 
bits 
string 
file 
mode 
,nriorit:y: 

.rur 

representation 

( 

begin· 
) 

, .c.g_mma 
elem 

~ 

[ ( 

] ) 
. . 

£1! 
]..y· 

( .il 
,.· then 
1· else 
) ·. fi 

Qi . . 
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f} Sequencing token 

go on symbol { 30·0-·, 61 c·, d, j} 

completion s~bo1{611} 
go to symbol{61d,82d} 

g} Hip tokens 

symbol 

skip symbol { 82c·} 
nil symbo1{827e} 

h) Extra tokens 

symbol. 

for symbol 
from symbol 
to symbol 
while symbol 
do symbol 
then if symbol 
else if symbol 
case symbol 
in symbol 
esae: symbol 
plus i times symbo1{309d} 

{26 July 1968} 

representation 

• 
go to 

exit 
goto 

representation 

§.kiJ2 

n·il 

representation 

for 
from 

.tsl 
while. 
do· 

I : thef 
I : elsf 
( case 

I in 
) esac 

l .i 
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i) Special tokens 

symbol 

quote symbol{514a,53a,b,d} 
comment symbol 

3.1.2. Remarks 

{10 July 1968} 

representation 

II 

Q comment 

a) Where more than one representation of a symbol is given, 
any one of them may be chosen. {However, discretion should 
be exerc·ised, since the text · 

(a> b then b I a fi, 
though acceptable to an automaton, would be more intelligible 
to a human in either of the two representations 

(a> b I b I a) 
or 

li a> b then b ~lse a fi.} 

b) A representation which is a sequence of underlined or bold
faced marks or a sequence of marks between apostrophes is dif
ferent from the sequence of those marks when not underline~, in 
bold face or between apostrophes. 

c) Representations of other letter-tokens {1.1.4.Step 2}, other
mode-indications and other-operation-indications {1.1.5.Step 3}, 
other-comment-items and other-string-items {1.1.5.Step 4} may 
be added, provided that no letter-token or indication {4.2} has 
the same representation as any other basic-token {3.0.1.a}, and 
that no comment-item {3.0.9.c} (string-item {5.3.1.b}) has the 
same representation as any other comment--i tern or the comment
symbol (any other stri~item or the quote-symbol). 

,. 
d; The fact that representations of the letter-tokens given 
above are usually spoken of as small letters is not meant to 
imply that the so-called corresponding capital letters could 
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not serve equally well as_ representations. On the other hand, 
i:f both a small letter and the corresponding capital letter 
occur, then one of them is the representation of an other let
ter-token {1.1.4.step 2}. 

{For certain different symbols, one same representation is 
given, e.g. :for the routine-symbol, up-to-symbol and label-sym
bol, the representation 11 : 11 is given. It :follows uniquely :from 
the syntax which of these three symbols is represented by an 
occurrence of 11 : 11 outside comments and row-of-character-denota
tions. Also, some of the given representations appear to be 
11 composite"; e.g. the representation":=" o:f the becomes-symbol 
appears to consist of 11 : 11 , which looks like the representation 
":" of the routine-symbol, etc., and the representation"=" of 
the equals-symbol. It :follows :from the Syntax that 11 := 11 or 
even 11 := 11 can occur outside comments androw-o:f-character-deno
tations as representation o:f the becomes-symbol only (since 11 =" 
cannot o.ccur as representation of a monadic-operator). Similar
ly, the other given composite representations do not cause am
biguity. } 



4. Identification and the context conditions {24 July 1968} 

{A proper program is a progra..~ satisfying the context con
ditions, e.g. if(~ x; x := 1) is contained in a proper 
program, then the second occurrence of xis a reference-to
real-identifier not solely because of some production rule 
(though this might be possible with a more elaborate syntax) 
but also because it identifies the first occurrence according 
to one of the context conditions. This chapter describes the 
methods of identification and contains other context conditions 
which prevent such undesirable constructions as mode~=~.} 

4.,1. Identifiers 

{Identifiers are sequences of letter-tokens and/or digit
tokens in w~ich the first is a letter-token, e.g. x1. Identi
fiers, except for label-identifiers, are made to possess values 
by the elaboration of identity-declarations (7.4). Some iden
tifiers possessing values which are not names might, in other 
languages, be called constants, e.g. min 1fil m = 4096. Identi
f,ters possessing names which refer to such values might be cal
led variables and those possessing names which refer to names 
might be called pointers. Such terminology is not used in this 
Report. Here, all identifiers, except for label-identifiers, 
possess values which are or are not names.} 

4. 1 .. 1 • Syntax 

a)* identifier: MABEL identifier{b}. 
b) MABEL identifier{54f,61k,71v-,w,827d,860a} : T'.AG{c,d,302b}. 
c) TAG_ LETTER{b,c,d,30h·,7lh} : TAG{c,d,302b}, LETTER{302b}. 
d) TAG DIGIT{b,c,d,30h,71h} : TAG{c,d,302b}, DIGIT{303d}. 
e)* range : SORTETY serial CLAUSE{61a} 

PROCEDURE denotation{54b}. 

{Examples: 
b) x; xx; x1 ; amsterdam} 

{Rule b together with 1.2.2.r and 1.2.1.1 gives rise to an 
infinity of production rules of the stric·t language, one 
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for each pair of terminal productions of 'MABEL' and 'TAG'. 
For example, 

'real identifier: letter a letter b.' 
is one such production rule. From rule c and 3.0.2.b, one 
obtains 

'letter a letter b: letter a, letter b.', 
'letter a: letter a symbol.' and 
'letter b: letter b symbol.', 

yielding 
'letter a symbol, letter b symbol' 

as a terminal production of a 'real identifier'. For addi~ 
tional insight into the function of rules c and d, see 7.1.1.h 
and s.5.2.} 

4.1.2. Identification of identifiers 

{The method of' identification is first to distinguish 
between defining and applied occurrences of identifiers and 
then to discover which defining occurrence is identified by 
a given applied occurrence. } 

a) A given occurrence of an identifier defines if 
i) it follows a formal-declarer {5.4.1.f}, or 
ii) within some range, it is the textually first occurrence 

of that identifier in a constituent lower-bound-interrogation 
or upper-bound-interrogation or lower-state-interrogation or 
upper-state-interrogation {7.1.1.v,w} of that range, or 

iii) it is contained in a label {6.1.1.k} ; 
otherwise, it is "applied". 

b) If a given occurrence of an identifier is applied, then it 
may identify a defining occurrence found by the following steps: 
Step 1: The given occurrence is called the 11 home 11 and Step 2 

is taken; 
Step 2 i If there exists a smallest range containing the home,· 

then this range, with the exclusion of all ranges containe~ 
within it, is called the home and Step 3 is taken ·{ ; other-
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wise, there is no defining occurrence which the given occur
rence identifies} 

Step 3: If the home contains a defining occurrence of the iden
tifier, then the given occurrence identifies it; otherwise, 
Step 2·is taken. 

{In the closed-clause (bits x := 101 ; .f1Q.§. x[bits width]= 1), 
the first occurrence of xis a defining occurrence of a refer
ence-to-row-of-boolean-identifier. The second occurrence of x 
identifies the first and, in order to satisfy .the identification 
condition (4.1 .. 1), is also a reference-to-row-of-boolean-identi
fier. Identifiers have no inherent meaning. } 

4.2. Indications 

{Indications are used for modes, priorities and operators. 
The representation of indications chosen in this Report are 
sequences of bold-faced or underlined letters, e.g. g_om"Ql. and 
plus, but no production rule determines this sequence. The 
programmer may also create his own indications, with suitable 
representations, provided that they cannot be confused with an 
other symbol (1.1.5.Step 3, 3.1.2.c)'. } 

4.2.1. Syntax 

a)* indication: MODE mode indication{b} ; ADIC indication{e,f}. 
b) MODE mode indication{71b} : mode standard{c,72a} ; 

other mode indication{1.1.5.Step 3}. 
c} mode standard{b} : string symbo1{31d} ; file symbo1{31d} ; 

long symbo1{31d} sequence option, complex symbo1{31d} 
long symbol{31d} sequence option, bits symbo1{31d}. 

d)* priority indication: PRIORITY indication{e}. 

e) PRIORITY indication{43c,73a} : 
long symbo1{31d} sequence option, operator token{304b} 
'long symbol{31d} sequence option, equals symbo1{31c} ; 
other operator indication{1.1.5.Step 3}. 
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f) monadic indication{43g} : 
long symbo1{31d} sequence option, operator token{304b} ; 
other operator'indication{1.1.5.Step 3}; 

g)* adic indication: ADIC indication{e,f}. 

{Examples: 
b) compl ; nrimitive ; 
c) string; file; long compl; bits ; 
e) +; = ; ? ; 

f) +; long abs ; ? } 

4.2.2. Identification of indications 

{The identification of indications is similar to that of 
identifiers.} 

a} A given occurrence of an indication indication-defines if 
it precedes the equals-symbol of a mode-declaration {7.2} or 
priority-declaration {7.3}; otherwise, it is "indication-ap
plied". 

b) If a given occurrence of an indication is indication-ap
plied, then it may identify an indication-defining occurrence 
of the indication found using the steps of 4.1.2.b with Step 3 
replaced by: 
nstep 3: If the home contains an indication-defining occurrence 

of the indication, then the given occurrence identifies it; 
otherwise, Step 2 is taken.". 

{Indications have no inherent meaning. The indication
defining occurrence of an indication establishes that indication 

as a terminal production of· 'MODE mode indication' (7.2) or 
'PRIORITY indication' (7.3). Monadic-indications have no indi
cation-defining occurrence. J 
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{Operators are either monadic, i.e. require a right oper
and only, or are dyadic, i.e. require both a left and a right 
operand, e.g. abs .x and x + y. Operators are made to possess 
routines by the elaboration of operation-declarations (7.5). 
Operators are identified by observing the modes of their oper
ands, e.g. x + Y", x + i, i + x, i + j each involves a different 
operator, see 10.2.3.i, 10.2.4.a, 10.2.4.b and 10 .. 2.2.i. Though 
an operator knows the mode of the value, if any, delivered by 
its routine, this mode is not involved in the identification 
process. } 

4.3.1. Syntax 

a)* operator : proc·edure with PARAMETERS ADIC operator{ c ,d}. 
b), procedure with PARAMETERS MOID ADIC operator{75b,84b,g} : 

procedure with PARAMETERS ADIC operator{c,d}. 
c) procedure with LMODE parameter and RMODE parameter 

PRIORITY operator{b} : PRIORITY indication{42e}. 
d ), procedure with RMODE parameter monadic operator{ b} : 

monadic indication{42f}. 
e)* priority operator: 

procedure with PARAMETERS PRIORITY operator{c}. 

{Examples: 
C) + ; 
d} .E;Q§.} 

4.3.2. Identification of operators 

{The identification of operators is similar to that of 
identifiers and indications, except that one same priority-in
dicatiorr may be more than one operator and therefore the modes 
of the operands must be considered. } 

a) A given occurrence of an operator operator-defines if it 
prec.·edes the equals-symbol of an operation-declaration { 7 .. 5} ; 
otherwise, it is "operator-applied". 
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b) If a given occurrence of an operator is operator-applied, 
then it may identify an operator-defining occurrence of the op
erator found by using the steps of 4.1.2.b, with Step 3 replac
ed by: 

"Step 3: If the home contains an operator-defining occurrence, 
in an operation-declar·ation, of an operator which is the same 
adic-indipation as the given occurrence, and which is such 

mOt.t-Q. of -rl->-<... 

that the .._left (right)' operand of the operator can be firmly 
c:eerc·ed to {4-.4.3.a} the mode specified by the first (seco"nd} 
virtual-parameter in the plan of that operation-declaration 
{7.5.1.a,b}, then the given occurrence identifies that opera
tor-defining occurrence of the operator; otherwise, Step 2 is 
taken.". 

{Operators have no inherent meaning. The operator-defining 
occurrence of an operator is made to possess a routine (2.2.3.4) 
by the elaboration of an operation-declaration (7.5) . 

.A given occurrence of an indication may be both a prfority
indication and a priority-operator • .As a priority-indicatiorr, 
it identifies its indicatiorr-defining occurrence • .As a prior
ity-operator, it may identify an operator-defining occurrence, 
which possesses a routine. Since the occurrence of an indica~ 
tion preceding the equals-symbol of an operation-declaration is 
an indication-application and an operator-definition (but not 
an operator-application}, it follows that the set of those oc
currences which identify a given priority-operator is a subset 
of those occurrences which identify the same priority-indication. 

In the closed-clause 
begin real x, Y' := 1 .. 5 ; :griorit__x .m,m = 6 ; 
fill min= (real a, b}real: (a> b I b I a}; 
X := y .!!!in pi/ 2 !il1Q., 

the first occurrence of .ID.in is an indication-defining occurrence 
of a priority-SIX-indication. The second occurrence of min is 
indication-applied and identifies the first occurrence (4.2.2), 
whereas, at the same textual position, min is also operator-de-
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fined as a [prrr]-priority-SIX-operator and hence is also a 
[prr J -priority-SIX-operator C4. 3. 1 • b; i .. e. ignoring the mode of 
the value, if any, which it delivers), where [prr] stands for 
procedure-with-real-parameter-and-real-parameter, and [prrr] 
for [prr]-real. The third occurrence of min is indication-ap
plied and, as such, identifies the first occurrence, whereas, 
at the same textual position, min is also operator-applied, and, 
as such, identifies the second occurrence; this makes it (in 
view of Step 3 )'; a [prr ]-priority-SIX-operator and hence, be
cause of the identification condition (4.4., 1 )\ a [prrr ]-prior
ity-SIX-operator. This identification of the priority-opera
tor is made because: 

i} Jl!.ill: occurs in; an operation-declaration, 
ii) the base y can be firmly coerced to the mode specified 

by real, 
iii) the formula pi/ 2 is a priori of the mode specified by 

~' 
iv} ,min is thus a [prr]-priority-SIX-operator, and 
v) because of the identification condition it is thus also 

a [prrr]-priority-SIX-operator. 
If the identification condition were not satisfied, then the 
search for another defining occurrence would be continued in 
the same range, or failing that, in a surrounding range.} 

{Though this be madness, yet 
there is method in't. 
Hamlet, William Shakespeare.} 
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(real y; int y; sin(3.14)), 
(real p p: go· top; sin(3.14)), 
(mode g = real ; mode g = bopl ; sin(3.14)), 
(priority b = 5 ; priority~= 6; sin(3.14))· 

is contained in a proper program.} 

{22 July 1968} 

c) No proper program contains a reach containing two operation
declarations whose first constituent operators are the same in-

of- whose. 
dication and all"corresponding constituent virtual-parameters 
{7.5.1.b,7.1.1.x} are virtual-declarers specifying modes relat
ed to one another{4.4.3.b}. 

a I b) 

{e.g., neither the closed-clause 
(Q.12 ~ = (int a, int b)int : (a > b 
.QJ2 ~ = (.:1.Djz a, .1n1 b)int : (a> b a I b) ; sin(3 .. 14)) 

nor 

(.Q.:Q me.,2S; = (l.u.t, a, ru int b ).ifil : ( a > b 

.QJ2 ~ = (£.§J: int a, int b)int : (a > b 
is contained in any proper program, but 

a I b) 

a I b) 

(.Q.J2 ~ = (ir!i a, i.u..t b) int : ( a > b I a I b) 

sin( 3 ,.14)) 

.Q.ll ~ = (real a, ~ b)l:filll : (a > b / a I b) ; sin(3.14)) 
may be.} 

4.4.3. The mode conditions 

a) A given mode is 11 firmly coerced from 11 
(

11 united from") a 
second mode if the notion consisting of that second mode follow
ed by 'base' is a production of the notion consisting of tfirm' 
('strongly united to') followed by the given mode followed by 
'base' {see 8.2}. 

{e.g., the mode specified by real is firmly coerced from 
the mode specified by r.ef r~al because the notion 'reference to 
real base' is a production of 'firm real base' (8.2.0.1.e,8.2.1. 
1.a). Similarly, that specified by union(.ifil, real) is united 
from those· specified by .iU1 and real.} 

b) Two modes are "related" to one another if they are both 
firmly coerced {a}·· from one same mode. { A mode is related to 
its elf.} 
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A 11 proper 11 program is a program satisfying the context 
conditions; a 11 meaningf'ul 11 program is a proper program whose 
elaboration is defined by this Report {Whether all programs, 
only proper programs, or only meaningful programs are 11 ALGOL 68 11 

programs is a matter for individual taste. If one chooses only 
. C<-rv. 

proper programs, then one m:as--t- consider the context conditions 
as syntax which is not written as production rules. } 

4.4.1. The identification conditions 

a) In a proper program, each applied occurrence of an identi
fier (each indication-applied occurrence of an indication, each 
operator-applied occurrence of an operator) which is a terminal 
production of one o~ more notions ending with 'identifier~ 
('indication', 'operator') is a terminal production of all 
those same notions at the defining (indication-defining, opera
tor defining) occurrence__,J·if··any,. of that identii'ier ( indica
tion, operator). {See the remarks after 4.1.2 and 4.3.2, and 
for the significance of "one or m0':re 11

, see rule 4.3.1.b.} 

b) No proper program contains an applied occurrence of an iden
tifier (indication-applied occurrence of a mode-indication or 
priority-indication, operator-applied occurrence of.an operator) 
which does not identify a defining (an indication-defining, an 
operator-defining) occurrence. 

4.4.2. The uniqueness condition 

a) A "reach" is a range {4.1.1.e} with the exclusion of all its 
constituent ranges. 

b) No proper program contains-a reach {a} containing two defin
ing occurrences of a given identifier nor t·wo indication-defin
ing occurrences of a given indication. . ,. 

{e.g., none of the closed-clauses (6.4.1.a) 
(real x, real x; sin(3.14)), 
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c} No proper·program contains a_declarer {7~1} specifying a 
mode unit·ed from { a} itwo modes related { b} to one another. 

{e.g., .the dec,larer union(real, l:ti real} is not contain
ed in any proper program.} 

d1
)) No proper program contains a dec'larer the cronsti tuent field

selectors {?'.1.1.i} of·two of whose constituent field-declara
tors {7.1.1.g} are the same sequence of symbols. 

{e.g., the declarer struc-t(jnt i, bool i)) is not contained· in 
any proper program, but struct(int i, struct(int i, bool jJ j} 

may be •. } 

4.4.4. The declaration condition 

a)) A mode indication contained in an ac·tual-declarer is "shiel
ded n if 

i}° it is or is contained in a {virtual-}declarer following a 
reference-to-symbol in a field-declarator{ 7 .1 .1. g} , or 

ii}' it is contained' ·in a virtual-parameter { 7. 1 • 1 • y} , or 
iii) tt is contained in a.virtual-declarer following a virtual

parameters-pac·k {5 ._4.1· .i}. 
{e.g., Person is shielded in struct(int age, ref Person 

father), but not in l;li,ruct(int age, _person uncle) and _pis 
shielded in _proc{n)_p but not in union(ifil, [ ]_p) .. } 

b} An actual-declarer which is a mode-indication "shows" that 
mode-indication; an ac·tual-declarer shows all mode-indications 
contained in it; which are not shielded, and furthermore all 
mode-indications shown by the ac·tual-declarer following the eq
uals-symbol following the defining-occurrence of each such mode
indication. 

{e.g., in the dec·larati·ons mode 
Q. = stryc1(ref .ft e)', .§. = _proc(int)a, 
shown by [ ]b are b and d.} 

a = []b h = union(ref d)· - _, - ----=--= - - ' 
the mode-indications 
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c,)! No proper program contains a mode-declaration whose mode

indication is shown by its actual-dec-larer. 

{e.g., no proper program contains one of the following 

dec:larations·: mode .§: = .§: ; mode □' = Q, ~ = [ 1 : 10 ]] ; mode d = 
[].r.u union(12roc{g)d, rn .Q.) ; mode parson = struct (in-t a:ge, 
_I)arson unu-le} } 



5. Denotations {22 July 1968} 

{Denotations, e.g. 3.14 or 11 abc" are terminal productions 
of notions whose value is independent of the elaboration of the 
program. In other languages they are sometimes called "liter,_ 
als" or "constantsn.} 

5.0.1. Syntax 

a)* denotation: PLAIN denotation{510b,51a,511a,512a,513a,514a} 
row o~ boolean denotation{52a} ; 
row of character denotation{53a} ; 
PROCEDURE denotation{54b} ; format denotation{55a} •. 

{Examples: 
a) 3.14 ; 101 ; 11 algol..!;.report 11 

; (.QQ.Q..l a)j,nt (a I 1 I o) 
f5df} 

5.0.2. Semantics 

a) A denotation possesses a value; a given denotation always 
possesses the same value; its elaboration involves 119 action. 

b) The mode of the value possessed by a given denotation is. 
obtained by deleting 'denotation' from that direct production 
of the notion 'denotation' of which the given denotation is a 
terminal production. {e.g., The value of "algol.!..report". which 
is a production of 'row of character denotation', is of the 
mode 'row of character'.} 

5.1. Plain denotations 

{Plain-denotations are those of arithmetic,boolean and 
character values, e.g. 1, 3.14·, true and "a".} 

5.1.0.1. Syntax 
" 

a)•x- plain denotation : PLAIN denotation{510b~51a,5111a,512a,513a, 
514a} • 
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b) long. INTREAL denotation{ 860a} : 
long ·symbol{31d}, INTREAL denotation{511a,512a}. 

5.1.0.2. Semantics 

a) A plain-denotation possesses a plain value {2.2.3.1}, but 
plain values possessed by different plain-denotations are not 
necessarily different {e.g., 123.4 and 1.234e+2}. 

b) The value of a denotation consisting of a number {pos~ibly 
zero} of long-symbols followed by an integral-denotation (real
denotation) is the "a priori" value of that integral-denotation 
(real-denotation) provided that it does not exceed the largest 
integer {10.1.b} (largest real number {10.1.d}) of length num
ber one more than that number of long-symbols{; otherwise, 
the value is undefined}. 

5.1.1. Integral denotations 

5. 1 • 1 • 1 • Syntax 

a) integral denotation{860a,512c,.d,h,5·10b} digit zero{303d} ; 
. natural numeral{b}. 

b) natural numeral{a} : 
digit FIGURE{303d}, digit token{303c} sequence option. 

{Examples: 
a) 0; 4096 ; 
b) 1 ; 2 ; 3 ; 123 (Note that 00123 and -1 are not integral

denotations.)} 

5.1.1.2. Semantics 

~he a priori value of an integral-denotation is the inte
ger which in decimal notation is that integral-denotation in 
the representation language {1.1.8}. {See also 5.1.0.2.b.} 



5.1.2. Real denotations {22 July 1968} 

5.1.2.1. Syntax 

a) real denotation{860a,510b} 
variable-point numeral{b} ; floating-point numeral{e}. 

b) variable-point numeral{a} : 
integral part{c} option, fractional part{d} ; 
integral part{c}, point symbo1{31b}. 

c) integral part{b} : integral denotation{511a}. 
d) fractional part{b} : poin~ symbo1{31b}, 

digit zero{303d} sequence option, integral denotation{511a}. 
e) floating-point numeral{a} : 

stagnant part{f}, exponent part{g}. 
f) stagnant part{e} : 

integral denotation{511a} ; variable-point numeral{b}. 
g) exponent part{e} : 

times ten to the power symbo1{31b}, power of ten{h}. 
h) power of ten{g}: 

plusminus{304c} option, integral denotation{511a}. 

{Examples: 
a) 0.000123 . 1.23e-4 b) .123 . 0 .. 123 . 123 • . 

' ' ' ' c) 123 . d) .123 . .000123 . 
' ' ' 

e) 1 .,23e-4 f) 1 ; 1 .23 . 
' g) e-4 . h) 3 +45 . -678 } 

' ' 

5.1.2.2. Semantics 

a) The a priori value ·of a fractional-part is the a priori 
value of its integral-denotation divided by ten as many times 
as there are digit-tokens in the fractional-part. 

b) The a priori value of a variable-point-numeral is the sum 
in the sense of numerical analysis of zero, the a priori value 
of its integral-pa.rt, if any, and that of its fractional-part, 

" if any {see also 5.1.0.2.b}. 
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c) t. 
The a priori value of an expon~nt-part is ten raised to the 

• a priori value of the inte.gral-denotation in its power-of-ten 
if that power-of~ten does not begin ,,.,i th a minus-symbol; other
wise, it is one-tenth raised to the a priori value of that inte
gral-denot at i0n. 

d) The a priori value of a floating-point-numeral is the pro
duct in the sense of numerical analysis of the a priori values 
of its stagnant-part and exponent-part {see q,lso 5~1.0 .. 2.b}. 

5.1.3. Boolean denotations 

5.1.3.1. Syntax 

a) boolean denotation{860a} : true symbo1{31b} 

{Examples: 
a) true ; false} 

5.1.3.2. Semantics 

false symbo1{31b 

The value of a true-symbol (false-symbol) is true (false). 

5.1.4. Character denotations 

5 • 1 • 4. 1 • Syntax 

a) charact~r denotation{860~} : . 
quote symbo1{31i}, string item{521b}, quote symbo1{31i}. 

{Examples: 
a) ua11 } ,, 
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The value of a character-denotation is a new instance of 
the character possessed {5.3.2.a} by its string item {5.3.1.b} 
if that string item is a cha~acter-token or an other-string-item; 
otherwise, {if' that character-token is a quote-image,} it is a 
new instance of the character possessed by the quote-symbol. 

5; ... 2. Row of boolean denotations 

{There are two kinds of denotations of multiple values 
viz., bits, e.g. 1011, and string, e.g. 11 abc". These denota
tions differ in that a string denotation: contains zero or two 
or more string-items but a bits denotation may contain one or 
more flipflops. (See also character-denotations 5.1.4.)} 

5.2.1. Syntax-

a) row of boolean denotation{860a} : 
long symbo1{31d} sequence option, flipflop{303e} sequence. 

{Examples: 
a} .1Q11 ; long 1 OU } 

5. 2. 2. Semantic·s 

a) Let "m" stand for the number of flipflops in the denotation 
and "n" for the value of L bits width {10.1.g}, L standing for 
as many times long as there are long-symbols in the denotation; 
if min, then the value of the row-of-boolean-denotation· is a 
multiple value {2.2.3.3} whose descriptor has an offset 1 and 
one quintuple (1,n,1,1,1) and whose element with index rrj 11 is 
false for j = 1, ••. , n-m, and for j = n-m+1, ••• , n is a new 
instance of true (false) if the i-th constituent flipflop (i = 

j + m - n) of the denotation is a flip-symbol (flop-symbol). 
,. 

{If the value of bits width is, say, 5, then 1011 posses-
ses the same value as the collateral-clause (false, true, false, 
trua, ~), but .1Q11 is not a collateral-clause.} 
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{The denotations of strings always begin and end with a 
_ quote-symbol, e.g. "abc". If it is necessary to include a 
quote within a string, then the quote-symbol is doubled, e.g. 
11 this..Lis.3..a.3..quote.:.t,111111 • Since the sy-.a.tax nowhere allows atring
or character-denotations to follow one another, ambiguities do 
not arise.} 

5io3.1. Syntax 

a) row 'of character denotation{860a} : empty string{b} ; . 
quot-e symbo1{31 i}, string) item{c}, 

string item{c} sequence, quote symbo1{31i}. 
b) empty string{a} : quote symbo1{31i}, quote symbo1{31i}. 
c) string item{a} : character token{309d} ; 

quote image{d} ; OJther string item{1.1.5.Step 4}. 
df quote image{c} : quote symbo1{31i}, quote symbo1{31i}. 

a) 
c) 

{Examples: 

"" ; 
11 abc" ; 

a ; "" ; ? ; 

5.3.2. Semantics 

"a + 1J ""is.a formula'"'" ..!. ..£. ..L ··- .I!. 
b) 
d): 

11 II • 

' 
ti fl } 

a) Each character-token and other-string-item, as well as the 
quote-symbol {not quote-image} possess~s a unique character. 

b) The value of a row-of-character-denotation is a multiple 
value {2.2.3.3} whose descriptor has an offset 1 and one quin
tuple (1,n,1,1,1),·where n stands for the number of string
items contained in the denotation. For i = 1, •.. ,n, the 
element with index i of that multiple value is a new instance 
of the character possessed by the i-th string-item, and, other
wise, {if that string-item is a quote-image} is a new instance 
of the character.possessed by the quote-symbol. 

{The construction "a" is a character-denotation, not a 
st~ing denotation. However, in all strong positions, e.g. 
strings := "a", it will be arrayed to a multiple value {8.2.6}. 
Elsewhere, where a multiple value is required, a generator may 
be used, e.g. as in np,ion(int, ~) :us := strin_g := "a".} 



5-o 4. Routine denotations {22 July 1968} 

{A routine-denotation, e.g.; (real a, b)real : (a > b I b 
a), always has a routine-symbol(:). To the left of this sym

bol stand the formal-parameters, e.g. (~ a, b), .-and a declar
er specifying the mode of tp,e value delivered, if any, e.g. 
real. To the right of the routine-symbol is the body, e.g. 
(a> b I b / a), whicJ:). is always a closed-, conditional- or 
collateral-clause. If the routine delivers no value, then a 
void-symbol stands before the routine-symbol, e.g. void: go to 
princeton. In some cases this void-symbol may be omitted, see 
the extension 9.2. • It is essential that the body of a 
routine-denotation be CLOSED, for otherwise denotations like 
(.i,nt sintzoff)~ : (l.n1 branquart)void : _ lewi (wodon) could 
also be clause calls, or formulas like (l.n1 a)lJli : 1 + 2 + 3 
would be ambiguous if+ is also declared as an operator accep
ting a routine as left operand. } · 

5.4.1. Syntax 

a)* routine denotation: PROCEDURE denotation{b}. 
b) procedure PARAMETY Il'IOID denotation{ 860a} : 

formal pr9c.edure PARAMETY lIOID plan{ c ,d}, 
routine symbol{31b}, HOID body{h}. 

c) VICTAL procedure with PARArIBTERS MOID plan{b,75b,71x} : 
VICTAL PARAMSTERS{e,f;71y,.74b} pack, 

virtual MOID declarer{g,71b}. 
d) VICTAL procedure MOID plan{b,71x} : 

virtual MOID_ declarer{ g, 71 b}. 
e) VIGTAL PARAM.ETJ.!iRS and PARAI,~TER{c,b,862a} : 

VICTAL PARAMETERS{ e, f, 71 y, 71J. b} , comma symbol { 31.e}, 
VICTAL PARAMETER{f,71y,74b}. 

f) formal IiODE parameter{c,e,74a} : 
formal MODE declarer{ 71 b} , r~IODE identifier{ 41 b}. 

g) .virtual void declarer{c,d} : void symbo1{31b}. _ 
i)* VICTAL parameters pack: VICTAL PARAMETERS{e,f,71y,74b} pack, ,. 
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{Examples: 
b.) (1;..Q.Q.1 a, b)bool . (a b I false} . -\ .. . 

' 
void . ( n= 1966 warsaw I zandvoort) ; . 

c) (.Q.Q..ol a, b)]2QQJ_ . 
' 

d) void 
e) .QQ.Q1. a, bool b . 

' f) bool a . 
' 

g) .void . 
' 

h) (a I b false) . (n - 1966 I warsaw I zandvoort)} 
' 

5.4.2. Semantic§ 

A routine-denotation possesses that routine which can be 
obtained from it in the followi'ng steps: 
Step 1: A copy is mad·e of the routine-denotation ; 
Step 2: If the routine denotation does not contain a formal-

. ' 

parameters-pack, then Step 3 is taken; otherw.iise, an equals
symbol followed by a skip-symbol is inserted in the copy fol
lowing the last identifier in each copied constituent formal
parameter of that formal-parameters-pack; the open-symbol of 
that formal-parameters-pack is deleted and its close-symbol 
is replaced by a go-on-symbol; 

Step 3: If the virtual-declarer of its formal-plan is a void-
·symbol, then that void-symbol and the routine-symbol which 
follows it is deleted and Step 4 is taken; otherwise, the 
routine-symbol is replaced by a becomes-symbol, and a value
of-symbol followed by an open-symbol is placed before and a 
close-symbol is placed after the copy; 

Step 4: An open-symbol is placed before and a close-symbol is 
placed after the copy, and the co·,;y, thus modified, is the 
routine possessed by the routine-denotation. 

{The routine possessed by p1 after the elaboration of 
12..:t.Q..Q. p1 = void : (tirrenia), is ((tirrenia)); that possessed 
by p2 after the elaboration of nroc p2 =real: (xx) is 

~ 

(val(real := (xx)~); tha~,;ossessed by p3 after the elabora-
tion of :gro9.. p3 = ( int a}"~: ( a > 0 I xx I yy}, is (.:l§l.( int a 
=skip; real :=(a> 0 I xx I yy))), and that possessed by 
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p4- after the elaboration of proc p4 = (ml a, b) : (a > b I 
stop) is (real a= skin, real- b =skin; (a> b I stop)). A 
routine is the same sequence _of symbols as some closed-clause 
(6.3.1). For the use of rou;tines, see 8.4 (formulas), 8.2 .. 2 
(deprocedured-coercends) and 8.6.2 (clause-calls). } 



5.5. Format denotations 

5. 5. 1. Syntax 

a) forrrat denotation 
formatter symbol, . collection · list, .formatter symbol. 

b) collection: pi~ture ·; insertion option, replicator, 

collection list pack, insertion option. 

c) picture : MODE pattern, insertion option. 

d) insertion literal option, insert sequence; literal. 

e) insert : replicator, aligrm1ent, literal option. 

f') replicator: replication option. 

g) replication: dynamic replication; integral denotation. 
h) dynamic replication : letter n, fitted serial integral expression pack. 

i) alignuent : letter k; letter x; letter y; letter 1; letter p. 

j)·literal: S'IRING denotation option, replicated literal sequence; 
STRING denotation. 

k) replicated literal: replication, STRING denotation. 

{Exrunples: 

a) fp"tabZe.:..of"x70a,n(Um-7) tl6x3zd,3x70(2x+. 12de+2d"+jx"si+.10de+2d))p[. ; 

b) p"tabZe_:._of"x10a ; 3x70(2x+. 72de+2d~'+jx"si+.10de+2d) ; 

c) 't20ka ( 11mon ", "tu.es", "wednes ", "thw:>s ", "fri ", "satur ", "sun 11
) "day" ; 

d) p "tab Ze. of ''x .; "day" ; 

e) p"tabZe.:..of" ; 

.-; ) n (Zim-1) ; 10 ; 

r.) n(Um-7) ; 

j) "+jx" ; 

k) 20"." } 

1) sign mould : loose replicatable zero frame., sign frame; loose sign frame. 

m) loose ANY frame : insertion option, ANY frame. 

n) replicatable ANY frame : replicator, PJ:tf .frame • 

o) zero frame letter z. 
p) sign rrame : plusminus • 
q) suppressible ANY frame letters option., ANY .frame. 

r) * fra.,1e : ANY frame.· 

{Examples: 

l) "="J 2::::+ , 2x-:- . . .:J 

:·a) "="7 2z ) . 
n) 72z ; 

q) si ; 70a } 



5.5.1. continued 

aa) {Three ways o:f "transput" (i.e. "input11 and "output") are provided by 

the standard declarations, viz. 

i) :formatless transput ( 1 O. 5. 2) 

ii) :formatted transput (10.5.3) 

iii) binary transput (10.5.4.) 

Formats (see 5.5.2.a) are used by the :formatted transput routines to 

control input :from and output to a u:file 11 ( 10. 5. 1 ) • 

bb) A format may be associated with a file by format (10.5.1.3.a), thereby 

causing its first constituent picture 

of the file. 
to be the current picture 

After the current picture . o:f the file has been used to control the 

transput of a value, then, unless the format is exhausted, the next 

pictJJFe of the format is made to be the curre1:1t, · pieture of the 

file. If no format has been associate_d with the file, or if the format 

associated with the file is exhausted, then the current picture of 

the file is undefined. 

cc) The current picture . of the file is used on output to control the 

"conversion" of a value to a "string", i.e. a value of mode 'row of 

character', and, on input, that of a st~ing to a value. _ 

dd) The mode specified by a picture is that obtained by deleting 'pattern' 

from that notion.ending with 'pattern' whose terminal production is the 

constituent pattern of that picture. 

ee) Formats have a complementary meaning on input and output; that is, under 

control of one given picture: 

i) it is possible to convert a given value to a string by means of a 

formatted output routine, provided the mode specified by the pic

ture is "output-compatible" with the mode of the given value, and 

the number of characters ·specified by the ., pie.tu.re is su:fficient 

(10.5.3.1); 

ii) it is possible to convert a given string to a value of a given mode, 
' provided the mode specified by the · picture is "input-compatible" 

with the mode of the value, the number of elements of the string is 

~h~ same as that specified by the picture ., and the individual 

characters of the string "agree" with the frames of thepicture 

. specifying them ( 10. 5.3.2 )"; 
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iii) if it is possible to convert a given value to a string and the 

picture 

and the 

does not contain a letter-k or letter-y as aligrurent, 

picture does not contain any digit-frames or character-

frarres preceded by letter-s, then it is possible to convert the 

resulting string (under control of the same picture ) into a 

value; the resulting value is equal (approximately equal) to the 

given value if the given value is a string, integer or truth value ------ ··--·---·· ···---··-

(is a real value) ; 

iv) if it is possible to convert a given v~ue into a string and to 

convert that string into a new value, then converting this new value 

to a string yields the same string. 

ff) _The value of the empty replicator is one; the value of a replication 

that is an integral-denotation is the value of that denotation; the value 

of a dynamic-replication is the value of its constituent serial-

integral-expression if that value is positive, and zero otherwise~ 

gg) The number of characters specified by a picture . is the sum qf the 

numbers of characters specified by its constituent frames and the number 

specified by a frame is equal to the value of its preceding replicator. 

hh) .A frame preceded by letter-sis "suppressed", and the characters 

ii) 

specified by it are also suppressed, i.e.: 

on output, are deleted from the string that is output, and, 

on input, are inserted in the string that is input, viz., by inserting 

the character possessed by a point (times-ten-to-the-power, plus-i-times, · 

digit-zero, space) -symbol for a suppressed-point· {exponent, co:rrplex, 

digit,. character) -frame. 
Transput occurs at the current "position" (i.e. page number, line number 
and char number) of the file. At each position of the file within certain 
limits ( 1 O. 5. 1 •. 1 ·• i, j , k) some character is "present"_, depending on the 
contents of the file and on its "conversion-string". 

jj) An insertion is performed· by performing its constituent alignments and, 

on output (input), "writing" ("requiring") its constituent literals one 

after the other. 

kk) Performing an alignment affects the position of the file as follows, where 

n stand for the value of the preceding replicator: 

a) letter-k causes the current char number to be set ton ; 

b) letter-x causes the char number to be incremented by n ( 10. 5. 1. 2 .m) ; 

c) letter-y causes the char number·to be decr~ented· by n (10.5.1.2.n) ; 
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d) letter-1 causes the line number to be incremented by n and the char 

number to be reset to one (10.5.1.2.0) ; 

e) letter-p causes the page number to be incremented by n, and both 

the line number and the char number to be reset to one (10.5.1.2.p). 

11) A (replicated-) literal is written by writing the string possessed by 

its constituent row-of-character-denotation(as many times as the value 

of the preceding replicator}.; a string is written by writing its elements 

one af'ter the other; a character is written by causing the'. character to 

be present at the current position of the file, thereby obliterating the 

character that was present, and then incrementing the char number by one. 

mm) A (replicated-) literal is required by requiring the string possessed by 

its constituent row-of-character-denotation ~s many times as the value 

of the preceding replicator); a string is required by requiring its 

elements one af'ter the other; a character is required by incrementing 

the char number by one if the character is present at the current· position 

·of the file; otherwis~, the further elaboration is undefined. 

nn) When a string is "read11 whose number of characters is given, then that 

number of characters are read and the result is a string whose elements 

are those characters; when a string is read under control of a given 

"terminator-string", then, as long as the line is not exhausted, characters. 

are read up to but not including the first character which is the same as 

some element of the terminator-string, and the result is a string whose 

elements are those characters; when a character is read, then the result 

is the character present at the current position of the file, and the 

char number of the file is incremented by oneo 
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00 ) A • picture can be used to II edit" a value as follows: 

i) The value is converted by an appropriate output routine ·(10.5.2.c, 

d, e) to a string of as many characters as specified by the picture. 

If the picture is or contains an integral-pattern or real-pattern, 
then this conversion takes place to a base equal to the radix, if 

present, and base ten otherwise. 

ii) If the ·picture contains a sign-mould, then a character specified 

by the sign-frame will be used to indicate the sign, viz., if 

.the sign-frame is a minus-symbol and the value is positive 

(negative), then a space (minus), and, otherwise, a plus (minus). 

This character is shifted in that part of the string specified by 

the sign-nnuld as far to the right as possible across any leading . 

zeroes and those zeroes are replaced by spaces; 

e.g., under the sign-nnuld 4z+, the string possessed by "+000J" is 

edited into that possessed by ":..:.!.+J". If the: picture · does.not 

contain a sign-~ould and the value is negative, then the result is 

undefined. 

iii) Leading zeroes in those parts of the string specified by any 

remaining z~ro-frames are replaced by spaces; e.g., under the 

· picture · zdzd2d, the integer possessed by 780768 is edited into 

the string possessed by "78. 768". 

iv) Suppressed characters are deleted. 



5.5.1. continued 5 

A picture can be used to "indit" a string into a value of a 

given mode as follows: 

i) If the picture contains a sign-rrould, then the character specified by 

its constituent sign~frame must be one of the characters specified by 

that sign-mould. Only spaces may appear in front of this character 

and no leading zeroes may appear after it. The leading spaces are 

deleted, and if the character specified by the sign-frame is a space, 

and the sign frame is a rriinus-s;ymbol, then that character is replaced 

by a plus. 

ii) Leading spaces in those parts of the string specified by any remaining 

zero-frame are replaced by zeroes. 

iii) For each suppressed digit, a zero is inserted into the string; for 

each other suppressed character, a space is inserted. 

iv) The string is converted by an appropriate input routine (10.5.3.b; 
c, d) into a value of the given mode. 

qq) The insertion, if any, following the constituent pattern of a picture is 

performed after the pattern has been used. 

The insertion, if any, preceding the constituent eoliection-list-
pack of a collection · that is not a picture ·. is performed before 

· the first constituent picture . · is used to control the transput of a 

value. The insertion, if any, following that collect-ion -list-pack is 

performed after all constituent pictures •· have· been used. } 



5.5.1 .1. Integral patterns 

a) integral pattern radix m:::iuld option, sign mould option, 

integral mould., integral cho;,i.ce pattern. 
b) radix mould:, insertion option., radix., letter .r. 

c) radix: digit two; digit four; digit eight ; digit one., digit zero; 

digit one, digit six. 1 

d) integral mould : loose replicatable suppressible digit frame sequence. 

e) digit frame : zero frame ; letter d~ 

f) integral choice pattern: insertion option., letter c., literal list pack. 

{Examples: 

a) 2r6d30sd ; 12z+d ; zd"-"zd"-19"2d ; 
" h 11 ,, .p.y,,,• " " tu:i> " "sun ") ; l,20kc("mon"., "tues"., "wednes 11

-., t urs , J .. v , sa , 

b) 2r ; 

c) 2; 4; 8; 10 ; 16; 

d) zd:'-"zd"-19"2d ; . 
' " h " "~ ·" " atur'1 "sun") } f) l,20ka ( "mon '1, "tues "., "wednes'., t urs , J r1, , s , 

{I:f the integral-pattern· is not an integral-choice-pattern, then,. 

i) on output, the value to be output is edited into a string and 

"transcribed onto" the file by, for all frames occurring in the 

pattern, first performing the preceding insertion, if any, arid., then 

writing on the file that part of the string specified by the frame; 

ii) on input, a strine; is .. "transcribed from" the file, which string is 

obtained by, for all frarres occurring in the pattern, first per

forming the preceding insertion, if any, and then, for a frame that 

is not suppressed, reading from the file as many characters as are 

specified by the frame; that string is indited into a value. 

If the integral-pattern is an integral-choice-pattern, then the 

insertion, if any, preceding the letter-c is performed, and, 

i) on output, letting n stand for the integral value to be output, if 

n > 0 and the number o·f literals in the constituent literal-list

pack is at least n, then then-th literal is -written on the file; 

otherwise, the further elaboration is undefined; 

ii) on input, one of the constituent literals of the constituent literal

list-pack is required on the file; if the i~th constituent is the 
' 

first one present, then the value is i; if none of these literals 

is present, then the further elaboration is undefined ,,1 



5:5.1.2. Real patterns -

a) real pattern : sign mould option., real mould ; floating point m:mld. 

b) real mould : integral m:::>uld, loose suppressible point frame., 

integral mould option; 
loose suppressible point frame; integral m:::>uld. 

c) point frame : point symbol. 

d) floating point m:::>uld: 

stagnant m:::>uld, loose suppressible exponent frame., 

sign mould option., integral mould. 

e) stagnant mould: sign mould option., INTREAL mould. 

f) exponent frame letter e. 

{Examples:· 

a) +,,72d; +d. 77de+2d; 

b) d. 77d;. 72d; 
d) +d. 77de+2d ; 
e) +d. 77d } 

{On output, under control of a real-pattern, a real or integral value 

is edited into a string and transcribed onto the file; 

on input, a string is transcribed from the file and indited into a real 

value. } 

5.5.1.3. Boolean patterns 

a) boolean pattern: 

insertion option, letter b, boolean choice mould option. 

b) boolean choice mould: 

open symbol, literal, comma symbol, literal, close symbol. 

{Examples: 

a) Z11result 11Z4xb ; b("", "error") ; 

b) ( 1111
, "error") } 

{If the boolean-pattern does not contain a choice-mould, then the 

effect of using the pattern is the same as if the letter-b were followed 

by ( ''!._", 11011). 

The insertion, if any, preceding the letter-bis performed, andJ 

i) on output, if the truth value to be outpµt is true, then the first 

constituent literal of the constituent choice-m:::>uld is wr1tten , and, 

otherwise, the second; 



5.5. 1 .3. continued. 

ii) on input, one of the constituent literals of the constituent choice

mould is required on the file·; if the first literal is present,- then 

the value true is found; otherwise, if the second literal is present, 

then the value false is found; otherwise, the· further elaboration is 
undefined 

5.5.1.4. Complex patterns 

a) COMPLEX pattern: 

real pattern., loose suppressible complex frame., real pattern. 

b) complex frame·: letter i. 

{Example:. 

a) 2x+. 12de+2d"+jx"si+- 10de+2d }" 

{On output, the complex or real or integral value is edited into 

a string and transcribed onto the file; on input, a string is transcribed 

from the file and indited into a complex value. } 

5.5.1 .5. String patterns 

a) STRING pattern: loose string frame; 

loose ceplicatable suppressible character frame sequence. 
b) string frame : letter t. 
c) character frame letter a. 

{Example: 

a) p"tabZe.:_Pf"x10a } 
{If the pattern is a loose-string-frame then the insertion, if any, 

preceding its constituent letter-tis performed, and, 

i) on output, the given string is written on the file; 

ii) on input, if the string has . fixed bounds, t:1en that number o.f_. 

characters are read, otherwise a string is read under control of the 

terminator-string referenced by the file (10.5._1.mm);, 
otherwise, 

i) on output, the given string, which must have as many elements as 

the number of characters specified by the format-item, is edited 

into a string and transcribed onto the file ; 

ii) on input, a string is transcribed from the file and indited into 

a string. 

If the value to be transput is a character, then a string having 

that character as its only element is transput.} 



5.5.1.6. Transformats 

a) structured with a STRING na.rred letter alephJ tM.l'\sto-rmo...t : . 

strong unitary format clause. 

{Example: (x"2:.0 lf5dflf5d"-'1f_) } 
{For unitary-clauses see Chapter 8.} 

{Transfo~ts are used exclusively as actual-parameters of 

fQrmatted output routines; for reasons of efficiency, the programmer 

has deliberately been made unable to use them elsewhere by the choice of 
1 ALEPH 10 · 

Although transformats are not denotations at all, they·are handled 

here because of their close connection to formats. } 

5.5.2. Se'D.antics 

a) The format {2.2.3.4} possessed by a given format-denotation is the 

same sequence of symbols as the given format-denotation. 

b) A given transfonnat is elaborated in the following steps: 

Step 1: It is preelaborated {1.1.6.r} ; 

Step 2: It is replaced by the format obtained in Step 1, and- the thereby 

resulting format-denotation is considered; 

Step 3: All constituent dynamic-replications {5.5.1.h} of the considered 

forrrat-denotation are elaborated collaterally {6.3.2.a}, where the 

elaboration of a dynamic-replication is that of its constituent serial

e.x-pression; 

Step 4: Each of those dynamic-replications is replaced by that mtegral

denotation {5.1.1} which possesses the same vaiue as that dynamic

replication if that value is positive, and, otherwise, by a digit-zero; 
ftu·t:1e::.·:r.o·,,..e everv .,,.,epl-i cator--: •' · · · · · · · 

_ ~ , " J. .,_ -wnicn is empty is replaced oy a chgit-o~.G 

Step 5: That row-of-character-denotation {5.3} is considered which would 

be obtained by replacing, in the considered format-denotation as 

moQified in Step 4, each r.onstituent quote-symbol by a quote-.image{5.3.1.c} 

~n~ the first and the last constituent formatter-symbol by a quote-symbol, 

Step 6: A new instance of the value of the considered row-of-character

denotation is made to be the {only} field of a new instance of a 

structured value {2.2.3.2} whose mode is that obtained by deleting 
1 transformat 1 from that notion ending with 'transformat' of which the 

gi~ert transfonnat is a terminal production; 

Step 7: The considered format-denotation is replaced by the given 

transforrnat, and that transformat is made to possess the structured 

value obtained in Step 6. 



6. Phrases {19 July 1968} 

, 

{A phrase is a declaration or a clause. Declarations may 
be unitary, e.g. real x, or collateral, e.g. rea~ x, y. Clauses 
may be unitary, e.g. x := 1, collateral, e.g. (x := 1, y := 2), 
closed, e.g. (x + y) or conditional, e.g. li x > 0 then x else 
0 ij_ (which may also be written (x > 0 Ix I 0)). Most clauses 
will be of a certain "sort", i.e. strong, weak, "firm or soft, 
which determines how the coercions should be effected. The sort 
is 11 passed on" in the production rules for clauses and may be 
modified by 1!balanci:qg11 in serial- collateral- and conditional
clauses. } 

6.0.1. Syntax 

a)* phrase : SORTETY SOJYIE PHRASE{61a,62a,b,c,e,64d;e,70a,81a}. 
b)* SOME phrase : SORTETY SOME PHRASE. 
c)* statement : strong void unit{61e}. 

6.0.2. Semantics 

a) The elaboration of a phrase begins when it is initiated, it 
may be "interrupted", "hali;;ed 11 or 11 resumed 11

, and it ends by being 
terminated or completed, whereupon, if the phrase "appoints" a 
unitary-phrase as its "successor", the elaboration of that unit
ary-phrase is initiated. 

b) The elaboration of a phrase may be interrupted by an action 
{e.g. overflow} not specified by the phrase but taken by the 
computer if its limitations do not permit satisfactory elabor
ation. {Whether, after an interruption, the elaboration of the 
phrase is resumed, the elaboration of some unitary-phrase is 
initiated or the elaboration of the program ends, is left unde
fined in this Report. } 

c) The elaboration of a phrase may be halted {10.4.a}, i.e. no 
fu~tner actions constituting the elaboration of that phrase take 
place until the elaboration of the phrase is resumed {10.4.b}, 
if at all. 



6.0.2. continued { t8 July 1968} 

d) A given clause is ~rotecte~ in the following steps: 
Step 1: If an occurrence of an identifier (indication) which 

is the same as some identif'.ier (indication) occurring out
side the given clause defiD;~S {4.1.2.a} (indication-defines 
{4.2.2.a}) within it, then '.the defining (indication-defining) 
occurrence and all occurre~ces identifying it are replaced by 
occurrences of one same identifier (indication) which does 

' ' 
not occur elsev.,rhere in the 'program and Step 1 is taken; other-
wise, Step 2 is taken; 

Step 2: If an occurrence of an indication which is the same as 
some indication occurring outside the given clause is opera
tor-defined within it, then the operator-defining occurrence 
and all occurrences identifying it are replaced by occurren
ces of one same new indication which does not occur elsewhere 
in the program and Step 3 if:3 taken;. otherwise, the protection 
of. the given clause is compJete ; 

Step 3: If the jndication is a prio~ity-indication,then Step 4 
is taken; otherwise, Step 2 is taken; 

Step 4: A copy is made of the priority-declaration containing 
that occurrence of the indication which, before the replace
ment in Step 2, was identified by that operator; the occur
rence of that indication in the copy is replaced by an oc
currence of that new indication; the copy, thus modified, 
preceded by an open-symbol and followed by a go-on-symbol, 
is inserted preceding the given clause, a close-symbol is 
inserted follo1;.,rin~ the given clause, and Step 2 is taken. 

{Clauses are protected in order to allow unhampered def
initions of identifiers, indications and operators ·within ran
ges and ·to permit a meaningful call, within a range, of a pro
cedure declared outside it. } 

{What 1 s in a name? that which we call a rose 
By any other name would smell as sweet. 
Romeo and Juliet, William Shakespeare. } 



6.1. Serial clauses {17 July 1968} 

{ Serial-clauses are built from uni,tary-clauses and declar
ations'. with the help of go-o:iJ.-symbols (;) and completion-sym
bols (. or exi.JJ, e.g., (x >: 0 Ix:= 1 I 1) ; y. 1: y + 1 , 
where the value of the clause is y, if x > 0 and y +.1 other
wise. A serial-clause may begin with a declaration-prelude, 
e.g., ill:t. n := 1; in int n := 1; x := y + n Labels may 
appear in only three syntactic positions ·within serial-clauses: 
after a completion-symbol (here a label is obligatory, e.g • 
• 1:), in a sequencer (e.g. ;l:), or at the beginning of a clause
train (i.e. one or more unitary-clauses separated by sequen
cers, e.g. 1: x := 1 ; y := 2). A declaration-prelude may 
contain constituent void-clauses (statements), but it does not 
begin or end with one, (e.g. [1:n]real x1 ; i2l,: i .iQ. n do 
x1[i] :=ix i; real y ;), however, these void-clauses may not 
be labelled. A prefac·e or a prelude always ends with a go-on
symbol. The mode~ of some serial-clauses must be balanced (6. 
1.1.g). For remarks concerning the balancing of modes see 6.4.1.} 

6.1.1. Syntax 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

g)_ 

;/ 1a., 
SORTETY' serial CLAUSE{l63a, 64b, e} :. 

declaration prelude{b} option, 
suite of SORTETY CLAUSE trains{f,g}. 

declaration prelude{a,21b,c} : chain of declaration 
prefaces{c} separated by statement interlude{d} options. 

declaration preface{b} : 
unitary declaration{ 7.0a}, go on symbol { 31 f} ; 
collateral declaration{62a}, go on symbol{31f}. 

statement interlude{b} : chain of strong void units{e} 
separated by go on __ symbols{31f} 9 go on symbo1{31f}. 

~)hl 

STRONG HOID unit{d,i,"62b,c,_h,71s,74b,831f,861h,j,k} : 
STRONG unitary MOID clause{81a}. 

suite of STRONGETY CLAUSE trains{a,g} : chain of STRONGETY 
CLAUSE trains{h} separated by completers{l}. 

s;uite of FIRM CLAUSE trains{a,g} : FIRM CLAUSE train{~} 
FIRM CLAUSE train{h}, completer{l}, 

suite of strong CLAUSE trains{f} 



6.1.1. continued { 17 July 1968} 

coFIRM CLAUSE train{h}, completer{l}, 
suite of FIRM CLAUSE trains{g}. 

h) SORTETY CLAUSE train{f,g} : label{k} sequence option, 
statement prelude{i} option, SORTETY unitary CLAUSE{81a}. 

· i) statement prelude{h} : chain of strong void units{e} 
separated by sequencers{j}, sequencer{j}. 

j) sequencer{i} : go on symbol{.31f°}, Iabel{k} sequence option .. 
k) label{h,j,l,21d} : label identifier{41b}, label symbol{31e}. 
1) completer{f·,g} completion symbo1{31f}, label{k} .. 

{Examples: 
a) real a:= 0 11: 12: x :=a+ 1 ; (pf 13) ; 

(x > 0 I 13 / x := 1 x) ; _fals_§,. · 13: y := y + 1 ; true i 
b) real a:= 0 ; i 
c) real a := 0 ; i inti, j ; i 
d) x := 0 ; (in real x ; x := 0 ; real y ; ) i 
e) false* 
f) 11: 12: X !=a+ 1 ; (p f 13) ; 

(x > 0 / 13 Ix:= 1 - x) ; false. 13: y := y + 1 ; true* 
h) 11 : 12: x : ;::; a + 1 ; ( p I 13) ; 

(x > 0 I 13 Ix:= 1 - x) ; false i 
i) x : = a + 1 ;'V(x > 0 · 1 13 I x := 1·-: x) ; ~- I 13T-1) * 
j) ; 14: 15: * 
k) 14: >/( 

1) • 13: 

6.1.2. Semantics 

a) The elaboration of a serial-clause is initiated by protec
ting it {6.0.2.d} and then initiating the elaboration of its 
textually first constituent unitary-clause or declaration. 

b) The completion of the elaboration of a unita.ry--clause or 
declaration preceding a go-on-symbol initiates the elaboration 
o~ th.e textually first unitary-clause or declaration a.:n:""ter tlna-t 
go-on-f;:ymbol. 



6.1.2. continued {24 July 1968} 

c) The elaboration of a serial-clause is 
i) interrupted (halted, resumed) upon the interruption (halt

ing, resumption}, of a constituent unitary-clause.or declara
tion; 

ii) terminated upon the termination of the elaboration of a 
constituent unitary-clause or declaration appointing a suc
C'essor outside the serial-clause, and that successor { 6. 2. 2. b} 
is appointed the suc·<Yessor of the serial-clause. 

c ); The eleboration of a serial""".clause is completed upon: the 
completion of the elaboration of its textually last constituent 
unitary-clause or of that of a constituent unitary-clause pre
ceding a. completer. 

e) .The value of a serial-clause is the value of that constit
uent unitary-clause the completion of whose eleboration com
pleted the elaboration of the serial-clause provided that the 
scope {2.2.4.2}' of that value is larger than the serial-clause 
{ ; otherwise, t.he value of the serial-clause i_s undefined} • 

{In, y := (x := 1.2 ; 3.4), the value of the serial-clause 
x := 1.2, 3.4 is the real number possessed by 3.4. In xx:= 
Creal., r := 0.1 ; r), the value of the serial-clause real r := 

0.1 ; r is undefined since the scnpe of the name possessed by 
r is the serial-clause itself, whereas, in y := (real r := 0.1; 
r), the serial-clause real r := 0.1 ; r possesses a real value.} 
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6.2. Collateral phrases {23 July 1968} 

. (-. 

{Collateral-phrases.con.tain two or more unitary-phrases 
• . ft ' 

separated by comma symbols «:, or comma) and, in the case of col-
lateral clauses, are enclose4 between an open (f o·r.~begi,n) and 
a close (J or end), e.g. (x '~= 1·, y := 2) o:i:- real x/ ~ y 

(usually real x, y, see 9. 2. ~.). · The values of collateral-clau
ses which· are not statements;(void-clauses) are either of multi
ple or of structured mode, etg• C1 .2, 3.4} in []real x1 = (1.2, 
3.4) and in c·om.11.1) z := f1.2,.j3.4}. Here the collateral-clause 
(1.2, 3.4) ac'.quires the model 11row of real'' or the mode 'COMPLEX'. 
Collateral-clauses whose value is structured must contain at 
least two fields for otherwfse, in the range of struct .m = (J'..§1: 

mm;); rn· rrobuo, yoneda, the·assignation nobuo := (yoneda) would 
be ambiguous. In the range cif stryct 1: = (real a) ; ;i;: r, the 
c:onstruc·tiorn r := {3 .14-i} is not an assignation, but a of r := 

3.14;. is. It is possible to \present a single· value or no value 
at all as a multiple value, J.g. []real x1 := ; []real y1 := 3, 
but this involves a coercion known as arraying, see 8.2.6.} 

6.2.1. Syntax 

a)': collateral declaration{ 61 c} : 
unitary declaration{70a} array, 

b;; STRONG collateral void clause{81id} : 
parallel symbo1{31e} option, 

STRONG void u~it{61e} array box. 
a) STRONG c·ollateral REFETY 1row of MODE clause{81d} : 

parallel symbo1{31e} option, 
STRONG MODE unit{61e} array box •. 

d): FIRM collateral row of MODE clause{81d} : 
parallel symbol{31e} option, FIRM MODE balance{e} box .. 

e} FIRM MODE balance{c} : 
FIRM MODE unit{61e}, comma symbo1{31b}·, 

STRONG MODE unit{61e} list ; 
coFIRM MODE unit{61e}, _comma symbo1{31b}, 

, FIRM MODE uni ti{ 61 e} • 
coFIRM MODE unit{61e},·;comma symbo1{3'1b} 

FIRM MODE balance{e}. 



6. 2. qontinued · - { 19 July 1968} 

f) STRONG collateral REFETY structured with FIELDS and 
FIELD clause{81d} : parallel symbo1{31e} option; 
STROWG structured with FIELDS anCl: FIELD structure{ g} poxo: 

g) STRONG structured with FIELDS and.FIELD structure{f,g} : 
STRONG structured wit4 FIELDS structure{g;.h}, comma 
symb~1{3Jb}, STRONG structured ~ith FIELD structure{h}. 

h) STRONG- structured with MODE named TAG structure{g} 

a) 

b) 
c) 
d) 

e) 

f) 
g) 

h) 

STRONG MODE unit{ 61 e} .: 

{Examples: 
:t:eal, x, real y; (and by 9.2.c) ~M x, y; 
(x : = 1 , y : = 2): ; ( X : =: 1 , y : = 2, Z : = 3) ; 

.• 

(x, n): ; 

( 1 , 2) ( in [ ]~- x1 := ( 1 , 2): ; 

(1 .. 2, 3, 4) (in (1.2, 3, 4) +-'x1, supposing -f-i- has been 
declared also for ''row of real 1 ) ; 

.( 1 , 2 .. 3 l {in ( 1 , 2. 3) 7 x1 ) ; 
( 1 , 2 •. 3 , 4) ( in ( 1 , 2 • ~ , 4) +- x1 ) ; 

( 1 , 2 • 3 ) ( in z : = ( 1 , 2 • '.? )) ; 

1 , 2. 3 
1 } 

6.2 .. 2 .. Semantics 

a) If a number of constituents of a given terminal production 
of a notion are 11 elaborated collaterally11 , then this elaboration 
is the collateral action {2.2.5} consisting of the {merged} 
elaborations of these constituents, and is 
i) initiated by initiating the elaboration of each of these 
constituents ;. 
ii) interrupted upon the interruption of the elaboration of 

any of thses constituents -~ 
iii) completed upon the completion of the elaboration of all of 
. th_@se constituents; and 

iv) terminated upon the termination of the elaboration of any 
of these constituents, and i1 that constituent appoints a suc-

1 

cessor, then this is the sucqessor of the given terminal produc-
tion. 



6.2.2. continued · -+19 July 1968} 

b) A collateral-declaration '·is elaborated· by. elaborating its 
constituent unitary-declaratipns collaterally {a}. 

c) A collateral-clause is elt=i,borated in the foll.ovdng stops: 
Step 1: Its constituent units are elaborated collaterally {a} ; 
Step 2: Either 1'void I or a mode is obtained by deleting I collat-, 

eral', 'clause' and the terminal production of 1 STRONG 1 from 
~he notion which is} that direct production of 'collateral 
clause' of which the given bollateral-~lause is a terminal 
production, and if this is ~void', then the elaboration'of the 
collateral-clause is.complete; otherwise, Step 3 is taken; 

Step 3: The mode obtained in ,Step 2 ir;;~bdified by deleting 
from it an initial 'referenpe to 1

1 if any, and t'he mode then 
obtained is considered f 

Step 4: If the mode considere<;l in Step 3 begi_ns with I row of', 
then Step 5 is taken; othervlise, the values· obtained in Step 1 
are made, in ~he given order, to be the fields of a new ins
tance of a structured v~lue_ {2.2.3.2} whose mode is that con
sidered mode; this structured value is considered and Step 7 
is taken ; · 

Step 5: If the values of the units obtained in Step 1 are names 
· {2.2.3.5} one or more of which refers to an element or sub
value having one or more states {2.2.3.3} equal to zero, or 
if the values of these units are multiple values, not all of 
whose corresponding upper (lower) bounds are equal, then the 
further elaboration is undefined; otherwise, Step 6 is taken 

Step 6: A new instance of a multiple value, whose mode is that 
considered in Step 3, is created as follows: 

if 

let 11m11 stand for the number of constituent units in the 
collateral-clause ; 

the values obtained in Step 1 are not multiple values, 
then 

its element with index "i" is a new instance of the value ,. 
of the i-th constituent unit and its descriptor consists 
of an offset 1 and one quintuple (1,m,1,1,1) ; 
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otherwise, {those values are multiple values and} the elements 
wit.h indices (i - 1) x r + j, j = 1, .•• , r of the new value, 
where r stands for the number of elements in one of those 
values, are the elements of the value o'f the i-th constituent 
unit and the descriptor of the new value is a copy of the 
descriptor ~f the value of one of the constituent units into 
·which an add'itional quintuple (1 ,m, 1, 1, 1) has been inserted 
in front of the old first quintuple, the offset has been set 
to 1, dn ;has been set to 1, and, for i = n, n-1, ••• ,2, the 
stride di-1 has been set to ( ui -li +,1} x di ; 

this new multiple value is considered and Step 7 is taken; 
Step 7: If' the mode obtained in Step 2 {, not that considered in 

Step 3,} does not begin with 'reference to', then the value of 
the collateral-clause. is the considered value; otherwise, a 
name, different from all other names, whose scope is the pro
gram and whose mode is.that obtained in Step 2, is created; 
this new name,. which is then made to ref er to the considered 
value,' is the value of the collateral-clause. 



6.~. Closed clauses {23 July 196-S} 

{Closed--clauses are generally used to construct primaries 
(8.1.1.d) from serial-clauses, e.g. (x + y) in (x + y) x a. 
The question of identification (Chapter 4Y and protection (6.0o 

2. d) may arise in closed-clau~es, b~cause a s.erial-clause is a 
range (4.1.1.e} and it may begin' with a decrlaration--prelude 
(6.1.1.a). } · ' 

6.3.1. Syntax. 

a) SORTETY closed' CLAUSE{54h,81d} : 
elementary symbo1{31e} option, 

SORTETY serial CLAUSE{61a} box. 

{Examples: 
a); elem begin i := .i + 1 ; j. := j' + 1 ~nd increment ; (x + y) 

603.2. Semantics 

~) The elaboration of a closed-clause is that of its serial
clause, and it value is that, if any, of its serial-clause. 

b) The elaboration of a closed-clause which begins with an 
elementary-symbol is an elementary action {2.2.5}. 



6.4. Conditional clauses { 17 July 1968 J 

{Conditional-clauses allow the programmer to choose one 
out of a pair O'f clauses, depending on the value (which is' of 
mode 'boolean') of a condition, e.g. (x > 0 Ix I 0). Here 
x > 0 is the condition. If the condition is true, then the 
value is x; otherwise, it is O. Conditional-clauses are gener
alized in the extensions 9.4.a,b,c, e.g. if x > 0 then x _glsf 
x < -1 then -(x + 1) else O -fi, which has the same effect as' 

, (x > 0 I x I (x < -1 I -(x + 1) I 0)). Unlike similar c,onstruc
tions in other languages, conditional-clauses are always enclos
ed between an if-symbol, repre,sented by .il or by(, and a fi
symbol, represented by .f1 or by). ·This enclosure allows both 

ctn.I.. th,,_ c:e nJ:'d.io"' 
parts of the choice-clauseAto contain serial-clauses. } 

6.4.1. Syntax 

a). SORTETY conditional CLAUSE{81d} : if symbo1{31e}, 
condition{b}, SORTETY choice CLAUSE{c,d}, fi symbo1{31e}. 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

condition{a} : strong serial boolean clause{61a}. 
STROlifGETY.choice CLAUSE{a} : 

_STRONGETY then CLAUSE{ e} , STRONGETY else CLAUSE{ e} option. 
FIRM choice CLAUSE{a} : 

FIRM: then CLAUSE{ e} , strong else CLAUSE{ e} option 
coFIRl\1 then CLAUSE{ e} , FIRM: else CLAUSE{ e} . 

SORTETY THELSE CLAUSE{c,d} : 
THELSE symbo1{31e}, SCRTETY serial CLAUSE{61a}. 

{Examples: 
(x > 0 I x /. 0) ; if overflow then exit fi ; 
x > 0 ; overflow; 

f - x / 0 ~ then exit · ' - ' 
(x > 0 I x I 0) (in (x > 0 I x I 0) + y) ; 
/ x ; / 0 ; then exit J 

{Ruled illustrates the necessity for the 11 balancing11 of 
modes~(see also 6.1 .1.g). Thus, if a choice-clause is, say, 
firm, then at least one of its two constituent c+auses must be 
firm, while the·other may then be strong. For example in 
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(p Ix I skiJ2) +· (p I sk~J2 I y)_, the conditional-clause (p I 
.x I ski.J2) is balanced by makii:ig I x.f±rm and J skip strong, 
whereB;,s (p I skip I y) is bal~nc·ed by making I ski,:Q cofirm 
and / y firm. The exampl•e ( P. I skip I Jikin) +· y illustrates 
that hot both may be. strong,f9r otherwise the operator +·could 

, I 

not be identified. Cofirm, which means'strong but not firm, 
is used merely to avoid ambiguous parsing. } 

6.4.2. Semantics 

a) A conditional-clause is elaborated in the following steps: 
Step 1: Its condition is elaborated; 
Step 2: If the value 0.f that condition is true, then the then

clause and otherwise the else-clause, if any, of its choice
clause is considered; 

Step 3: The serial-clause of .the considered clause, if any, 
is elaborated ; 

Step 4:. The value, if any, of the conditional-clause, then is 
that of the clause elaborated in Step 3, if any. 

b) The elaboration of a conditional-clause is 
i) interrupted (halted, resumed) upon the interruption (halt-

1 

ing, resumption) of the elaboration of the condition or the 
considered clause ; 

ii) completed upon the completion of the elaboration of the 
considered clause, if any; otherwise, completed upon the 
completion of the elaboration of the condition; 

iii} terminated.upon the termination of the elaboration of the 
condition or considered clause, and, if one of these appoints 
a successor, then this is the successor of the conditional
clause. 
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{ Uni tary-dec·larations provide the defining uccurrences_ for 

mode-indications, e.g. string in mode strin,g = [ 1 : ]~, pr~o;r

ity indic'ations, e.g. :gl'U_§_ in1 priorit,:y :12J.us = 11, identifiers, 

e.g. x in real x, and operators, e.g. abs in QI! abs= (int a) 

int : · (a < Q; J -a I a}. Dec-larations appear in declaration

preludes (6.1.1 .• b).} 

7 .. 0.1. Syntax 

a} uni t-ary declaration{ 6.1 a, 62a} : mode declaration{ 72a} ; 

priority declaration{73a} ; identity dec·laration{74a} ; 

operation declarat±on{75a}. 

{Examples: 

a) ~bits= [1:bits width].Q.Q.QJ.; ~riority ~lus = 1 ; 
int m = 4096 ; .Q:Q -:- = C:real a, b).1,ni : {round a -:. _!:ound b:}} 

7. 0. 2. · Semantics 

. An external objec·t { 2 .2 .1} which was caused to possess a 

value by the elaboration of a declaration is caused to possess 

an undefined value upon termination or completion of the elabor

ation of tlie smallest range containing that declarati·on. 
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{Dec,larers are built fro!Il the symbols int, real, bool, 

char, format,· with the assistance of such symb,o:J_s as long, 

;ref', [], struct:, union and :pr~~c-. · A declare~ spec·ifies a mode, 

e.g. real speeifies the mode /~'real,._ A declarer is either a 
.J• ~· . 

declarator or a mode-indicatipn, e.g. com:pl is a mode-indica-

tion and not'; a declarator. Dbc·larers are classified as actual, 

formal o~ virtual·dependtng o~ the kind of ·lower- and upper~ 

bounds whic·h are permi tt~d. Formal declarers have the great

est: freedom in this respect, e.g. [lreal, [1 :n]~ and 

[1:.;ir!i :ru]real are all formal,:but only the first two are actual 

and only the first is virtuai·~} 

7.1.1. Syntax 

a)* declarer : VICTAL MODE de'plarer{b}. 

b) VICTAL MODE declarer{l,m,:h,o,y,54-c,d,f,851b,c_} : 

VICTAL MODE a.·eclarator{c·,d,e,k,l,m,n,o,x,~aa} ; 

MODE mode indication{42b} •. 

c·) VICTAL PRIMITIVE declarator{ h, d} : PRIMITIVE symbol { 3·1 d} • 

· d} VICTAL long ~NTREAL declarator{b,d} : 

long symbol{31d}, VICTAL INTREA,L declarator{c·,d}. 

{Examples: 

b) real ; bits 

c) i,n:tt ; .;i;:,eal ; bool ; char ; .fQ;i;:.mat 

d} 1,on,g int ; lon_fl; lon..g re~1 } 

e) VIRACT struc·tured with FIELDS declarator{.b} : 

structure symbo1{31d}, VIRACT FIELDS declarator{f,h} pack. 
f) VIRACT FIELDS and FIELD declarator{e,f,k} : 

VIRACT FIELDS declarator{f,h}, comma symbo1{31e}, 

VIRACT FIELD declarator{h} .• 

g)* field declarator: VIRACT:FIELD declarator{h}. 

h)- VIRACT MODE named TAG declarator{ e ,f ,h} : 

, VIRACT MODE .declarer{b}, MODE named TAG ·selector{ j'}. 
i )* field selec:tor : FIELD selector{ J} • 

l,A'fHENi\Tl5CH CEi•ffilVi''., 
J'.\ J•,,;-s-r·E ?:t O /; f'"i 
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jJ MODE :rramed TAG selec:tor{852a,g} : TAG{30'2b,41c,d}. 
k): . formal strue.tured with FIELDS declarator{ll} : 

eJ: 
f jt 

fu)l 

jr)i' 

k)r 

struc:ture symbol{ 31d}, .,yirtual FIELDS declarator{f ,h} pac-k. 

{Examples: _} 

stru.ut(:·st-rin;g name, ~eal value): ; 

string name, real.value; 
strin_,g name ; 
name ; 
.a,truct C.s.trin;g name, [Jr!i!al value) 1 

{Rule lt, together with 1.2.1.k.l.m.n.o.p and 4.1.1.c,d, 
leads to an infinity of produc·tion rules of the strict language, 
thereby enabling the syntax to "transfer" the field-selectors 
(i) int.o the mode of structured values, and making it ungram
matical to use an "unknown" field-selector in a select-ion (8.5e 
3}. Concerning the occurrence of a given field-selector more 
than once in a declarer, see 4.4.;:, which implies that struc.] 
(real x 1 int- x) is not a (correct) declarer, whereas stry.ct: 
(real x, str:!a.Qjz(jJlt x, boq_l p) p) is. Notice, however, that 
the use o.f a given field-selector . in two different declarers 
within a given· ·range does not cause any ambiguity. Thus, 
mode cell = struc·t (string name, ref cell next) and .mrul.e. link = 
.§.it_:r,uct (ref link next, ref cell value) may b-oth be present in 
the same range. } 

1) VIRAC~ reference to MODE declarator{b} : 
reference to symbo1{31d}, virtual MODE declarer{b}. 

mJ: formal reference to NONREF declarator{b} : 
reference to symbo1{31d}, formal NONREF declarer{b}. 

rn). formal reference to referenC'e to MODE declarator{b} : 
reference to symbol{31d}, 

{Examples: 

1} ~]real, ; 

virtual reference to MODE declarer{ h} • 
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m) refC1:in:t. n]real ; ref[]real ; 
nJ ~ ref[)real } 

{Rules 1, m and n imply thait, for instance, ref[1 :int n] 
real x may be a formal-parameter (5. 4,. 1 • f), whereas ~ ref 
[1 :Jin!. n]re,al x may n"Oit •. } 

oo}· VICTAL ROWS NONROW de·o,larator{bJ : sub symbo1{31e}, 
VICTAL ROWS rower{p,q}. bus symbol{31e}, 

virtual NONROW declarer{b}. 
p): VICTAL row of ROWS rower{o,p} : 

VICTAL row of rower{p}, c"Omma symbo1{31e}, 
VICTAL ROWS rower{p,q}. 

q} VICT:AL row of rower{o,p} : 
VICTAL lower bound'.{r,s,u}, up to symbo1{31!e}, 

VICTAL upper bound{r,s,u}. 
r) virtual LOWPER bound { q} : EMPTY. 
s) actual LOWPER bound { q, 861 ·i'} : 

strict LOWPER bound{t} option. 
t;), strict LOWPER bound{s,,u} : strong integral unit{61e}. 
u) formal LOWPER bound{q} : stricrt LOWPER bound{it} option. 

LOWPER bound interrogation{v} OJ>tion, 
LOWPER state interrogation{w} .. 

v} LOWPER bound interrogation{u} : 
integral symbol{31d}, integral identifier{41b}. 

w}r LOWPER state interrogati'on{ u} : true symbol{ 31b}: a,ption ; 
false symbol { 3'1 b>} ; boolean symbol { 31 d} , 

o); 

p) 

q) 

s) 

{Examples: 
[ 1 :m, 1 :n] ; 
1,:m, 1 :n ; 

; 1 : m ; 1 : int; n ; 
m· ; • 

' 
t;) .m ,; 

boolean identifier{41b} .. 

u) m ; int m ; bool s ; int ni false ; 10· fal§e ; 
v:) iJlrt" n; 

w) true ; ; t:alse ; bool s} 
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{Upper-bound-interrogations, e.g. int; n, are used to ask 
for the value of upper bounds in actual-parameters, e.g. 
[l:int:; n]real x1 = f1 .2, 3.4), will result inn possessing the 
value of 2. Upper--state-interrogatiop.s, e.g. bool b, are used 
to ask for or prescribe the value of upper states in actual
parameters, e.g. [1 :bo,o,l b]real x1 "= {1.2, 3.4} will result in 

' b possessing tlie value true, corresponding to an upper state 1 
(1.E;., the upper bound may not vary) in the descriptor of (1 .. 2, 
3.,4):. Aw upp~r--stat·e-interrogatiorr like that in [1!:in.t, n .fala~J 
cha;r a= t, may be used to prescribe that only those multiple 
values with upp~r state o·: (i.e. the upper bound may vary}! may 
he possessed ·by s, while that in1 [1·:1O']ghar s ~ t, or in [1 :10' 

J 

true lchar s = t:, may; be used to _presc,ribe that only those multi-
ple values with.upper state 1 may be possessed bys. Similar 
remarks apply to lower-bound-interro·gations an lower-state-in
terrogations.} 

x)· VICTAL PROCEDURE declara'-tor{ b} : 

procedure symbol{31d}, virtual PROCEDURE plan{5'4c,d}. 
y l virtual MODE parameter{ 5;4c, e} : virtual MODE declarer{ b} • 
z) parameters pack: VICTAL PARAMETERS{y,54e,f,74b} pack. 

' --·--.s:----. 
x) )2roc ; rn(:real, int} ; .n;r;oe(real)bool ; 
y} real } 

aa} 

ab) 

VICTAL union of MODES mode declarator{b} : 
union of symbol{3·1a}, virtual MODES declarer{b} pack. 

virtual MODES and MODE declarer{aa} : 
l 

virtual MODES declarer{ab,b}, comma symbol{31e}', 
.. virtual.._ MODE declarer{ b} • 

{Examples: 
aa) 'union(~, bool} ; 
ah), · in.t., boo1 } 



·, 

7. 1 • 2. Seman ties· {24 July 1968} 

a) A given declarer specifies that mode which is ob:tained by 
delieting ''declarer' and the terminal produ.ction of the meta
notion 'VICTAL' from that direct production {1.1.2.c} of the 
notiom ''declarer'' if which the given· declarer is a produe·tiorr. 

b) A given declarer is developed as follows: 
Step: If it is, or contains, a mode-indication which is an act

ual declarer or formal-declarer, then that indication is re
placed by a copy of the actual-declarer of that mode-declara
t:ion {7.2} which contains its indication-defining occurrence 
{4,.2.2.b}; if the copy {in its new position} is now a formal
declarer, then for each lower-state-interrogation and upper
state interrogati·oni in the copy, if any, which is empty, a 
false-symbol is inserted and the Step is taken again; other
.wise, the development of the declarer has been• acc·omplished. 
{Thus, e.g. the elaboration of strings := "a", results in 
~[1 :false]cha~ s = loc{1: ]char == "a". } 

{A declarer is developed during the elaboration of an act
ual-declarer Cc) or identity-declaration (71.4.2.step 1).} 

c:)) A given ac:tual-declarer is elaborated in the following steps: 
.Step 1.: It; is developed { b} ; 

i Step 2: If it now begins with a struc-ture symbol, then Step 4 
is taken; otherwise, if it now begins with a sub-symbol, then 
Step 5 is taken; otherwise, if it now begins with a union-of
symbol, then Step 3 is taken; otherwise, a new instance of a 
value of the mode. specified { a} by the given actual-dec.larer 
is considered and Step 8 is taken_"; 

Step ; 1
: Some mode is considered which does not begin with ''union 

of'' and from which the mode specified by the given actual-dec
larer is united {4.4.3.a}, a new instance of a value'whose 
scope is the program and which is of the considered mode is 
po~sidered and Step 8 is taken; 

Step 4.: All its constituent ac·tual-declarers are elaborated col
laterally: {6;-.3.2.a}; the values referred to~the values {names} 
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of these ac~ual-dec·larers are made, in the given.order, t:o be 
the fields of a new instance of a struc·tured value of the 
mode specified by the given aotual-declarer, this structured 
value is considered', and Step 8 f:s taken ; 

Step 5•: All its constituent strict-lower-bounds and stric·t-up
per-bounds are elaborated collaterally; 

Step 6:: A descriptor { 2. 2. 3. 3} is established consisting of an 
offset 1 and as many quintuples, say "n", as there are con
.stituent ac·tual-row-of-rowers in the given declarer; if the 
i-th of these actual-row-of-rowers contains a stric·t-lower
bound (strict-upper-bound}, tl:ien li (ui}l is set equal to its 
value and si (ilrj_) to· 1, and otherwise Si (ti) is set to 0 
{and li (ui)i is undefined}; next dn is set to 1, and~ for i = 
n, n--1, • ". , 2, tl:ie strid'e di-1 is set to fui - 11 + 1) x di ; 

Step 7: Tl:ie descript·or is made to be the descriptor of a multi
ple value 0£ the mode specified by the given· actual-declarer; 
each of its elements is a new j_:nstance of some value of some 
mode {not beginning with 'union of' and} such that th~ mode 
spec·ified by the last constituent virtual-declarer is or is 
united from {4.4.3.a} it; this multiple value is considered; 

St~p 8: A name {2.2.3.5} different from all other names and 
whose mode is ''reference to,, followed by the mode specified 
by the actual-dec·larer, is created and made to re.fer to the 
considered value; this name is the value of the given_actual
dec,larer. 

7 ,..2 ,.. Mode declarations 

{Mode declarations provide the defining occurrences of 
mode-indications, which act as abbreviations for declarers 
buil~ from primitive-symbols, e.g. mode string= [1:]char, or 
from other declarers o:r even from themselves, e.g. mode boQk = ,. 
_§.truc.t_Cstring title, r~.f book next).. In this last example, the 
mode-indication is not. only a convenient abbreviation but it is 
essential to the declarati·on. } 



7.2.1. Syntax 

a)i mode declaration{ 7Oa} : mode 
MODE mode indication{42b}, 
acr1iual MODE declarer{71b}. 

, {Examples: 

{23 July 1968} 

symbol{31d}, 
equals symbol{31c·}, 

a)~ m.Q.QJz. bits = [ 1. :bits width]booJ, ; 
struct conml = Creal re, im) (se 9. 2. b, c )'! ; 

;union: nrimi t:tve = fint,, real, cool;, char,:: format l 
fs e e 9 • 2 • oJ }, 

7,.2.2. Semantics 

Th·e elaborati·on of a mode-declaration involves no action. 
{See 4.4 .• 4-.c, concerning certain mode-declarations, e.g. 

mode~=~, which are not contained in proper programs.} 

7.3. Priority declarations 

{Priority-declarations provide the defining occurrences 
' 

·.for priority-indications, e.g. Qin ~rioritx .Q. = 6, which may 
then be used in the declaration of dyadic operations. Prior
ities from 1 to 9 are available. Since monadic-operators have 
effec-ti vely only one priority level ( 8. 4. 1 • g},, which is higher 
thani that of all dyadic-operators, they do not appear in prior
ity-declarations.} 

7. 3 .. 1 • Syntax 

a).) priority dec·laration{7Oa} : _priority symbo1{31dl, 
priority NUMBER indication{42e}, equals symbol{31c}, 
NUMBER token{b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j} .. 

b) one token{a} : digit one symbo1{31b}. 
c-} TWO token{a} : digit two symbo1{31b}. 
d} ArHREE token{a} : digit three symbo1{31b}. 
e) FOUR token{a} : digit four symbo1{31b}. 

r 
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f)'; FIVE token{a} : digit five symbo1{31b}. 
g) SIX token{a;} : digit six symbo1{31b}. 
h,)) SEVEN tokeri{a} : digit seven symbol.{31b}. 
i); EIGHT token{a} : digit eight symbol{31b}. 
j) NINE token{a} : digit nine symbol{'.31b}. 

' 
{Example: 

a, prioritx + = 6} 

) 1.3.2. Semantics 

{23 July 1968} 

The el~boration of a priori ty-dec·laration involves no ac
tion. {For a summary of the standard priority-declarations, 
see the remarks in 8.4~2.} 

7~4~ Identity declarations 

{Identity-declarati.ons provide the defining occurrences ~f 
identifiers, e.g. x in'.real x (which is an abbreviation of ref 
real .x = 1,Q.Q ~eal, see 9.2.a)J. Their elaboration causes iden
tifiers to possess values; in the example, xis made to possess 
a name which refers to some real value.} 

'7r .. 4 .. 1 .. Syntax 

a)', .identity declaration{?Oa} : formal MODE parameter{54f}, 
equals symbo1{31c}, actual MODE parameter{b}. 

b); ac-tual MODE parameter{a,54c,e,75a,862a} : 
si1.rong MODE unit{61e} ; MODE local generato'r{851b} ; 
MODE local assignation{831b} ;: MODE transformat{5516a} .. 

{Examples: 
a): ~ e = 2 .11828182845,904-5 ; int e = abs i ; 

• real d = .r.e.(z x con_:j_ z} ; nt,[, )real al = aL :k] ; 
~ real x1k = x1[k] ; com.I>.l unit-= 1 ; 
~ .1n1 time = elock .;.. cyoles ; 
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(The following declarations are given first without, and 
then with, the extensions of 9.2.a) 

ref real x· = 1Qc· ~; real x; 
·ref ~ sum = loc- int. := O ; int sum := 0) ; 

... 

ref [,]real a= loc[1:m,1:n]real := x2 ; [1:m,1:n]real a:= x2; 
. J2r.QQ(real)illl!l vers := (real x)real : (1 - cros{x})l ; 

J2I:Q.Q.' vers = (real x]real : {1 - cos (x)")' ;-• 
ref .P,.rO-C:(real )'.r.e.al, p = l..Q.Q; rnCreal Y·real ; 

proc{real}real p; 
,;c.e..t: .:2roo(real)real q = log· pr<?cfrealJreal == 

(real x)'real : (x > O I x I 1 ): ; 
.:2r0c q := Creal :xJreal : (x > O' I x I 1) ; - .. J' 

b)t abs i ; l1QQ real ; ~· 1,nt := o ; i+d .. 11de+2d_t:, } 

7.4.2. Semantics 

Arn identity-de~laration is elaborated in the following 
steps: 
Step 1: The formal-declarer of its formal-parameter is develop

ed {7.1.2.b} ; 
St-ep 2: Its actual-parameter and all constituent strict-lower

bounds and strict-upper-bounds o·:f that formal-declarer, as 
possibly modified in Step 1, are elaborated collaterally {6. 
3.2.a} and if the value of the ac·tual-parameter is a name, 
then the value to which that name refers, or otherwise the 
value itself, is considered; 

Step 3: If the value considered in Step 2 is an element or sub
value of a multiple value {2.2.3.3} having one or more states 
equal to zero, then the further elaboration is undefined; 

Step 4;.: Each defining occurrence, if any, of an identifier in a 
constituent lower-bound-interrogation (lower-state-interroga
t:ion) or upper-bound-interrogation (u:pper-s.tate-interrogation) 
of the formal-parameter is made to possess a new instance of 
the ~orresponding bound {of true, if the corresponding state 
is 1, and of false otherwise) in the value considered in Step 
2 ; 
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Step 5:: All applied occurrences of identifiers in constituent 
lower-bound-interrogations (lower-state-:interrogations) and 
upper-bound-interrogations (upper-state-interrogations) of 
that formal-parameter are elaborated collaterally; fOT eacfu 
eonstituent lower-state-interrogation and upper-state-inter
rogation, i"f the value possessed by/ its constituent identi
fier is false (true): and the correspondlng state in the val
ue considered in, Step 2 is 1 (0) or if it.is a true-symbol-

. option (false-symbol)~ and the eorresponding state in: the val
ue considered in Step 2 is 1 (O},. then' the further elabora
tion is undefined; for each constituent lower-bound-intero
gation· and upper-bound-interrogation, if the value possessed 
by ilts constituent identifier is not the same as that of the 
~orresponding bound in the value considered in Step 2, then 

.the further elaboration is undefined; otherwise, the identi
fier of the formal-parameter is made to possess a new ins-

. itance of the value of the ac·tual-parameter. 

{ Ac·cording to Step 5, the_ elaboration of the declarations 
[1 :2]real x1 = (1.2, 3.4, • 5.6)· and (1 :1n:t, n, 1 :int n]real x2 = 
(((1 .. 1, 1 •. 2}, (2.1, 2.2), (3.1, .'3.2)} is undefined. Similarly·, 
in the range of string s1 = "abc.n, s2 = "def" t the elaboration· 
of [1:tru~)char r = s1 and [1:bool s, 1:bool s]char t = (s1, s2} 
is unuefined. } 



7 .5. 0peratioID dec,larations {23 July 1968} 

· {Operation-declarations provide the defining occurrences 
of operators, e.g • .QJ2 v = (~ real a, b} : (random < .5 I a 
I b)':, which contains a defining occurrence of v as a dyadic· op
erator. Unil.ike fdentity-declarations of which no two for the 
same iidentifier may oc·cur .fn a range f4-.4.2.b)~, more than one 
operation de~laration involving the same priority-indicatiorr 
may occur irr the same r.ange, see 1O •. 2.2 .. i, 10-.2.3.i, etc-.} 

7~5 .1. Syntax· 

a} operation declaration{10a} : MODE caption{b}, 
equals symbol{31c}, actual MODE parameter{74-h}. 

b} MODE caption{a} : operation symbol{31d}, 
v.d:rtual M0Di plan{ 54c} , MODE ADIC operator{ 43b} • 

{Examples: 
a)) .QJ2 A= {wool a,. b).b_ool : {:a I b I false). ; 

.QJ2 abs = Creal aJreal : (a < O' I -a I a} {see 9.2 .. f). ; 
b)' .Q.l2(bool ~ :-.QQ.Q.JJbool A ; ..QJ2(~)rea~r abs } · 

7/,,. 5 .2.. Semantics 

.An operation-declaration is elaborated in the following 
steps: 

Step 1: Its actual-parameter fs elaborated; 
Step 2: The operator of its caption is made to possess the 

{routine which is the} value obtained in Step 1. 

{The formula ($.4.1) p A q, where A identifies the opera
tor-defining occurrence of A. in the operation declaration· 

..QI! A = (,bool john,, m l;?,ool mccarthy )bool : 

(john f mc·c--arthy I false), 
possesses the same value as it would if A identified the opera
toF-defining occurrence mt A in the operation-declaration 

.Q.l2 A =· (bool a, h)bool : (a I b f false), 
except,. possiblyr, when the elaboration of q involves side ef
fects on that of p.} 



8. Unitary clauses {19 July 1968} 

{Unitary-clauses may appear as actual-parameters, e.g. 
x in sin(x), as sources in assignations, e.g. yin x := y, or 
may be used to construct serial- or collateral·-clauses, e.g. 
x :== 1 in (x := 1; y := 2). or in (x := 1, y := 2). Unitary
clauses either are closed, collateral or conditional, or are 
Hcoercendsll. There are four kinds of coercBnds: confrontations, 
e.g. x := 1, formulas, e.g. x + 1, cohesions, e.g. next of cell, 
and bases, e.g. x •. These coercends and the closed-, collateral
and conditional-clauses are grouped into the following four 
classes, each class being a subclass of the next: primaries, 
which may be subscripted and parametrized, e.g. x1 and sin in 
x1[i] and sin(x); secondaries, from which fields may be selec
ted, e.g. z in re .Qt: z, and tertiaries, which may be operands, 
or may be on the left of assignations, or may be in identity-
or cbnformi ty-relations, or may be strict-lower- or strict-upper
bounds, e.g. x in x + 1 or in x := 1 or in x :=: yy or in x ::= 
ir or n and m in [n:m]real x1 ;._and finally, unitary'-clauses, 
which is the largest class. Thus, r .Q.! s(i) means thats is 
first called or subscripted and a field is then selected, while 
(r .Qi. s)(i) means that the field is selected first. Also, 
r g,i s +~means that the field is selected from s before elab
orating the routine possessed by+, while to force the elabora
tion of + first, one must ·write r of (s +, t). } 

8.1.1. Syntax 

a} SORTETY unitary MOID clause{61e,h} : 
SORTETY' NOID tertiary{b} ; 
SORTETY MOID confrontation{820d,e,f,g,h,i,j,830a}. 

b) SORTETY MOID tertiary{a,831e,832a,833a} : 
SORIJ:ETY MOID secondary{c} ; ·, 

SORTETY MOID ADIC formula{820d,e,f,g,h,i,j,84b,g}. 
c) SORTETY MOID secondary{b,84f,852a} : 

SORTETY M:OID primary{d} ; 
SORTETY MOID cohesion{820d~e,f,g,h,i,j,850a}. 



8.1.1. continued 

d) . SORTETY MOID primary{ c:i, 891 a, 862a} : 

a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 

X 

X 

X 

SORTETY?CLOSED MOID clause{62b,c,f,63a,64a} 
SORTETY: MOID base{ 820d, e, f ,g ,h, i, j, 860a} • 

{Examples: 
. X ·- 1 . , ' .- ' . x+ 1, ; 
' . re~l • 
' ' 

(x +. 1 ) • X. } 
' 

{ 1'9 July 1 9 68} 



8.2. Coercends { 18 July 1 968J 

{Coercends are of four kinds: bases, e.g. x, cohesions, 
e.g •. ;i:-e. Qi z, formulas, e.g.· x + y and confrontations. e.g. 
x := 1. These notions are collectively considered as coer
cends because it is in their ·production rules that the basic 
coercions occur. 

In current programming languages certain implicit changes 
of type are described·; usually in the semantics. Thus x := 1 
may mean that the integral value of 1 yields an equivalent real 
value which is then assigned to x. In ALGOL 68, such implicit 
changes of mode are known as coercions, and are reflected in 
the syntax. Certain coercions available in other languages, 
such as i := x, are not permitted·. One must write i := round x 
or .t :=: :entier x, for in this situation it is felt advisable 
for the programmer to state the coercion explicitly. Apart 
from this, all the coerc.i,ons which the programmer might re°son-

" ably expect, are supplied. 

There are eight basic coercions. They are: dereferencing, 
deprooeduring, proceduring, uniting, widening, arraying, hipping. 
and voiding. In x + 3.14, the base x, whose a priori mode is 

' 
11reference to real' is dereferenced to ''real' ; in x := random 
the base random, whose a priori mode is ''procedure real' , is 
deprocedured to 'real''; in J2.I:OC p = go to north berwick the jump, 
got~ north berwick, which has no a priori mode, is procedured 
to 'procedure void'; in unio_n(int, real) ir := 1 the base 1, 
whose a priori mode is ''integral,., is united to 'union of inte
gral and real'; in x := 1 the base 1, whose a priori mode is 
''integral' , is widened to 'real' ; in ·strin,g s : = "a" the base 
"a", which is of a priori mode 'c:?-aracter •, is arrayed to 'row 
of character,.; in x := skip the' skip is hipped to ''real,.; and in 
(x := 1 ; y := 2) ·the confrontation x := 1, whose a priori mode 
is 1·reference to real'', is ,voided (i.e. its value is ignored). 

The kinds of coercion which are used depend upon three 
e.;--

thing~: 11 syntactic posi tio:nt, a priori mode and a post}ori mode x 
(i.e. the modes before and after coerc·ion). Four sorts;·of::.:syn
tactic positionr: may be des·c·ribed: "strong" positions, i.e. act-



8.2. continue~ 

ual-parameters; e.g. x in sin(x}, sources, e.g. x in y := x, 
conditions, e.g. x > 0 in (x > 0 I x I OJ, subscripts, e.g. i, 
· 1 [ · ] t II f. . " . t · i d i in x 1 e c.; irm posi ions, .e. o.peran s, e.g. x n x + y, 
(operands are the only firm positions); "weak" positions, i.e. 
certain primaries, e.g. sin ili sin(xl and ::x;1 in x1[f] and cer
tain secondaries, e.g. z in re of z; and "soft" positions. i.e. 
destinations, e.g. x in X := y, and c·ertain tertiaries, e.g. 
xx in xx :=: x. 

Strong positions are so called because the a posteriori 
mod'e is dic·tated entirely by the context. Such positions lead 
to the possibility of any.of the eight: basic coercions. Firm 
positions are the operands, in which widening, arraying, hip
ping and voiding must be excluded, since otherwise the _identi-
fication of the operations involved in i +.· j, x + y (sup-
posing + to 1::re dealared also for ''row of ·real' )i, i + ill.I! and 
i + algol could not be properly made. In the weak positions, 
only deproc·eduring and dereferencing are permitted, and special 
care must be taken that dereferencing looks ahead and does not 
remove a ''reference to' which preaedes a 'NONREF ,. mode. The x1 
in x1 (i] := 1 demonstrates the nec·essi ty for this look-ahead. 
In the soft positions, the a posteriori mode is the a priori 
mode exe·ept for the removal of zero~ or more 1·procedure.1·s. Thus 
in soft positions only deproc·eduring is performed •. 

In the productions of a notion the 
weak, soft, eta.)• of position is passed 
balancing (to cofirm, coweak or cosoft) 

sort (strong, firm, 
on, or modified during 

, 

and leads to basic coer-
cions which appear in the production rules for coercends; more
over, the coercion must be completely expended in these rules. 
For example, y in ~ : = y is a real·-sourc.e. and the:r:efore a strong ... 
real-unit· (8.3.1.1.f); the sort 'strong'' is passed through the 
productions of.' strong real unit' until a ''strong real base 1' is 
reached (8.1.1.d), then to •~eference to real base' (8.2.1.1.a) 
and finally to 'reference to real identifier'' (8.6.0.1 .a). } 

/ 
I 



8 .. 2 •. 0.1. Syntax {18 July 19?8} 

a)* c·o·ercend ,: SORTETY COERCEMD{d,e,f,g,h,i,j,830a,84b,g,85Q·a,860a}; 
SOR~ly iDAPTED to COERCEND{821a,b,822a,b,c,823a,824a, 

) 825a,b,~26a,827a,828a,b}. 
b)* SORT coercend: SORT COERCEND{d,e,f,g,h,i,j}. 
c)* SORTly ADAPTED coercend: SORTly .ADAPTED to COERCEND. 
di) strong COERCEND{81a,b,c,d} : 

COERCEND{830a,84b,g,850a,860a} ; 
strongly ADAPTED to COERCEND{821a,822a,823a,824a,825a,b, 

826a,827a,82-Sa,b}. 
e} firm COERCEND : COERCEND{830a,84b,g·,850a,860a} ; 

firmly ADJUSTED to COERCEND{821a,822a,823a,824a}. 
f) weak COERCEND{81a, b,c.,d} : COERCEND{830a,84b,g,850a,860a} ; 

weakly FITTED to COERCEND{821b,822b}. 
g) s-oft COERCEND{81a, b,c,d,84f} : COERCEND{830a,84b_,g,850a,86Qa}; 

softly deprocedured to COERCEND{822c}. 
h) cofirm COERCEND{81a,b,c,d} : 

strongly widened to COERCEND{825a,b} ; 
strongly arrayed to COERCEND{826a} ; 
strongly hipped to COERCEND{827a} ; 
strongly voided to COERCEND{828a}. 

i) coweak COERCEND{81a,b,c,d} : 
strongly dereferenced to COERCEND{821a} ; 

· strongly widened to COERCEND{825a,b} ; 
strongly arrayed to COERCEND{826a} ; 
strongly hipped to COERCEND{827a}. 

j) cosoft COERCEND{81a,b,c,d} : 
strongly dereferenced to COERCEND{821a} ; 
strongly hipped to COERCEND{827a}. 

{Examples: 
d ) 3:. 1 4 ( in x : = 3 • 1 4 ) ; y ( in x : = y) ; 

e )° 3 • 1 4 ; X ( in 3 • 1 4 +.· X) ; Sin ( in Sin ( X) ) ; 
f) x1 (in x1[i]); z (in re .Q.! z) 
g) x ! in x : = 1 ) ; xory ( in xory : = 3 .14) ; 
h) 1 (in x + (x > 0 I 1 I y)) ; 
i) 1 ( in re .Q.! ( x > O I 1 I z) ; 
j) xx (in(x > 0 I xx Ix):= 3.14)} 



8.2.1. Dereferenced coercends {rs July 1968} 

{Coercends are dereferenced when it is required that the 
a priori mode should be changed by removing an initial 'refer
ence to', e.g. in x := y the a priori mode of y is 'reference 

e.<" 
to real' but the_a post,_iori mode required in this strong posi;;,.; 
tion is •·real 11

• Here y possesses a name which refers to a real 
value and it is the real value which is assigned to x, not the 
name. } 

8.2.1.1. Syntax 

a) STIRMly dereferenced to MODE FORM{a 1 820d,e,i,j,822a,823a, 
824a,825a,b,826a} : 
reference to ·MODE FORM{830a,84b,g,850a,860a} ·; 
STIRMly FITTED to reference to MODE FORM{a,822a}. 

b) weakly dereferenced to reference to NONREF FORM{b,820f} : 
reference to reference to NONREF FORM{830a,84b,g,850a,860a}; 
weakly FITTED to reference to reference to NONREF FORM 

{b,822b}. 
{Examples: 

a) y ( in x : = y or in x + y) ; yy ( in x : = yy or in x +.· yy) ; 
b), x1 (in x1[i]) ; rx1 (in rx1[i] in the range of 

ref[1:n]real rx1) } 

s.2.1.2. Semantics 

A dereferenced-coercend is elaborated in the following 
steps: 
Step 1 : It is preelaborated { 1 • 1 • 6. f} 
Step 2: If the value obtained in Step 1 is not nil, then the 

value of the dereferenced-coercend is a new instance of the 
value referred to by the name obtained in Step 1 { ;otherwise, 
the further elaboration is undefined}. 

{Weak dereferencing must look _ahead so that it does not re
move a 'reference to' which precedes a mode which is 'NONREF'. 
For e~ample, in x1[i] := y, the primary x1 $hould not be deref
erenced·, .•for x1 [i] must be a name. In x1 (i] + y, the x1 is not 
dereferenced but t.he base. x1 [i] is. } 



8.2.2. Deprocedured coercends {18 July 196S.} 

{Coercend, are deprocedured when it is required that an, 
initial 'proce4ure' should be removed from the a priori mc,de, '{ 
e.g. in x := r¥1dom the a priori mode of random is •·procedure 

, e.r . 
real' but the a pos\iori mode required in this strong position 
is 'real•. Rere the routine possessed by random is elaborated 
and the real value yielded is assigned to x. } 

8.2.2.1. Syntax 

a) ST'IR.Mly deprocedured to MOID FORM{a,820d,e,821a,824a,825a,b, 
826a,828b} : procedure MOID FORM{830a;84b,g,850a,860a} ; 

STIR.Mly FITTED to procedure MOID FORM{ a.~821 a};. 
b) weakly deprocedured to MODE FORM{820f,821b} : 

procedure MODE FORM{830a,84b,g,850a,860a} ; 
firmly FITTED to procedure MODE FORM{a,821a}. 

c) softly deprocedured to MODE FORM{c,820g} : 
procedure MODE FORM{830a,84b,g,850a,860a} ; 
softly deproc·edured to procedure MODE FORM{ c} • 

{Examples: 
a) random (in x := random or in x +t-random} ; 
b) rz (in.re .Q.f rz in the range of 

,m:oc· comp1 rz = (random,random)) ; 
c) xory (in xory := 1 )' } 

8.2.2.2 .. Semantics 

A deprocedured-coercend is elaborated in the following 
steps: 
Step 1 : It is preelaborated { 1 • 1 • 6,. f} and a copy is made of 

{the routine which is} the resulting value ; 
Step 2: The deprocedured-coercend is replaced by the copy ob

tained in Step 1, and the elaboration of.the copy is initia
ted,; if this elaboration is completed or terminated, then the 
·copy is replaced by the deprocedured-coercend before the 
elaboration of a successor is initiated. 

{See also clause-calls, 8.6.2.} 



8. 2. 3 •. Procedured coerc·ends {19 July 1968} 

{A coerc&µd is procedured when it is ~equired that the i 
! : , , I t 

priori mode shpuld be altered by placing af}. initial ''procedute' 
' . ., 

before it (i.e. it should be turned into a procedure withoutf 
parameters), e.g. x := 1 in .12.roc real p := x := 1. However, 
special care must· be taken with procedures which deliver no 
value, in order that clauses'like (:proc p, q; p := q := stop) 
should not be ambiguous. Here the routine possessed by stop 
is assigned to q and then top, but is not elaborated. In, 
(.I?,roc p; p := x := 1) however, 1 is not assigned to x, but that 
routine which assigns 1 to x·is assigned top. The relevant 

' syp:itax is described by the productions of rule 8.2.3.1.b. } 

8.2.3.1. Syntax 

a) STIRMly procedured to proqedure MOID FORM{a,820d,e,824a,826a}; 
MOID FORM{830a,84b ,g, 850a, 86oa:, -} ; 
STIRMly dereferenced to MOID FORM{821a} ; 
STIRMly procedured to MOID FORM{a} ; 
STIR.Mly united to MOID FORM{824a} ; 
STIRM1y widened to MOID FORM{825a,b}; 
STIRMly arrayed to MOID FORM{ 826a} ; 
STIRMly provisional MOID FORM{b,-}. 

bj strongly, provisional void' FORM{ a} : 
NONPROC FORM{830a,84b,g,850a,860a}. 

{Examples: 
a) 3.14 (in m real p := 3.14) ; x (in :proc real p.= x) ; 

3.14 (in .:ru;:Q.Q:_.Jll:.QQ real := 3.14) ; 
1 (in proc· ynionCint·, real·) p ::= 1) ; 
1 ( in nro c· ~ p· : = 1 ) ; 1 ( in rn [ ] ilJ.1 p : = 1 ) ; 
'.3 ·• 1 4- (in pro-c'. p-· : = '.3 · .. 1 4) ; 

b) x := 1 (in proc: p := x == 1) } :, 



~: 
:"\ 

a.2.3.2. Semantics {19 July 196$} 

1 A proced~red-coercend is elaborated im the following st~ps: 
Step 1: A cop~ is made of it {itself, not its value} and a r~~-

. ., 
tine-symbol jfollowed by an open-symbol is placed before and 
a close-symbbl is placed after the copy; 

. . 

Step 2: The mod·e obtained by deleting 1'ly procedured to' and t:he 
terminal productions of •·sTIRM' and 1·FORM' from that notion 
as terminal production of which the procedured-coercend is 
elaborated, is considered. If this considered mode is 'pro
cedure void', then a void-symbol is placed before the copy 
and Step 3 is taken; otherwise, the initial 'procedure' is 
deleted from the considered mode and a virtual-declarer spec
ifying the mode so obtained is placed before the copy; 

Step 3: The routine possessed by the routine denotation {5.4.2} 
obtained in Step _2 is the value of the procedured-coercend. 

8.2.4. United coercends 

{Coercends are uhited when it is required that the a priori 
mode should be changed to a united mode containing that mode, 
e.g. in union(int, ~) ir := 2, the base 2 is of a priori 
mode 'integralt but the source of this assignation requires the 
mode 1·union of integral and real I • } 

B.2.4.1. Syntax 

a) STIRMly united to union of LMODESETY MODE RMODESETY FORM 
{a,820d,e,823a} : MODE FORM{830a,84b,g,850a,860a} ; 
firmly ADJUSTED to MODE FORM{a~821a,822a,823a}. 

{Examples: 
a). 2 ; i (in (imion(int, real) ir; ir := 2 ir := i)) } 

{ In rule a, 'strong' leads to ''firm' in order that unions 
like•that involved in union(int, real) ir := 1 should not cause 
ambiguities. In this example, if the base 1 is widened it can

-t:.h,i_n 
not"be united, i.e. in the order of productions in the syntax, 
uniting cannot be followed by widening. } 



8.2.5. Widened coercends {18 July 1968} 

{Coercends are widened when it is required that the a 
priori mode should be. changed from 'integral' to . 'real,. or 
from ''real' to 'COMPLEX' , e.g. 1 in z : = 1 • Widening for 
length numbers other than one is also provided. } 

8.2.5.1. Syntax 

a} · st.rongly widened to LON"GSETY real FORM{b,820d,h,i,823a} : 
LONGSETY integral FORM{830a,84b,g,850a,860a} ; 
strongly FITTED to LONGSETY integral FORM{821a,822a}. 

b ), strongly widened to structured with REAL named letter r 
letter e and REAL named letter i letter m FORM{820d,h,i, 
823a} : REAL FORM{830a,84b,g,850a,860a} ; 
strongly FITTED to REAL FORM{821a,822a} ; 
strongly widened to REAL FORM{a}. 

{Examples: 
a). 1 (in X ·- 1) . i (in X ·- i). • ·- ' ·- ' b) 3.14 (in z ·- 3 .14) . X. (in X ·- x) • 1 (in z ·- 1 ) } ·- ' ·- ' ·-
8. 2. 5·. 2 ~ Semantics 

A widened-coercend is elaborated in the following steps: 
Step 1: It is preelaborated {1.1.6.f} ; 
Step 2: If the value yielded in Step 1 is an integer, then the 

value of the widened-coercend is a new instance of that real 
number which ~s equivalent to that integer {2.2.3.1.d}; other
wise, it is a new instance of that structured {complex (10.2.5)} 
value composed of two fields, whose field-selectors are let
ter-r-letter-e and letter-i-letter-m, whose modes are the same 
as that of the value yielded in Step 1, and which are new ins
tances of that value and zero respectively; its mode is that 
obtained by deleting ''strongly widened to' and the terminal 
production of 'FORM' from that notion as terminal production 

• of ,which the widened-coerc·end is elaborated. 
{Widening may not be.done in firm positions, for otherwise 

i + 1 might. be ambiguous. } 



8.2.6. Arrayed coercends {19 July 1968} 

{Coercends are arrayed when it is required that the a ;priori 
mode should lbe altered by placing an initial 'row of' befol1e it, 
e.g. in (1:]~eal x1 := 3.14, the a priori mode of the base 3.14 

€,C" . 
is 'real' but the a postjori mode required in this strong posi-
tion is 1·row of real'. Here 3 .14 is turned into a multiple 
v:alue with a descriptor. } 

8:.2.6.1 •. Syntax 

.· a) strongly arrayed to REFETY row of MODE FORM{a,820d,h,i,823a}: 
MODE. FORM{830a,84b,g,850a,860a} ; 
strongly ADJUSTED to MODE FORM{821a,822a,823a,824;i} 
strongly widened to·, MODE FORM{ 825a, b} ; 
strongly arrayed to MODE FORM{a} ; 
MODE FORM vacuum{b}. 

'b) NONROW base vaouum{a} : EMPTY.. 

{Examples: 
a): 3.14 (in [1 :]real x1 := ; •. 14) ; y (in [1 :]real x1 := y) ; 

3. 1 4 ( in [ 1 : ] compl z · : = 3 • 1:4} ; 
3.14 (in (1:,1:]real x2 := 3.14) ; 
( the EMPTY in ( 1 : ]real := ) } 

't 'i ull ,wi"~ ! = 

-~ 8.2.6.2; Semantics 

An arrayed-coercend is elaborated in the following steps: 
Step 1: If' it is not empty,' then it is preelaborated, and Step 

3 is taken; 
Step 2: A new instance of a multiple value {2.2.3.3} composed 

of zero elements and a descriptor consisting of an offset 1 
and one quintuple ( 1 , 0, 1 ,.1 , 1 J is considered, and Step 6 is 
taken ; 

Step 3: If the value obtained in Step 1 is a name, then the 
value referred to by this name, and, otherwise the value 

· obtained in Step 1 is considered; if the considered value 
is a multiple value, then· Step 5 is taken; 



8 •. 2.6,.2. continued · {19 -July 1968} 

Step 4: A new instance of a multiple value composed of the 
considered value as only element and of a descriptor consis
ting 0£ an offset 1 and one· quintuple ( 1 ~ 1 , 1 , 1 , 1), is con
sidered instead, and Step 6 is taken; 

Step 5: A new instance of a multiple value is created, composed 
of. the elements of the considered value and a descriptor which 
is a copy of the descriptor of the considered value into which 
the additional quintuple (1,1,1,1,1) {the value of the stride 
is irrelevant} is inserted before the first quintuple, and in 
which all states have been set to 1, and this new multiple 
value is considered instead; 

Step 6: The mode of the cons~dered value is that· obtained by 
deleting 'arrayed', the initial 1 reference to', ·if any, and 
the terminal produation of :-'FORM' from that notion as termi
nal production of which the arrayed-coercend is elaborated; 
if that notion begins with 'arrayed row of', then the value 

·of the arrayed-coercend is the considered value; otherwise, 
a name different from all other names,whose scope is the pro
gram and whose mode is ''reference to' followed by the mode of 
the considered value is created and made to refer to the con
sidered value, and this name is then the value of the arrayed
coercend. 

8.2.7. Hipped coercends 

{Coercends are hipped when they are skips, jumps or nihils. 
Though there is no apriori mode, whatever mode is required by 
the context, is adopted, e.g; in: real x =skip.the base, .run, 
which has no apriori mode, is hipped to 'real'. Since hipped
coercends are so very accommodating, no other coercions may fol
low them (in the elaboration order), otherwise ambiguities may 

appear. Consider, for exampu.e, the several parsings of ,:union 
(~n,!, ~' bool, char) u := skitr_ supposing uniting could fol
low hipping. } 



s.2.7.1. Syntax 

a) strongly hipped to MOID base{820d,h,i,j}•;::·,.: 
MOID hop{ b} ; MOID nihil{ e, -} • 

b) MOID hop{a} : skip{e} ; jump{d}. 
cJ skip{b} : skip symbo1{31g}. 

{ 19 July 196ci} 

d) 'jump{b} : go to symbo1{31f} option, label identifier{41b}. 
e) reference· to MODE nihil{a} : :h:il symbo1{31g}. ·' 

{Examples: 
a) skin; nil; 
b) sk-in ; go- to. grenoble ; 
c) skip ; 
d} go: to, grenoble ; st! pierre de chartreuse; 
e) nil } 

s.2.7.2. Semantics 

a) The value of a skip is a new instance of some value whose 
mode is that obtained in the following steps: 

Step 1: The mode obtained by deleting '"hop' from that notion 
ending with 'hop' of which the skip is a terminal production 
is c·onsidered ; 

Step 2: If the considered mode begins with 'union of', then 
some mode which does not; begin with 1·union of' and from which 
the considered mode is united {2.2.4.1.h} is considered in
stead; the considered ·mode is the mode of the value of the 
skip. 

b) A jump is elaborated in the following steps:. 
Step 1: The mode obtained by deleting 'hop' from that notion 

ending with 'hop•· of which the jump is a terminal production 
is considered; 

Step 2: If the considered mode does not begin with 'procedure' 
then the elaboration of the unitary-clause which is the jump 
is ~erminateq. and it appoints as its successor the first 
unitary-clause textually after the defining occurrence {in 
a label (4.1.2)} of the label-identifier occurring in the 
jump; otherwise, 1 Step 3 is taken; 



8.2.7.2. continued {19 July 1968} 

Step 3: A copy is made of the jump and a routine-symbol fol-
. lowed by an open-symbol is placed before and a close-srmbol 
is placed after the copy; if the considered mode is 'procedure 
void', then a void-symbol is placed before the copy; other
wise, the initial 'procedure' is deleted from the considered 
mode and a virtual declarer specifying the mode so obtained 
is placed before the copy; the value of the jump is the rou
tine possessed by the {routine-denotation which is the} copy. 

c) The elaboration of a nihil• involves no ac·tion; its value is 
a new instance of nil {2.2.3.5.a} whose mode is that obtained 
by deleting 'nihil 1 from that notion ending with rnihil' of 
which the nihil is a terminal production. 

{Skips play a role in the semantics of routine-denotations 
(5.4.2.Step 2) and clause-calls (8.6.2.2.Step·4). Moreover, 
they are useful in a number of programming situations, like e.g. 
i) supplying an actual-parameter (7.4.1.b) or unit (6.1.1.e) 

whose value is irrelevant or is to be calculated later; e.g. 
f(3, skip) where f does not use its second actual-parameter 
if the value of the first actual-parameter is positive; see 
also 11.11.ax; 

ii) supplying a constituent unitary-clause of a collateral
clause, e.g. [1:]rn1 x1 := (3.14, skip, 1.68, skip) ; 

iii) as a dummy statement (6.0.1.c) in those rare situation~ 
where the use of a completer is inappropriate, e.g. 1: skip) 
in 10.4.a.: 

A jump is useful as a clause to terminate the elaboration 
0£ another clause when certain requirements are not met, •3. g. 
go to exit in y := 11: x 2 0 ~ sqrt(x) else go to exit fi, 
or f in·(j > a If I j) from 10.2.3.r. 

A nihil is useful particularly where structured values 
are connected to one another in that a field of each structured 
value refers . ' 
values where 
a field must 

to another one except for one or more struct~red 
the field does not·refer to anything at all; such 
then be nil. } 



8.2.8. Voided coercends {19 July 1968} 

{ Oo.ercend~ are voided when it 
(and therefore1±-t-e-·mode9 should be 

is required that their values 
ignored 1 e.g. in ( x : = 1 ; 

~ 

y := 2), the c$nfrontation X .:= 1, whose a priori mode is 're:f-
erence to real~, is._.v,oided (see 6.1.1.i). Confrontations must 
be treated differently from the other coercends in order that, 
e.g. in (.nroQ p; p :=stop; p), the confrontation p := stop 
does not involve the elaboration of stop, but in the last occur
rence of p, the routine possessed by stop is elaborated.} 

8.2.8.1. Syntax 

a} strongly voided to void confrontation{820d,h} : 
MODE confrontation{830a}. 

b) strongly voided to void FORESE{820d,h} : 
NONPROC FORESE{84b,g,850a,_860a} ; 
strongly deprocedured to NONPROC FORESE{822a}. 

{Examples: 
a) x : = 1 ( in ( x : = 1 ; y : = 2 ) ) ; 

b) x; random (in (x; random; skip)) } 

{The value obtained by elaboration (i.e. preelaborating 
1.1.6.f) a voided-coercend is discarded.} 

{In the range of the declaration [].Qroc switch= Ce1,e2,e3) 
and the clause-train e.1 : e2: e3: stop, the construction switch 
stop is not a serial-clause because switch is not a strong
void-uni t. In fac·t, switch cannot be deprocedured, because its 
mode begins with 'row of' and no coercion will remove the 'row 
of' and it cannot be •·voided•· because ''row of procedure void' 
is not a terminal production of 'NONPROC ,. ... However, the elaborq
tion .. of .switch[2] ; skip will ·involve a jump to the label e2.} 



8/3. Confrontations {19 July 1968} 

s.3.0.1. Syntax 
I 

a) MODE confrontation{81a,820d,e,f,g,821a,b,822a,823~,b,824a, 
· 825a,b,826a,828a} : MODE nonlocal assignation{831b} ; 

MODE conformity relation{832a} ; 
MODE identity relation{833a}. 

a) 
{Examples: 

x- == 3 .14 ; ec : : 

8. 3 •. 1. Ass·ignations 

e (see 11.11.q); xx ·-. ·-. xory} 

{In assignations, e.g. x := 3.14, a value is assigned.to 
a name. In x := 3.14, the value possessed by the source 3,.14 
is assigned to the value (name)·possessed by x. A distinction 
must be made between nonlocal-assignations which are unitary
clauses, and local-assignations which are not. A local-assig
nation is an actual-parameter and thus may be used to initial
ize a dec·laration, e.g. loo real := ;.14, which is contained in 
~ x := 3.14, before the extension of 9.2.a is made.} 

s.3.1.1. Syntax 

a)* assignation: MODE LOCAL assignation{b}. 
b) reference to MODE LOCAL assignation{830a,74b} : 

reference to MODE LOCAL destination{d,e}, 
bec~mes symbo1{31c}, MODE source{f}. 

c)* destination: MODE LOCAL destination{d,e}. 
d) reference to MODE local destination{b} : 

reference to MODE local generator{851b}. 
e) reference to MODE nonlocal destinatio~{b} : 

soft reference to MODE tertiary{81b} 
f) MODE source{b} ·: strong MODE unit{61e}. 

C, 

{Examples: 
b) X ·- 1 ; J.Q.Q. real ·- 3 .14, . d) l.Q.Q real ·- .- ' 
e) X . f) 1 • 3 .14 

' ' 

. 
' } 

f 
I 



s.3.1.2. Semantics {24 July 196f3} 

a) When a given instance of a value is superseded by another 
instance of a value, then the name which refers to the given: 
instance is caused to refer to that other instance, and, more
over, each name which refers to an instance of a multiple or 
structured value of which the given instance is a component 
{2.2.2.k} is caused to refer to the instance of the multiple or 
~tructured value which is established by replacing that compo-
nen~ by that other instance. 

b) Whe:n an element (a field) of a given multiple (structured)' 
value is superseded by another instanc·e of a value, then the 
mode of the thereby established multiple (struetured) value is 
that of the given value 

ct A value is assigned to a name in the following steps: 
Step 1: If the given value does not refer to an element or sub

value of a multiple value having one or more states equal to 
zero {2.2.3.3.b} and if the given name is not nil, then Step 
2 is taken·; {otherwise, the further elaboration is undefined;} 

Step 2: The value referred to by the given name is considered; 
if the mode of the given name does not begin with 'reference 
to union of'' and the considered value is a multiple value or 
a structured value, then Step 3 is taken; otherwise, the con
sidered value is superseded {a} by a new instance of the giv
en value and the assignment has been accomplished; 

Step 3: If the considered value is a structured value, then 
Step 5 is taken; otherwise, applying the notation of 2.2.3.3.b 
to its descriptor, for i = 1, ••• , n, if Si= 0 (ti= 0), 

then 11 (u1) is set to the -value of the i-th lower bound 
(i-th upper bound) in the descriptor of the given value; more
over, for i = n, n~1, ••• , 2, the stride, di-1, is set to 
(ui - li + 1) x di; finally, if some si = o· or ti = O, then 
the descriptor of the considered value, as modified above, is 
made to be the descriptor of a new instance of a multiple ,. 

• value which is of the same mode as the considered value, and 
this new instance is made to be referred to by the given name 

~; and is considered instead ; 



' 8.3.1.2. continued {24 July 1966} 

-.;{ 

Step 4: If for\ all i, i = 1, .... , n, the bound li (ui) in the 
desc:riptor of the considered value, as possibly modified ip. 
Step 3, is equal to li (ui) in the d.escriptor of the given 
value, then Step 5 is taken{; otherwise, the further elabora
tion is undefined} ; 

Step 5: Each field (element, if any): of the given value is as
signed {in an order which is left undefined} to the name re~ 
ferring to the corresponding field (element., if any} of the 
considered value and the assignment has been accomplished. 

! 

d) An assignation· is elaborated in the following steps: 
Step 1: Its destination and source are elaborated collaterally 

{6.3.2.a} ; 
Step 2: The value of its source is assigned to the value '{name} 

of its destination; 
Step :;·: The value of the assignation is a new instance of the 

new value of its destination. 

{Observe that (x, y) := (1.2, 3.4} is not an assignation, 
since (x, y) is not a destination; the mode of the value of a 
collateral-clause (6. 2. 1 .. c, d} does not begin with ''reference to ,. 
but with ''row of' or 'struatured with' .. } 



8.3.2. Conformity relations {22 July 196$} 

{The purpose of conformity-relations is to enable the 
~ . 

programmer to !'ind out the current mode o:( an instance of a 
value if' the context only restricts this mode to, be one of a 
number of given modes. See for example 11.11.q,r,s,ak,al,am. 
Conformity relations are thus used in conjunction with unions.} 

s .. 3.2.1. Syntax 

a} boolean conformity relation{830a} : 
soft reference ta, LMODE tertiary{ 81:b}, 
c·onformity relator{b}, RMODE tertiary{81b}. 

b)i c·onformity relator{a} : conforms trn symbo1{31c} 
conform~ to an becomes symbo1{31c}. 

s.3 .. 2.2. Semantics 

A conformity-relation is elaborated in the following steps: 
Step 1: Its tertiaries are elab;orated collaterally { 6·. 3 .. 2 .. a} 

and the value of its textually last tertiary is considered; 
Step 2: If' the mo:de of the value of its textually first ter

tiary i's 'reference to-' followed' by a mode which is or is 
united from {4.4-.3.a} t:he mode of the considered value, then 
the value of the conformity-relation is true ·and Step 4- is 
taken; otherwise, Step 3 is taken; 

Step 3: If the considered value refers to another value, then 
this other value is considered instead and Step 2 is taken; 
otherwise, the value of the conformity-relation is false and 
Step 4- is taken; 

-
St.ep 4: I:f" its conformity-relater is a conforms-to-and-becomes-

symbol and the value of the conformity-relation is true, then 
the considered value is assigned {8.3.1.2.c} to the value of 
the textually first tertiary. 

{Observe that if the considered value is an integer and 
th.e ntode of its textually first tertiary is ''reference to 1

· fol
lowed by a mode which is or· is united from the mode ''real' but 
not from ''integral',. then the: value of the conformity-relation 



8 .. 3.2.2. continued· {22 July 1968} 

is false. Thus, in contrast with assignation, no automatic 
widening from 'integral' to 1·real '' takes place. For example, 
in union(real, boo1J rb ; rb .: : = 1 , no value is assigned to rb, 
but in rb : := 1:.0 ; rb := 1 ;' rb := 1 .. o, each of the three 
assignments takes place. Rule 8.3.2.1.b is the only rule in 
the syntax which allows the production of uncoerced· clauses, 
i.e .. those produced from 'RMODE tertiary'.} 

8.3.3. Identity relations 

{Identity-relations may be used in order to ask whether 
two names of the same mode are the same, e.g. in a range with 
the dec·larations struct .QQ11§. = ( strons· car, strons cdr) ; 
union fitrons = (ref string. ref cons) ; cons cell:= (string 

·-! := "abc:", nil), the identity-relation cdr .Qi cell :?: nil has 
the value true, because nii possesses a unique name, though 
it refers to no value.} 

8.3.3.1. Syntax 

a) boolean identity relation{830a} : 
soft reference to MODE tertiary{81b}, identity relator{b}, 

strong reference to, MODE tertiary{ 81 bl ; ·: ' 
cosoft referen·ce to· MODE tertiary{81b}, 
identity relator{b}, soft reference to MODE tertiary{81b}. 

b) identity relator{a} : is symbo1{31c} ; is not symbol{'31c}. 

a) 
b) 

{Examples: 
xory :=: x; xx:=: x; 

Arr identity-relation is elaborated in the following steps: . ,. 
Step 1: Its tertiaries are elaborated collaterally{6.3.2.a} ; 
Step 2: If its identity-relater i.s an is-symbol (is-not-symbol) 



s.3.3.2. continued { 22 July' 19.68} 
,;' 

then the value o:f the identity-relation is true (false) if the 
values {names} obtained in Step 1 are the same and false . 
(true) otherwise. 

{Assuming the assignations xx:= yy := x, the value of the 
identity-relation xx:=: yy is false because xx and yy, though 
of the same mode, do not poss·ess the same name { 7 .1. 2. Step 8}, 
but the name;:;which each possesses refers to the same name and 
so~ xx:=: val yy possesses the value true. The value of 
the identity-relation xx:=: xory has a 1/2 probability of 
being true because the value possessed by xx (e~fectively 
val xx here, becau.se of coercion) is the· name possessed by x, 
and the routine possesse·d by xory ( see 1 • 3 J, when elaborated, 
yields either the name possessed by x or, with equal probability, 
the name possessed by y. In the identity-relation, the program
~r is usually asking a specific question concerning names and 
thus the level of reference is of crucial importance. Thus at 
least one of the tertiaries of an identity-relation must be 
soft, i.e. must involve only deprQceduring and certainly nQ 
dereferencing. The construction case:;. ill x, xx, xory, nil 
esac :=: Qrui,a j illy, gkip, xory, re of z,yy esac is an example 
of a delicately balanced identity-relation in which the mode is 
'reference to real'. 

Observe that the value of the formula 1 = 2 is false, 
whereas 1 :=: 2 is not an identity-relation, since the values 
of its tertiaries are not names. Also f2d3di :=: f5df is not 
an identity-relation, whereas i2d3df = f5d~ is a formula, but 
involves an operation which ts not included in the standard-
prelude.} .. ·-. 



8.4. Formulas {22 July 1968} 

{Fo.rmulas are either dyadic, e;g. x +.- i, or monadic, e.g. 
~ x. A form~la has at least one operator or value-of-symbol. 

' . 

The order of elaboration of a formula is determined by the 
priority of its operators; monadic formulas are elaborated first 
and then the dyadic formulam from the highest to the lowest 
priority. Since the value-of-symbol is not an operator, the 
programmer is prevented from changing its meaning. } 

8.4.1. Syntax 

a)* SORTETY formula : · 
SORTETY MOID ADIC formula{b,g,820d,e,f,g,h,i,j}. 

b) MOID PRIORITY formula{81b,820d,e,f,g:;821a,b,822a,b,c,B23a,b, 
824a,825a, b ,826a,828b} : firm LMODE PRIORITY operand{ d}, 
procedure with LMODE parameter and RMODE parameter MOID 
PRIORITY Oiperator{ 43b} , 

firm RMODE PRIORITY plus one operand{d,e}. 
c)* operand: FIRM MODE ADIC operand{d,f}. 
d) firm MODE PRIORITY operand{b,d} : 

firm MODE PRIORITY formula{820e} ; 
firm MODE PRIORITY plus one operand{d,e}. 

e) firm MODE priority NINE plus one operand{d} : 
firm MODE monadic operand{f}. 

f) FIRM.MODE monadic operand{e,g,h} : 
FIRM MODE monadic formula{ 820e ,_g} ; 
FIRM MODE secondary{81c}. 

g} MOID monadic formula{ 81 b, 820d, e ,_f, g, 821 a, b, 822a, b, c, 823a, b, 
824a,825a,b,826a,828b} : __ MOID depression{h,-} ; 
procedure with RMODE parameter MOID monadic operator{43b}, 
firm RMODE monadic operand{f}. 

h) MODE depression{g} : value of symbo1{31c}, 
soft reference to MODE monadic operand{f}. 

{Examples: 
b). x,,+.· y 
f) abs x; 

h) val xx} 

d) X X y ; X ; 

g) :V:al xx ; ~ x 



8.4.2. Semantics {t2 July 1968 

a) A formula, other than a depression, is elaborated in the :ii 

following steps: ··, 
i: 

Step 1 : The formula is replaced by a copy of the routine ·; 
possessed b~ its operator at its operator-defining occur

.r~nce {7.5.2, 4.3.2.b} ; 
Step 2: The copy {which is now a closed-clause} is protected 

{6 .o. 2 .d} ; 

Step 3: The skip-symbol {5.4.2.step 2} following the equals
symbol following its textually first copied formal-parameter 

. is replaced by a copy of the textually first operand of the 
formula, and if th~ operator is not a monadic operator, then 
the skip-symbol following the e~uals-symbol following its 
textually second copied formal-parameter is replaced by a 
copy of the textually ·second operand of the formula; 

Step 4: The elaboration of the copy is initiated; its value, 
_if any, is then that of the formula; if this elaboration is 
completed or terminated, then the copy is replaced by the 
formula before the elaboration of a successor is initiated. 

b) A depress'ion is elaborated in the following steps: 
Step 1: Its operand is elaborated ; ~ 

Step 2: If the name obtained in Step 1 is not nil,Athe value 
of the depression is a new instance of the valµe referred 
to by the name obtained in Step· 1 { ; otherwise·, the further 
elaboration is undefined}. 



8.4.2. continued {2 July 1968}, 
:, 

{The following table summarises the p~iorities o~ the 
operators decl~red in the standard-prelude·;·. (10.2.0). 

1 
., 
fr 

' I ·~ 
~ priority ' monadic 

1 2 3 ·4 5· 6 7 8 9 

.m inus V A < - X ;f,. ".'""1 - + do-wn 
! 

=I= 12lus i + • ~ . .hin re:Q:t, ... 
times 2 .. ... . leng shQrt 
over )' I .Q.Qi! sign 
· odb .m round ~ntier 

; 

I2 r;ys, ~ im conj u .1lll 

Observe that the value of (-1 ;f-. 2 + 4 = 5) and that of 
( 4 - 1 ,.f- 2 = .3) both are true, since the first minus-symbol 
is a monadic-operator, whereas the second is dyadic. Although 
the syntax determines the order in which formulas are elaborat~ 
ed, parentheses may well be used to improve readability; e.g. 
(a Ab) v (-,a A.., b) instead of a Ab v -,a A..., b. 

In the formula x + y x 2, bothy and 2 are primaries, 
which allows y to be a firm-priority-SEVEN-operand and 2 to 
be a firm-priority-EIGHT-operand. The formula y x 2 is then 
of priority SEVEN. Since xis also a primary, and therefore 
a firm-priority-S}X-operand, then x + y x 2 is a priority
SIX-:-formula. The effec·t of x + y x 2 is thus the same as 
X + (y X 2). 

The operand which follows the value-of-symbol in a depres
sion is gentle rather than firm because its elaboration should 
not involve dereferencing.} 



8 .. 5. Co·hesions {22 July 1Q68} 

{Cohesions are of two kinds: nonlocal-generators, e.g.· 
st:r:ing, or selections, e.g. re of z. Cohesions are distinct 
from bases in order that constructions like a .Qi b[i] may be 
parsed without knowing the mode of a and b. Cohesions may not 
be subscripted or parametrized, but they may selected from, e.g .. 
father .Qi algol in father Qt father of algol.} 

s.5.0.1. Syntax 

a) MODE cohesion{81c,820d,e,f,g,821a,b,822a,b,c,823a,b,824a, 
825a,b,826a,828b} : MODE nonlocal generator{851c} ; 
MODE selection{852a}. 

{Examples: 
a) real (in xx:= real:= 3.14) ; re .Qi z} 

8.5.1. Generators 

{The elaboration of a generator, e.g. real in xx:= real 
:= 3.14 or loc real in ref real x = 19.Q real (usually written 
real x, by extension 9.2.a) invo]ves the creation of a name, 
i.e. the reservation of storage. The use of a local-generator 
implies (with most implementations) the reservation of storage 
in a run-time stack, whereas nonlocal-generators imply the 
reservation of storage in another region, call it the "heap11 , 

in which garbage collection techniques may be used for storage 
retrieval. Since this is usually less efficient, nonlocal
generators should be avoidea by the inexperienced programmer. 
The temptation to use nonlocal generators unnecessarily, is 
reduced by the extension 9 .. 2.a, which applies only to local
generators. Local-generators are not coh'esions but may be 
actual-parameters (see 7.4.1.b) and therefore may appear in 
declarations. } 

'. 



8.5.1.1. Syntax {22 J"uly 1968f 

a):* generator : Iv10DE LOCAL generator{b,c,-} 
h) reference to MODE local generator{74b,831d} : 

local symbo1{31.d}; actual MODE declarer{71b}. 
c}, reference to MO:PE nonlocal generator{ 85Oa} : 

actual MODE dec·larer{ 71 b}. 

{Examples: 
b) loc real; 
c) real } 

s.5.1.2. Semantics 

a) A generator is elaborated in the following steps: 
Step 1: Its actual-declarer is elaborated {7.1.2.c} ; 
Step 2: The value of the generator is the value {name} obtained 

in Step 1. 

b) The scope {2.2.4.2} of the value of a local-generator is 
the smallest range containing that generator; that of a non
local generator is the program. 

{The closed-clause 
(ref real xx ;' (ref real. x = real := pi ; xx := x) ; xx = pi) 

possesses the value true, but the closed-clause 
(ref real xx ; (real x := pi ; xx· := x) ; xx = pi} 

possesses an undefined value since the name r.eferred to: ·by the 
name possessed by xx becomes undefined upon· the completion of 
the elaboration of the inner range, which is the scope of the 
name possessed by x (2.2.4.2.c). The clo~d-clause 

~ 

((ref real xx; real x :=pi; xx:= x} = pi} 
however, possesses the value true. } 



a.5.2. Selections {19 July 1968} 

{A selection selects a field from a structured value, e.g. 
re Qf z selects the first real field (usually called the real 
part) of the value possessed by z. If z is a name, then re of z 
is also a name, but if w is a complex value, then re of w is a 
real value, not the name referring to a real value. } 

a.5.2.1. Syntax 

a) REFETY MODE selection{850a} : ~ODE named TAG selector{71j.}, 
of symbo1{31e}, weak REFETY structured with LFIELDSETY 
MODE named TAG RFIELDSETY secondary{81c}. 

{Examples: The following examples· are assumed in a range 
a. 

contining the declarations: 
" struct language= (ll:!i age,~ ,l..anguage, father) 

language algol := (10, (14, nil)) ; 
language pl1 = (4, algol) ; 

a) age of pl1 ; father Qt: algal} 

{Rule a ensures that the value of the secondary has a 
field selected by the field-selector in the selection (see 
7.1.1.e,f,g,h and the remarks below 7.1.1 and 8.5.1.2). The 
use of an identifier which is the same sequence of symbols as 
a field-selector in the same range creates no ambiguity. Thus 
age .Q.f algol := age is a (po::ssibly confusing to the human) 
assignation if the second occurrence of age is an integral
identifier.} 



8.5.2.2. Semantics { 1-9 July 1968} 

A selection is ·elaborated in the following steps: 
Step 1: Its secondary is elaborated, and th,e·structured. 

value which .is, or is referred to by, the value of that sec
ondary is considered; 

Step 2:· If the value of the secondary is a name, then the 
value of the selection is a new instance of the name which. 
refers to that field of the c·onsidered structure(! value se.-

I 

lected by its field-selector; otherwise, it is a new instance 
of the value which is that field itself. 

{In the examples of 8.5.2.1, age Qi algol is a reference
to-integral-selection, and, by 8.5.0.1.a, a reference-to-inte
gral-cohesion, but age .Qf pl 1. ls an integral-selection and an 
integral-_cohesion. It follows that age Qi algol may appear as 
a destination (8.3.1.1.d,e) in an assignation but age Qi p11 
may not. Similarly, algol is a reference-to-[language]-base 
but pl 1 ,is a [language J -:;base and no assignment may be made to 
pl 1. (Here· [language] stands for structured-with-integral-named
[age]-and-[language]-named-[father] and [age]_ stands for letter
a-letter-g-letter-e etc.) The selection father .Q.f pl1, howe;er, 
is a reference-to-[language]-selection and thus a reference-to
[language]-cohesion whose value is the name possessed by algol. 
I~ follows that the identity-relation father of pl1 :=: algol 
possesses the value true. If· father Qi pl1 is used as a desti
nation in an assigxiation, there is no change in the name which 
is a field of the structured value possessed by p11, but there 
may well be a change in the [language] referred to by that name. 
By similar reasoning and becau~e the operators re and l.m pos
sess routines (10.2.5.b,c) which deliver values whose mode is 
'real' and not 11reference to real', re Qi z := im w is an assig
nation, but~ z := im w is not. } 



8 .. 6 .. Bases {24 July 1968} 

{Bases; are denotations, e.g. ? .. 14, identifiers, e.g. x, 
slices, e.g. x1[i] and clause-calls, e.g. sin(x). Bases are 
generally elaborated first. They may be subscripted, parametr
ized and selec~ed from and are often used as operands.} 

8.6.0.1. Syntax 

a) MOID_ base { 81 d; 820d, e, f, g, 821 a, 822a, b, c, 823a, b, 824a,825a, 
826a,828b} : MOID slice{861a,--}: ; MOID clause ca11{862a} ; 
MOID denotation{510b,511a,512a,513a,514a,52a,53a,54b,55a,-}; 
MOID identifier{41h,-}. 

{Examples: 
a}' x1 [i, j] ; set random(x)) ; 3.14 ; x } 

8,.6,.0 .. 2. Semantics 

An identifier is elaborated by considering a new.instance 
of the value, if any, possessed by its defining occurrence {4.1. 
2, 7.4.2.Step 5;} ·; its value is then the considered value. 

8.6.1. Slices: 

{Slic·es are obtained by subscripting, e.g. x1 [i] or by 
trimming, e.g. x1[2:n], or by a mixture of both, e.g. x2[j:n,j] 
or x2[,k]. Subscripting and trimming may be done only to pri
maries, e.g .. x1 and x2 or (p I x1 I y1}. The value of a slice 
may be either one element of the value of its primary, e .. g .. 
x1[i] is a real value from the row of real x1, or a subset of 
the elements·, e.g .. x2[i] is the i-th row of the matrix x2.} 

8.6 •. 1 .. 1. Syntax 

a) REFETY ROWSETY ROWWSETY:' NONROW slice{860a} : ,, 
weak REFETY ROWS ROWWSETY NONROW primary{811d}, 
sub symbo1{31e}, ROWS leaving ROWSETY' indexer{b,c}, 
bus symbo1{31e}. 



8.6.1.1. continued' {24 July 1968} 

b)) row of ROWS leaving row of ROWSETY indexer.{ a, bl : 
trimmer{f} option, comma symbol{31e}, 

ROWS leaving ROWSETY indexer{b,c,d,e} ; 
subseTipt{k}, comma s~bo1{31e}, 

ROWS leaving row of ROWSETY indexer{ b·, d} • 
c) row of ROWS leaving EMPTY indexer{a,b,c} : 

subsc·ript{k} , comma symbol { 31 e}, 
ROWS :leaving EMPTY indexer{c}. 

d) row of leaving .row of i:qdexer{b} : trimmer{f} option. · 
e) row of leaving EMPTY in~exer{b} : subscript{k}. 
f)': trimmer{b,d} : actual lo~er.bound{71s}, up to symbol{31e}, 

ac·tual upper bound{ 71 s}, new lower bound part{g} option, 
new increment part{i} option. 

g) new lower bound part{f} ,= at symbol{ 31 e}, new lower bound{h}. 
h) new lower bound{g} : strong integral unit{61e}. 
i) new increment part{f} : by symbol{31e}, new increment{j}. 
j) new increment{i} : strong integral unit{61e}. 
k) subscript{b·,c,e} : strong integral unit{6,1e}. 
l)* trimscript: trimmer{f} option, subscript{k}. 
m}* indexer_ : ROWS leaving ROWSETY indexer{b,.c,d,e} • 

. {Examples: 
a) 
b) 

c) 
d) 
e) 
f) 

x1[i] ; x2[i,j] ; 
2 :m,j ; 1,2:n; 

2:n; 
i ; 
2 :n 

g); l11 o· ; 
h) 0 ; 

i) ~ 2 ; 

j) 2; 
k) i } 

x2[i] ; x1[2:n] ; 

2 :m ~ o· Jll: 2 ; 

,{ In rule a, 'ROWS'' reflects the· number of trimscripts in 
the slice, 'ROWSETY' .the number of these which are trimmer-op-
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tions and 'ROWWSETY'' the number of 'Tow of' not involved in t4e 
indexer. In the slices x2[i,j], x2[i,2:n], x2[i], these num- · 
bers are (2,0,0), (2, 1,0~)'> and (1,0, 1} respectively. Because of 
rulEm d'and 7.1.1.s, 2:3at:O·; 2:n; 2:12J: 2 r 2:; :5 and :atO 
are trimmers, while rules band d allow trimmers to be omitted.} 

8.6.1.2. Semantics 

A slice is elaborated in the following steps: 
Step 1: Its primary, and all constituent strict-lower-bounds, 

strict-upper-bounds, new-lower-bounds and new-increments of 
its indexer are elaborated collaterally {6.3.2.a} ; 

Step 2: The multiple value which is, or is referred to by, the 
value of the primary, is considered, a copy is made of its 
descriptor, and all the states {2.2.3.3.b} in the copy are 
set to 1 ; 

Step 3: The trimscript following the sub-symbol is considered, 
and a pointer, "i", is set to 1 ; 

Step 4: If the considered trimscript is not a subscript, then 
Step 5 is taken; otherwise, letting "k" stand for its value, 
if di > Q, and li i k i Ui or di < 0~ and Ui i k i li, then the 
offset in the copy is increased by (k - 11) x di, the i-th 
quintuple is''marked", and Step 6 is taken; otherwise, the 
further elaboration is undefined ; 

Step 5: The values 11 1 11 , "u", "l'" and "b" are determined from 
the considered trimscript as follows: 

if the considered trimscript {trimmer-option} contains a 
strict-lower-bound (strict-upper-bound), then 1 (u) is its 
value, and otherwise 1 (u) is li (ui); if it contains a new
lower-bound (new-increment), then 1 1 (b) is its value, and 
otherwise l '' (b)l is 1 ; 

if now either b > 0, li i 1 and u i ui orb< 0, ui 2:1 and 
u 2 lir then the offset in the copy is increased by (1 - 11) 
x. d1, and then li is replaced by 1', Ui by 1' + (u + b - 1) .;. 
b .:.: 1 and di by di x bl; otherwise, the further elaboration is 
undefined; 
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Step 6•: If' the iconsidered trimscript is followed by a comma-
, 

symbol, then·the trimscript following that comma-symbol is., 
considered i~stead, i is increased by 1, and Step 4 is taken; 
otherwise, all quintuples in the copy which were marked by 
Step 4:- are removed, and Step T is taken ; 

Step .71: If the copy now contains at least one quintuple, then 
the multiple value composed of the copy and those elements of 
the considered value which it describes and whose mode is 
that obtained by deleting 'slic·e' and the initial ''reference 
to'', if any, from that notion ending with 'slice' of which 
the slice is a terminal produc·tion, is considered instead; 
otherwise, the element of the considered value selected by 
that index equal to the offset in the copy is considered in
stead; 

Step 8: If the value of the primary is a name, then the value 
of the slice is a new instance of the name which refers to 

' the considered value, and, otherwise, is a new instanc·e of 
the considered value itself. 

{A trimmer restricts the possible values of a subscript 
and changes its notation: first, if the value of the new-incre
ment is positive (negative), then the value of the subscript is 
restric.ted to run from the value of the strict-lower-(upper-) 
bound to the value of the stric-t-upper-(lower-)bound, both giv
en in the old notatiorn; next, all restricted values of that 
subsc·ript. are changed by adding the same amount to each of them, 
such that the lowest (highest) value then equals the value of 
the new-lower-bound. Thus, the assignations 

y,·1[1:n-1] := x1[2:n] ; y1[n] := x1[1] ; x1 := y1 
effect a cyclic permutation of the elements of x1 and the assig
nations 

y1 : = x1 [ 1 :n b,:y: -1 ] ; x1 : = y1 
reverse the order of the elements of x1.} 



8.6.2. Clause calls {24 July 1968} 

8.6.2.1: Syntax 

a) MOID clause ca11{860a} : 
firm procedure wi~h PARAMETERS MOID primary{811d}, 

actual PARAJ.VIETERS{54e,74b} pack. 

{Examples: 
a) sin(x) } 

8-.. 6. 2. 2. Semantics 

A clause-call is elaborated in the following steps: 
Step 1: Its primary is elaborated and a copy is made of { th.e 

routine which is} its value ; 
Step 2: The clause-call is replac·ed by that copy ; 
Step 3: That copy {which is now a closed-clause} i.s protected 

{6.0.2.d} ; 
Step 4: The copy as possibly modifie,d by Step 3 is further modi

fied by replacing the skip-symbols following the equals-sym
bols following the copied formal-parameters {5.4.2.Step 2} in 
the textual order by the ac,tual-parameters of the clause-call 
taken in the same order; 

Step 5: The elaboration of the copy is initiated; its value, if 
any, is that of the clause-call; if this elaboration is com
pleted or terminated, then the copy is replaced by the clause
call before the elaboration of a successor is initiated. 

{The clause-call samelson(m, (int j}:real: (x1[j])) as con
tained in the range of the declaration 

.J2l:.Q.Q. samelson = (int n, .12roc(int}real f)rea1: 
begin long real s := long Q', ; 

for i to n do s .12lus leng f (i),: + 2 ; 
sh.orJi long sqrt ( s} end 

is elaborated by considering (Step 1) the closed-clause 
.C;zal(l,.:!;'rt n = skip. nroQ:(,int)real f =skip; real:= 

pegin long reals:= long o; 



8.6.2.2. conti~ued 

for·i .i.,Q n .9.Q. s ~lue leng f(i) ~ 2; 
short long sqrt,s) .fil19;)~. 

{24 July 1968} 

Supposing that n, s, f and i do not occur elsewhere in the pro
·gram, this closed-clause is protected (Step 3) without further 
alteration. The actual-parameters are now inserted (Step 4) 
yielding the closed-clause 

(val(i.nt n = m, proc(int)l~ f = {int j))real : (x1 [j]) ; real 
:= begin long reals := long O ; 
~ :ili to n .Q..Q. s ~ ~ f ( i) ~ 2 ; 
shor:t long sqrt(s) end)) , 

.and tliis closed-clause is elaborated (Step 5). Note that, for 
the duration of this elaboration, n possesses the same integer 
as that referred to by the name possessed by m, and f possesses 
the same routine as that possessed by the routine-denotation. 
(int j ):real : (x1 [ j]). During the elaboration of this and its 
inner nested closed-clauses (9.3), the elaboration of f(i) it
self involves the elaboration of the closed-clause (val(int j = 
i; real:= (x1[j])))\ and, within this inner closed-clause, 
the first occurrenc·e of j possesses the same integer as that 
referred to by·the name possessed by i. } 



9. Extensions {25 July 1968} 

a) A:r:n extension is the insertion of a comment between two sy,pr
bols or the replacement of a certain sequence of symbols, pos
sibly satisfying certain restrictions, by another sequenqe of 
symbols,. 

b,) No extension may be performed within a comment {3.0.9.b} or 
row-mf-character-denotation { 5. 3} • 

c,) Some extensions are given in the representation language, 
exc·ept that 

A,, B and C $tand for unitary-clauses { Chapter 8}, 
D for the standard-prelude {2.1.b, 10} if the extension is per

formed outside the standard-prelude and otherwise for the 
empty sequenc·e of symbols, 

E for a serial-clause {6.1.1.a}; 
F for a unitary-clause, 
G for 
FI! for 

I' J' 
L for 
M for 
Nl for 
0 fbr 
p for 
Q fbr 
R for 
s for 
T for 
u for 
V for 
w for 

two or more unitary-clauses separated by cqmma-symbols, 
a declarer {711}, 
Kand L for identifiers {4.1}, 
zero or more long-symbols, 
an, identifier, 
an indication {4.2}, 
zero or one identifiers, 
a virtual-plan {5.4.1.c}, 
a choice-clause {6.4.1.c}, 
a routine-denotation· { 5. 4}, 
a statement {6.0.1.c}, 

\ 

a unitary-clause, 
zero or one virtual-declarers{7.1.1.b}, 
a virtual-declarer, 
a unitar~-clause, and 

z for a formal-dec·larer { 7 .1 .. 1. b} all of whose formal-row-of
rowers {7.1.1.q} are empty • 

. 
d} Each representation of a symbol appearing in sections 9.1 
up to 9 •. 5 may be replaced by any other representation, if any, 
of the same symbol. 



9. 1 ... Comments. { A source .. of .innocent merriment. 
Mikado, W.S. Gilbert. } 

' 
A comment~ {3.0.9.b} may be inserted between any two sym

bols {but see 9.b}. 

{e.g., (m > n m· I n) · may be replaced by 
(m > n m Q the larger of the two~ In). } 

' ,, 

9· •. 2. Contrac:tion-s 

a) ref' ZI = .lQ.Q. HJ where Zand H spec·ify the same mode {7.1.2.a} 
"£!fay be replaced by HI. 

{e.g., ,m real x = loc real may be ·replaced by real x and 
.m·.Q..Q.Ql. p = .lQ.Q. bool := true may be replaced by bool p := 1rue.} 

b). ~ N = struct may be replaced by, struct· N = and mod~ N = 
union may be replaced by un•ion N =. 

{e.g., mode comy:l, = ..s,truct(real re, im} (see also 9.2.C') 
may; be replac·ed by struct com:Ql = (real re, im).} 

c) If a given unitary-declaration, (formal-parameter {5 .4.1 .f}, 
field-dec1arator {7.1.1.g}) ,and another unitary-declaration 
(formal-parameter, field declarator) following a comma-symbol 
following the given unitary-declaration (formal-parameter, 
field-declarator) both begin with an occurrence of the mode
symbol, of the structure-symbol, of the union-of-symbol, of the 
priority-symbol, of the operation-symbol, of one same actual
declarer, or of one same formal-declarer, then the second of 
these occurrences may be omitted. 

{e.g •. , real x, real y := 1.2 may be replaced by real x, y 
' 

:= 1.2, but real x, real y = 1.2 may not be replaced by 
reaI x, y = 1.2, since the first ·occurrence of real is an act
ual-declarer whereas the second is a formal declarer. Note 
also that mode b = bool, mode~= real may be replaced by 
m.Q.de ·b = bool, 1: = real, etc •. } 

d} A void-symbol which follows a procedure-symbol or a para
~eters-pack {7.1..1.z} may be omitted. 

{e.g., .DrQQ: JZ:Q.id p := stop may be replaced by Qroc p := 
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stop and proc·(real}void q := set random may be replaced by 
prgcr(real) q := set random but the void-symbol in void: stop 
may not be omitted.} 

e) If' each corresponding pair of constituent dealarers in P 
and R spec·ifies the same mode, then 

,;ru;:.Q.Q. PI= R may be written ~roe I= R, 
~ PN = R may be written~ N = R, and 
™ PO:=R may be written proc O := R. 

{e.g., proq(re! int) incr = (ref in~) : (i := i + 1) may 
be replac·ed by Proa inc·r = (ref int~ i) ; · (i , := i + · 1), · 
QP(.;r;:af in~).ifil ilaru: = (ref in~ i)in~: (i := i - 1) may be re
placed by~ deer= (ref .i.fil i)int : (i := i - 1)\ and 
pro-a(real)in1 p := (,real x)int : (1:Q....1J.nd x);, obtained from 
l:tl pro_g·( real) in~ p = loP' ]2ro~(r~aJJ.ini := Crea}. x)j_u;i : (royn,d x) 
by 9.2 •. a,. may be replaced by proc p := (real x)int : (x_ou.nd x).} 

9.3. Repetitive statements 

a) The statement { 6.0.1.c} 
begin(l.n:tt J := F, int K = B, L = T).; 

M: .u:· D(K > 01 I J ~ L I : K < O I J 2 L I trug} 1h.§.n 
I 

int I = J ; (W I S ; .(DJ := J + K) ; go to M)) 

i.i 
.e.nd 

where J, K, Land M do not occur in D, W or S, and where I dif
fers from J and K, may be replaced by 

\ 

for I from F .QY B .iQ. T whilsl W do S , 

and if, moreover, I does not occur in W o~ S, then for I from 
may be replac·ed: by from. 

b} The statement 
begig(int J := F, i~t K = B) ; 

'M: (.in:t. I = J ; (W I S ; (DJ := Jf + K} ; go to M)) 

end 
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where J, K anq M do not occur in· D, W or S, and where I differs 
from J and K, 'may be replaced by 

for I from F ~ B while W do S , 

and if, moreover, I does not occur in W or S:,, then for I from 
may be_ replaced by from. 

c} from 1 .12:Y2·may be replaced by 12:z. 

d) Ju: 1 .:t.Q. may be replaced by to,, and ]2y 1 while ma:r. be repla
ced by while. 

e) while ,.t,rue Q..Q. may be replaced by do. 

{e.g., for i from 1 11::z: 1 ton whil~ t.r.,ue do x := x + a may 
be replac'ed by to n Q.Q. x := x + a.: Note that .iQ. 01 do S and 
while fals_g do S do not cause S to be elaborated at all, whereas 
QQ S causes S to be elaborated repeatedly until it is terminated 
arr- i:r;rterrupted.} 

9.4. Contracted conditional clauses 
{The flowers that bloom in the spring, Tra la, 

Have nothing to do with the case. 
Mikado, w .s. Giloert.. } 

a)) els~ i,i' Q f:i li may be replaced by elsf Q fi and 
t:hen if Q fi fi may be replaced by thef Q fi. 
{e.g., J.i p then princeton else if q then grenoble else 

zandvoort· fi ii may be replac~d by if p then princeton ~lsf q 
then grenoble else zandvoort fi or by (p· I princ-eton I : q I 
grenoble I zandvoort). Many more examples are given in 10.5.} 

h) Cm I= A; if DI= 1 then B elsf D(I = 2 I true) then 
C fi), where I dbes not occur in B, C or D, may be replaced by 
case A ,in E, C ~ {or by (Al B, C)l. 

c) (Jn.t_ I = A ; ll DI = 1 then B . .§.lse .Q.§&Q (DI = 1 ) in G .§..§.§£ f i}, 
where I does not occur in C, Dor G, may be replaced by 
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Qase A ,in C, G ~ {or by (A I C, G)}. 

{Examples of the use of such "case" cl1auses are given in 
11 • 11 • w, ap::•. } 

9.5. Complex values 

(D L QOin:Ql I = (A, B )' ; I) 
where l does not occur in D, may be replaced by (Al B) {or by 
(A i B)} • 



10. Standard declarations 

a) A "standard declaration" is one of the constituent declarations of 

the standard-prelude {2.1.b} {; it is either an "environment enquiry" 

supplying information concerning a specific property of the implementation 

(2.3.c), a "standard priority" or "standard operation", a "standard 

mathematical constant or function", a "synchronization operation" or a 

"transput declaration"} • 

b) A representation of the standard-prelude is obtained by altering 

each form in 10.1, 10.2, 10.3, 10.4 and 10.5 in the following steps: 

Step 1: Each sequence of symbols between f and} in a given form is 

altered in the following steps: 

Step 1.1: If D occurs in the given sequence of symbols, then the given· 

sequence is replaced by a chain of a sufficient number of sequences 

separated by comna-symbols; the first new sequence is a copy of the 

given sequence in which copy E. is deleted; then-th new sequence, 

n > 1, is a copy of the given sequence in which copy Dis replaced 

by a sub-symbol followed by n-2 corrma-symbols followed by a bus

symbol; 
·· Step 1.2: If, in the given sequence of symbols, as possibly modified 

in Step 1.1, Lint (f !J!!!l or L oomeZ) occurs, then that sequence 

is replaced by a chain of int lengths {10.1 .a} (reaZ lengths {l0.1 .c}) 

sequences separated by corrma-symbols, then-th new sequence being a 

copy of the given sequence in which copy each occurrence of L(L) 

has been replaced by (n-1) times Zong(Zong) ; 

Step 2: Each occurrence of {and* in a given form, as possibly 

modified in Step 1, is deleted; 

Step 3: If, in a given form, as possibly modified in Steps 1 and 2, 

!:_ int (!:_ reaZ or L o_ompZ, L bits .or L abs, both f int and L reaZ or 

both Lint and L oompZ) occurs, then the form is replaced by a sequence 

of int lengths { 1 0. 1. a} (reaZ lengths { 1 0. 1. c}, bits widths { 10. 1 .f}, 

the minimum of int lengths and reaZ lengths) new forms; then-th new 

form is a copy of the given form in which copy each occurrence of 

L(L, K, S) is replaced by (n-1) times Zong(Zong, Zeng, short) ; 

Step 4: If P occurs in a given form, as possibly modified or made in the 

Steps above, then the form is replaced by four new forms obtained by 

replacing P consistently throughout the form by either - or+ or x or/; 
• c, -
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Step 5: If Q occurs in a given form, as possibly modified or made in 

the Steps above, then the form is replaced by four new forms obtained 

by replacing Q consistently throughout the form by either minus or 

pZus or times or~; 

Step 6: If R occurs in a given form, as ~ossibly modified or made in the 

Steps above, then the form is replaced by six new forms obtained by 

replacing R consistently throughout the form by either< or~ or= or 

-:/- or :2: or > ; 

Step 7: Each occurrence of Fin any form, as possibly modified or made 

in the Steps above, is replaced by a representation of the 

letter-aleph-symbol { 1. 2. 1. n, 5. 5. 1.6}; . 

Step 8: If~ in some form, as possibly ~edified or made in the Steps 

above, %·occurs followed by the representation of an identifier (field

selector, indication), then-.that occurrence of% is deleted and each 

occurrence of the representation of that identifier (fielq-selector, 

indication) in any form is replaced by the representation of one same 

identifier (field-selector, indication) which does not occur elsewhere 

in a form, and Step 8 is taken; 

Step 9: If a representation of a corrment occurs in any form, as possibly 

modified or made in the Steps above, then this representation is 

replaced by a representation of an actual-declarer or closed-clause 

suggested by the comment ; 
Step 10: If, in any form, as possibly modified or made in the Steps 

above, a r_epresentation of a routine-denotation occurs whose elaboration 

involves the manipulation of real numbers, then this denotation may 

be replaced by any other denotation whose elaboration has approximately 

the same effect {The degree of approximation isle:f't undefined in this 

Report (see also 2.2.3.1.c).} ; 

Step 11 : The standard- prelude is that declaration-pr·:elude whose 

representation is the same as the sequence of all the forms, as 

possibly modified or made in the steps above. 

{The declarations in this Chapter are intended to describe their 

effect clearly. The effect may very well be obtained by a more efficient 

method. } 



10.1. Environment enquiries 

a) int int Zengths = E.. the number of different Zengths of integers E..; 

b) L int L max int = E.. the Zargest L integraZ vaZue E..; 

c) int reaZ Zengths 1 
E.. the number of;different Zengths of reaZ numbers e; 

d) L reaZ L max reaZ =_E,_ the Zargest L reaZ vaZue E..; 

e) L reaZ L smaU reaZ = E.. the smaZZest L reaZ vaZue such that both 

L1 + L smaZZ reaZ > f.1 and L1 - L smaU reaZ < L1 E.. ; 
f) int bits widths= 

E.. the number of different widths of standard bit rows E.. ; 
g) int L bits width= 

·E.. the number of bits in a standard L bit row;_ see L bits {10.2.6.a} •E..; 
h) EJ2_ abs = (char a) int : 

E.. the integraZ equivaZent of the character 'a' E..; 
i) EE. re-e._r = ( int a) char : 

c that character 'x'., if it exists., for which abs x = a E..; 

10.2. Standard priorities and operations 

10.2.0. Standard priorities 

a) p_riori ty__ minus = 1., p_Zus = 1., times = 1., over = 1., 
V = 2., A = 3., = = 4., 'f = 4., < = 5., ;s; = 5., 2: = -s ., 
+ = 6., X = ?., t = ?., .!., = ?., I = ?., 4 = 8 . . . ., 

10.2.1. Operations on boolean operands 

a) EE. v = (booZ a., b) booZ : (a I true I b) ; 

b) EE. " = (booZ a., b) booZ : (a I b I faZse) ; 

c) EJ2_ -, = (booZ a) booZ : (a I faZse I true) ; 

d) E12. = = (booZ a., b) bool, : ((a "b) v (-ia "-, b)) ; 

e) E12. =I= (booZ a., b) boo?,, : (-,(a= b)) ; 

f') EE., abs = (boo?,, a) int : (a I 7 I OJ ; 

10.2.2. Operations on integral operands 

modh = 1., prus = 

> = p., - - 6., 

7., 

a) EP.. < = (L int a., b) booZ : E.. true if the vaZue of 'a' is smaUer than· 

that of 'b' and faZse otherwise E..; 
b) EJ2_ ;s; = (f. int a., b) booZ : (-, (b < a)) ; 

c) EJ2. = = (L int a., b) booZ : (a ;s; b " b ;s; a) ; 

d) EJ2. =l = (L ~ a., b) booZ : (-, (a = b)) ; . " 



10.2.2. continued 

e) EE..:::: = (L int a, b) booZ . (b ~ a) . . , 
f) EE. > = (L int a, b) booZ : (b < a) . , 
g) 2P.. - = (L int a, b) Lint: --

f!. the vaZue of 'a' minus that of 'b' £; 
h) EJ2. - = (L int a) L int : (LO ..., a) ; 

i) EE. + = (L int a, b) L int : ( a - - b) ; 

j ) EE. + = (L int a) L int : ( a) ; 

k) EJ2. abs = (L int a) L :f:r!::!i.. : ( a -< LO I -a I a) ; 

l) EE. x =(Lint a, b) Lint: (L :f:r!::!i.. s := LO, i :=·abs b; 

whi Ze i ::a: L 1 do ( s : = s + a ·; i : = i - L 1) ; (b < LO I -s I s)) ; 

m) EE. ..- = (L int a, b) fl_ int : 

(b =/: LO I L int q : = E_ o, r .: = abs q ; 
whi Ze ( r : = r - abs b) ::a: LO do q : = q + L 1 ; 

( a < LO A b :::: "I:_0 v a :::: LO A b < LO I -q I q)) ; 

n) EE. ..- : = (L :f:r!::!i.. a, b) fl_ int : (a - a ..- b x b) ; 

o) EE. I = (L int a, b) L real, : (L ~ a .= a, d = b; a I d) ; 

p) 2P.. ,t- = ( L int a, int b) L int : 

(b:::: 0 IL int p := L1· to b do p := p x a· p) · -- _, - - , , 
q) EJ2.. Zeng = (L int a) Zong L int : £ the Zong L integ:r,aZ vatue equivaZent 

to the vaZue of 'a' £ ; 

r) EE. short = (Zong L int a) E_ int : £ the L integral, value, if it ea:ists, 

equivaZent to the vaZue of 'a'·£; 

s) EE.. odd= (L int a) booZ : (abs a ..-: L2 = L1) ; 

t) EE. !!iif!::. = (L int ·a) int : (a > LO I 7 I : a < LO I -1 I 0) ; 

10.2.3. Operations on real operands 

a) EE. < = (L real, a, b) booZ : £ true if the vaZue of 'a' is 

smaZZer than that of 'b' and false otherwise £ ; 

b) £E_ ~ = (L real, a, b) booZ: (-.(b <a)); 

c) EE.. = = (L reaZ a, b) booZ : (a-~ b A b ~ a) ; 

d) EE..:/: = (L reaZ a, b) booZ : (-.(a = b)) ; 

e) EE.. :::: = (L real a, b) booZ : (b ~ a) ; 

f ) EJ2. > = ( L rea Z a, b) boo Z : (b < a) ; 

g) EE.. - = (L real a, b) fl_ real, _: £ the value of 'a' minus that of 'b' a 

{2.2.3.1.c} 

h) EJ2. ,.:. =- (L real a) L real, : (LO - a) ; 



10.2.3. continued 

i) EE. + = (L .real, a., b} !!.. real, : (a - - b} ; 

j ) EE. + = (L real, a} !:;_ reaZ : ( a} ; 

k) EE. abs = (!:;_ real, a} !:_ real, : ( a < LO -a I a} ; 

1) EE. x = (L '!:f!.E:J:._ a., b} L reaZ : £ the vaZue. of 'at times that of 'b' E.; 
{2.2.3.1.c} 

m) EE. I = (L real a., b} L real : a the vaZue of 'a' divid.ed by that of 

'b' E.; {2.2.3.1.c} 

n) EE. Zeng = (L reaZ a} Zong L reaZ : 

E.. the long L reaZ value equivaZent to the vaZue of 'a' E.. ; 

o) EE.. short = (Zong f. '!:!!El a} !:. real : E... the L reaZ vaZue, if it · 

exists., equivaZent to the vaZue of 'a' £; 

p) £12. round = (L reaZ a} f int : E. a L integral vaZue;, if one exists., 

equivaZent to a L reaZ vaZue differing by not more than one-half 

from the vaZue of 'a' a; - ' 
q) EE.. !!.iil!::. = (L reaZ a} int : ·ra > LO I 1 I: a < LO I l.7 I 0) ; 

r) EE. entier = (L reaZ a} L int : (L int j' := LO ; 

(j :;; a I e : j := j + L1 ; (j :;; a I e I j - L1 J 

f: j := j - L1; (j > a If I j}}}; 

10.2.4. Operations on arithmetic operands 

a) EE_ P = (L £!!El:. a., !!.. int b} !:. reaZ : (f reaZ a = b; a P a} ; 

b) EE.£ = (L int a., L reaZ b} L real : (f ~ a = .a; a P b} ; 

c) EE.. R = (f reaZ a., L int b} booZ : (L real a = b; a R a} ; 

d) EE.. R = (f int a., L reaZ b} booZ : (L reaZ a = a; a R b}; 

e) EE.. + = (L £!!El:. a., int b} L reaZ : (L reaZ p := f1 ; 

to abs b do p := p x a ; (b ~ O I p I L1 l p}} ; 

10.2.5. Complex structures and associated operations 

a) struat L aompZ, = (!:._ reaZ re., im} ; 

b) EE.. !!!!:.. = (L aomp,,Z a} L reat : (re £f_ a} ; 

c) EE.. im = (L aompZ a} !!.. reaZ : (im 2.f. a} ; 

d) EE. abs = (L aomp,Z a} L reaZ : (L sqrt(re a ,t, 2 + im a ,t, 2)); 

e) EE. f!l!!!ii = (L aomeZ a} L aompZ : (re a l - E!1. a} ; 

f) EE. = = (L aompZ a., b} booZ : (re a = !:!!.. b " :f:!!1. a = im b) ; 

g) EE. ::j: = (L aompl a., b} ££El : (-,(a= b}} ; 

h) EE. + =,. (L aompZ a) L aompZ : (a) ; 
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i) !2E.. ..:. = (L. oompZ a) L oompZ : (- !:!!. a l - im a) ; 

j) !2E.. + = (L oompZ a., b) L compZ : (re a + !:!!. b l im a + :f:!!!. b) ; 

k) !2E.. - = (L compZ a., b) I!_ compZ : (!£_ a - !:!!. b l im a - :f:!!!. b) ; . 

1) !2E.. x = (L oompZ a., b) L compZ : 

(re a x !!!. b - im a x im b l !!!. a x im b + :f:!!!. a x !£. b) ; 
m) EE. I = (L oompZ a., b) L compZ : 

(L '!:!!El. d = !:!!.(b x conj b) ; L compZ n = a x conj '!> ; 
(re n I d l im n I d)) ; 

n) !2E.. Zeng = · (L compZ a) Zong !:_ compZ : (Zeng ~ a l Zeng im a) ; 

o) !2E.. short = (Zang L oompZ a) L compZ : (short !:!!. a l short im a) ; 

p) !2E.. P = (L compZ a., L int b) !:.. compZ : (L compZ C: = b; a P a) ; 

. q) !2E.. P = (L oompZ a., L !f!.El b) L oompZ : (L oompZ a = b; • a g_ o) ; 

r) !2E.. P = (L int a., !:_ oompZ b) L oompZ : (L oompZ a = a; a P b) ; 

s) !2£. P = (L real- a.,!:.. oompZ b) L oomeZ-: ·(L EompZ a= a; a -g_ b) ; 

t) !2E.. 1' = (L oompZ a., int b) L oompZ : (L oompZ p := !:_1 ; 

:PE_ abs b d,o p :=:= p x a ; (b ~ 0 I p J £7 / p)) ; 

10.2.6. Bit rows and associated operations 

a) mode I!_ £:!:.E!.. = [ 7 : L bits width] booZ ; { 10. 1 .g} 

b) !2E.. = = ([1 : int n] booZ a., b) 'EE.21. : 
. (for i to n d.o(a[i] f: b[i] I Z) ; ~- Z : faZse) ; 

c) EE.. f: = ([] booZ a., b) boqZ: (-,(a= b)); 

d) £P.. V = ([ 1 : int n] booZ a., b) [] booZ : ([ 1 

for i :!:£. n do o[i] := a[i] v b[i]; o) . ., 
e ) f2E.. " = ([ 1 : int n] E!!.21. a., b) [] booZ : ([ 1 

for i to n d,o o[i] := a[ i] "b[i]; a) ; 

f) !2E.. ~ = ([ J booZ a., b) booZ : (a v b = b) . ., 
g) !2E.. ~ = ([ J booZ a., b) booZ : (b ~ a) ; 

h) !2E.. 1' = ([ 7 : int n] booZ a., int b) [] booZ 

to abs b do (b > 0 I for i f!:E!!1. 2 to n do 

o[i - 1] := o[i]; o[n] := faZse 

I for i from n El!.. - 1 to 2 do 

o[i] := o[i - 1] ; o[1J := faZseJ; ~) ; 

. . 

: nJ 

. nJ . 

([1 

i) 92. !:_ abs = (L bits a) !:.. int : (L :f:!:1.o :=LO; 

booZ a ; 

booZ a ; 

. nJ booZ o . 

for i to L bits width do o := L2 x o + abs a[i] ; a) ; ,, 

:= a; 

j) 212. bin = (L int a) !:.. bits : :ft. a ~ LO then L :f:E1 b := a; L bits a ; 

for i f!:E!E_ L bits width El!.. - 1 to 1 d.o 

(o[i] := odd.b; b :_= b t !!._2); o tf:.; 



10.2.7. Operations on character operands 

a) EE. < = (ahar a, b} booZ: (abs a < abs b} ; {10.1.h} 

b) EE. :;;; = (ahar a, b} booZ: (-i (b < a}} ; 

c)E.P.== (ahar a, b} booZ : (a :5: b Ab :5: a} . ., 
d) EE. 'f = (ahar a., b} booZ: (-i (a = b}} ; 

e) EE.-~ = (ahar a., b} booZ: (b:;;; a) . ., 

f) EE. > = (ahar a., b} booZ: (b < a} . ., 

10.2.8. String mode and associated operations 

a) mode string= [7: J ahar; 

b) EE. < = ([7 : int m] ahar a, [7 : int n] ahar b} booZ : 

· (int i := 7; int p = (m < n I m. I n}; 'E£E1 a;_ 

(p < 7 I n ~ 7 I e : (a := a[iJ = b[iJ I: (i := i + 1) :5: p I eJ ; 

(a m < n I a[i] < b[i])}); 

c) EE. :5: = (string a, b} booZ : {-i (b < a)) ; 

d) EE. =. = (string a, b} booZ : (a :;;; b A b ::; a} ; 

e) EE.-:/:= (string a, b) booZ: {-i(a = b}); 

f) !lE. ~ = (string a, b} booZ : (b :;;; a}.; 

g) EE. > = (strina a., b} booZ : (b < a} ; 

h) EE.!!.= {[7: int n] ahar a, ahar b} booZ: (strina a= b; a Ra}; 

i) EE. R = (ahar a, [7 : int nJ ahar b} booZ : (strina a = a; a B b) ; 

j) EE.+= ([7 : int mJ ahar a, [7 : int nJ ahar b} strina: 

([ 7 : m + n] ahar a ; 

a[7 : m] :=a; a[m + 7 : m + n] := b ; a) . ., 
k) EP.. + = ( string a, char b) string . (strina s = b; a+ s) . 
1) EE. + = (ahar a, string b} strina : (strina s =a; s + b} 

; 
. ., 

{The operations defined in b, h and i imply that if abs 11a" < abs ''b 11., then 

"" < "a" ; ·"a" < ''b" ; "aa" < "ab" ; "aa" < "ba" ; "ab" < ''b". } 

10.2.9. Operations combined with assignations 

· a) EE. minus = {ref L int a, L int b} £21 !:_ int : (a := a - b} ; 

b) EE. minus = {ref L real, a., L real, b} ref L reaZ : (a := a - b} ; 

c) EE. minus = {ref!:_ oom12Z a, L aompZ b) ref I:., aompJ:.. : (a := a - b} ; 

d) EE.. p}us = (re[ L int a, L int b} ref. L int : (a := a + b} ; 

e) EE. pZus = {ref L real, a, L PeaZ b} Pe[, f!_ reaZ : (a := a + b} ; 

f) EE. pZus = (Pe[,!:., oompZ a~ L aompZ b} ref L aompZ : (a := a + b}; 

g) !!E... times = (ref L int a, L int b) Pef !!.. int ·: (a := a X b} ; 



10.2.9. continued 

h) EE. times = (ref L real, a., L ~ b) ref L real, : (a := a x b) ; 

i) EE.. times· = {ref~ aornpl, a., L aompl, b) i>ef ~.i:omp'l : (a·:= a x b) ; 

j) EE.~= {ref Lint a., Lint b) ref Lint : (a := a ..-·b) ; 

k) EE. modb = {ref L int a., f. int b) ref L int : (a := a ..-; b) ; 

1) EE.~ = {ref L ~ a., f. real, b) ref L real, : (a := a I b) ; 

·m) EE..~= (ref L aompl, a., L aompl, b) ref!:._ aompi : (a·== a I b) ; 
n) EE.. Q = (ref L real, a., L int b) ref L real, : (a Q(I:_ real, := b)) ; 

o) EE.. fl= (ref L aompi a., Lint b) rtaf L aompl, : (a ·g_(L 2_ompl, := b)J . .,. 

p) EE.. g = (ref L aompl,_ a., L real, b) ~ L aompl, : (a Q(L aompl, := b)) ; 

q) EE.. pl-us = (ref string a., string b) ref string : ( a := a + b) ; 

r) EE.. prus = (ref string a., string b) ref string : (a := b + a) ; 

s) EE. pl-us = (ref string a., ahar b) ref string : (a := a.+ bJ. ; 

t) EE. prus = (ref string a.,· ahar b) ref string : (a := b + a) ; 

10.3. Standard mathematical constants and functions 

a) I:_ real, L pi = £ a L real, val,ue al,ose to 1r ; see Math. of Comp. 

v. 76., 7962, pp. 80-99 £; 
b) proa L sqrt = (L real, x) L real, : £ if x :?: O, a L real, val-ue 

al,ose to the square root of 'x' £ ; 

c) proa L exp = (L real, x) f. ~ : £ a L reai val,ue., if one exists., 

al-ose to the exponential, funation of 'x' £ ; 

d) proa L 7,n = (L reai x) L reai : £ a L real, vatue, if one e-xists, 

afose to the natural, 'logarithm of 'x' £ ; 

e) proa L aos = (L real, x) f. reai : £ a L r-eai val,ue al,ose to the 

aosine of 'x' a · _., 
f) proa L araaos = (L real, x) L r-eal, : £ if abs x .:,; L7., a L real, 

vatue al-ose to the inverse aosine of 'x'., LO.:,; L ar-aaos(x) .:,; L pi£; 

g) proa L sin = (L real, x) f. real, : £ a L r-eal, vaiue atose to the 

sine of 'x' a· _., 
h) proa L arasin = (L reai x) L ~ : £ if abs x .:,; L1., a L real, vaiue 

a 'lose to the inver-se sine of 'x '., abs L arasin ( x) .:,; L pi / L2 £ ; 

i) pr-oa L tan = (L r-eal, x) L real, : 

£ a L r-eal, val,ue., if one exists., al-ose to the tangent of. 'x' £ ; 
j) proa L aratan = (L real, x) L r-eal, : 

a a L r-eal, val,ue al,ose to the inver-se tangent of 'x'., 

. abs L aratan(x) .:,; L pi. I L2 a ; 



10.3. continued 

, k) proa L random = L ~!!EE£_£ the next pseudo-random L real, vaZ.ue 

from a uniformZy'.distributed sequence on the interval [LO, !:,_1) £; 
· 1) proa L set random = (L reaZ x) : (a the next aaU of L random i.s 

made to deUver the vaZue of 'x' £; L random) ; 

10.4. Synchronization operations 

a) E12. down = (ref :f:!!:1 dijkstra) : (do eZem(:f:.f.. dijkstra ~ 1 then 

dijkstra minus 1; Z eZse £ if the aZosed-statement repZaaing this 

aomment is contained in a unitary-phrase whiah is a constituent 

unitary-phrase of the smaZZest coZZateral-phrase, if any, beginning 

with a paraUel-symbol and containing this clOSf3d-statement, then 

the elaboration of that unitary-phrase is halted {6.0.2.c}; otherwise, 

the further elaboration is undefined£ f:!:}; l : skip) ; 

b) £E_ !::!:E. = {ref int dijkstra) : eZem(dijkstra plus 1 ; E.. the elaboration 

is resumed of all phrases whose elaboration is not terrrrinated but 

is halted because the name possessed by 'dijkstra' referred to a 
value smaller than one a); 

{For insight into the use of E.0:!!!_ and Y:E., see E.W. Dijkstra,. 

Cooperating Sequential Processes, EWD123, Tech. Univ. F.indhoven, 1965. } 



1 O. 5. Tra.risput declarations { "So it does!" said Pooh. "It goes inJ" 

"So it doesl 11 said Piglet. "And it comes outl" 

"Doesn't it?"said Eeyore. "It .. goes. in 

and out like anything." 

Winnie-the-Pooh, 

10.5.0. Transput mod$s and straightening 

10.5.0.1. Transput modes 

a) mode % simpZout·= union({ L int *, { L ~ *, { !!,. aompl, *, 
boo l,, aha:t', stJ:>ing) ; 

b) !!!EE:.! % outtyee = union({ p_ L :f!!:!:_ *, { D f_ !.f!E:1 *, { p_ bool, *, 
{ P.. aha:t" *, { D outstruat V ; 

A.A. Milne .. } 

c) ~ % outstruct = f:!.. an aatu~Z-decZcq,_eJ:> speaifying a mode united 

fJ:>om {2.2.4.1.h} aZZ modes, except that specified by to:rnrof, 

which a:t'e structured fT'om {2.2.4.1.j} only modes from which the 

mode specified by outtype is united.£,; 

d) mode % intype = union({ ref _12. L int *; -I= J:>ef p_ f. ~ *, . 
f J:>ef £ bool, }., f ref p_ ahar }., f J:>ef p_ outstruat }) .; 

e) mode % tamr,of = struat(st':t'i!7f! F) ; {See the remarks under 5 .. 5.1.6.} 

10.5.0.2. Straightening 

a) £12.. % stPaightout = (outtype x) [ J simpZout ': 

. f!.. the resuZt of "straightening" 'x' £ ; 

b) EI?.. % st1°aightin = (intype x) [ J ref simpZout : 

f!.. the T'esuZt of straightening 1x' !:!.. ; 

The result of straightening a given value is obtained -in the following 

steps: 

Step 1: If the given value is (refers to) a value from whose mode that 

specified by simpZout .. is united, then the result is a new instance of 

a multiple value composed of a descriptor consisting of an offset 

1 and one quintuple (1, 1, 1, 1, 1} and the {the name of the) given 

given value as its only element, and Step 4 is taken; 

Step 2: If the given value is {refers to) a multiple value, then, letting 

n stand for the number of elements of that value, and Yi for the result 

of straightening its i-th element, Step 3 is taken; otherwise, letting 

n stand for the number of fields of the (of the value referred to by 

the) given value, and Yi for the result of straightening its i-th field, 

Step 3 is taken; 



10.5.0.2. continued 

Step 3: If t~e given value is not (is) a name, then, letting mi stand for 

the number of elements of Yi, the result is a new instance of a multiple 

value composed of a descriptor consisting of an offset 1 and one quint~ple 

(1, m1 + ••• + mn, 1, 1, 1) and elements, the 1-th of which, where 1 = 

m1 + ••• + mk_ 1 + j, is the (is the name referring to the) j-th element 

of Yk fork= 1, ••• , n and j = 1, ••• , mk. 

Step 4: If the given va.lue is Il,Ot {is) a. name, ·then· the mode of the result 

is· 'row of' ( 'row of reference to') followed by the mode specified by 

simpZout. 



10.5.1. Channels and files 

aa) {"Channels", "backfiles" and files model the transput devices of 

the physical machine used in the implementation. 

bb) A channel corresponds to a device, e.g. a card reader or punch, 

a magnetic drum or disc, to part of a device, e.g. a piece of 

core memory, the keyboard of a teleprinter; or to a number of 

devices, e.g. a bank of tape units or even a set-up in nuclear 

physics the results of which are collected by the computer. A 

channel has certain properties (10.5.1.1.d: 10.5.1.1.n). 

The transput devices of some physical machine may be seen in 

more than one way as channels with properties. The choice made 

in an implementation is a matter for individual taste. Some 

possible choices are given in table I. 

cc) All information on a given channel is to be found in a number 

of backfiles. A backfile (10.5.1.1.b) comprises a threedimensional 

array of integers (bytes of information), the book of the backfile, 

indexed by page, Zine and ahar; the lower bounds of the book are all 

one, the upperbounds are nonnegative integers, the maxpage, maxZine 

and ma::caha.r of the backfile; furthermore, the backfile comprizes the 

position of the "end of file 11
, i..e. the page number, line number 

and char number up to which the backfile is filled with information, 

· and the 11 identification-string" of the backfile. 

dd) After the elaboration of the declaration of ahainbfiZe (10.5.1.1.c) 

backfiles form the chains of backfiles referenced by ahainbfiZe, each 

backfile chained to the next one by its field next. 
Examples 

i) In a certain implementation, channel six is a line printer. 

ii) 

It has no input information, ahainbfiZe [6] is initialized to 

refer to a backfile the book of which is an integer array with 

upper bounds 2000, 60 and 144 (2000 pages of continuous stationery), 

with the end of file at position (1, 1, 1), and next equal to nil. 

All elements of the book are left undefined. 

Channel four 1S a drum, divided into 32 segments each being· one 

page of 256 lines of 256 bytes. It has 32 backfiles of input 

information (the previous contents of the drum), so ahainbfi'le [4] ,, 



proper~1es I card reader 

reset possibie false 

set possibie false 

g~t possible true 

p~t possible false 
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10.5.1. continued 

is initialized to refer to the first backfile of a chain of 32 

backfiles, the last one having next equal to nil. Each of those 

backfiles has an end of file at position (2, 1, 1). 

iii) Channel twenty is a tape unit, it can accommodate one tape at a 

time, one input tape is mounted, and another tape laid in readiness. 

Here ahainbfiZe [20] is initialized to refer to a chain of two 

backfiles. 

Since it is part of the standard declarations, all input is part 

of the program, though not of the particular program. 

ee) A file (10.5.1.2.a) is a structure which com.prizes a reference to 

a backfile, and the information necessary for the transput routines 

to work with that backfile. A backfile is associated with a file 

by means of ope,n ( 1 o. 5. 1.2. b) or areate ( 1 O. 5. 1. 2. e). With a given 

channel a certain maximum number (10.5.1.1.m) of files may be 

associated at any stage of the elaboration. The association is 

ended by means of saratah (10.5.1.2.u), aZose (10.5.1.2.s) or Zoak 

(10.5.1.2.t). 

ff) When a file is "opened" on a channel for which idf possibZe is 

false, then the first backfile is taken from the chain of bfiles 

for that channel, and ,is made the bfiZe of the file, obliterating 

the previous backfile, if any, of the file. 

When a file is opened on a channel for which id_f possibZe is true, 

then the backfile is taken from the chain of backfiles for the 

channel, which has the given identification string; this backfile 

is made the bfiZe of the file. 

gg) When a file is "created" on a channel, then a backfile is 

generated (8.5.) with a book of the maximum size for the channel, 

the end of file at (1,1 ,1) and an empty string as its identification 

string. 

hh) When a file is "scratched" its association with a channel ends 

and its associated backfile is obliterated. 

ii) When a file is "closed" its association with a channel ends and 

ius backfile is attached to the chain referenced by ahainbfiZe . 
of that channel. The identification of the backf'ile is made to be the 

given identification string. 



1c.5.1. continued 2 

jj) When a file is "locked" its association with a channel ends and 

its backfile is attached to the chain referenced by ZoakedbfiZe 

for that channel. The identification of the bfile is made to be 

the given identification·string. 

kk) A file comprizes procedures, which may be provided by the 

programmer, which are called when in transput certain error

conditions occur. They are: 

a) ZogiaaZ fiZe ended, which is called when during input from 

a file on a channel, for which set possible is false, the end 

of file of its backfile is transgressed; 

b) physiaaZ fiZe ended, which is called when the ma:x:page, the 

maxZine or the maxahaP of the backfile of a file is transgressed. 

c) disagreement, which is called when during formatted transput 

a character is transput which does not agree with the frarre 

specifying it (for instance when under control off. d f. 

a space is read) or when the conversion fails (see 11); 

d) inaompatibiZity, which is called when during formatted transput 

an attempt is made to transput a value under control of a picture 

with which it is incompatible. 

11) The aonv of a file is used in conversion; if aonv of the file 

is nil, then stand aonv of the channel is used as "conversion key",· 

and, otherwise, the string to which aonv refers, which may be 

provided by the programmer, 

On output, if the character to be converted is not the same as 

some element of the conversion key, then disagreement of the file 

is called; otherwise, the character is converted to an integer, 

viz. the lowest among the ordinal numbers of those elements of the 

key which are the same as that character. 

On input, if an integer to be converted is larger than the 

number of elements of the conversion key, then disagreement of the 

file is called; otherwise, the integer is converted to that 

character in the key whose ordinal number is that integer. 

mm) The term of a file is used in reading strings of a variable number 

of characters, where either the end of line or any of the characters 

of t~rm serves as a terminator (see 5.5.1.nn and 10.5.2.2.dd). This 

terminatorstring may be provided by the programmer. 



10.5.1. continued 3 

nn) On a channel for which reset possible is true, a file may be 

"reset", causing its position to be ( 1 , 1 , 1). Resetting while 

writing a file on a channel for which reset possible is false 

first sets the end of file at the current position. 

oo) On a channel. for which set possible is true, a file may be "set 11
, 

causing its position to be the given position. 

pp) On files opened on a channel for which set possible is false, 

binary and nonbinary transput may not be alternated, i.e. after 

opening, creating or resetting such a file, either is possible, but, 

once one has taken place on the file, the other may not until the 

file has been reset again. 

qq) On files opened on a channel for which set possible is false, and 

put possible and get possible both true, input and output may be 

alternated, but before, after some output, any input is done, the 

end of file is first set at the current position. 

rr) When in transput something happens which is left undefined, for 

instance by an explicit call of undefined (10.5.1.2), this does not 

imply that the elaboration is catastrophically and immediately 

terminated, but only that the action which takes place is not or 

cannot be described by this Report alone, and is generally 

implementation dependent. For instance, in some implementation 

it may be possible to set a tape unit to any position within 

the logical file, even though set possible is false. 
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Example: 

begin fiZe f7, f2; [7 : 7 0000] int x; int n; 

open (f7, ''my input", ohanneZ 2); 

f2 : = f1; ~ now f1 and f2 oan be used interohangeab Zy !:!.. 

vaZ oonv 9.f. f1 := fZexooode; !:!.. fZexooode is a string, 
defined in the "library deoZarations for this -irnpZementation; 

f1 and f2 both use fZexooode !:!.. 

oonv £f. f2 :=string:= teZexoode; 

!:!.. now f1 and f2 use different oodes !:!.. 

reset (f1); !:!.. oonsequentZy f2 is reset too o 

for i whi Ze -, Zogioa Z fi Ze ended ( f1) do 

(n := i; get (f1, x [i]JJ; 

o too bad if there are more than 10000 integers in the input!:!.. 

reset (f1); 

for i to n do put (f2, x [i]); 

reset (f2); oZose (f2, "my output"); 

!:!.. f1 is now oZosed too o 



10.5.1.1. Channels 

a) int nmb ahanneis =£an integraZ,-aZ,ause indiaa:ting the number of 

transput devices in the impZementation 5 
b) struat % bfiZ,e = ([,,]int book, int Z,page, Z,Z,ine, Zahar, 

ma:x:page, maxZ,ine, ma:cahar, string idf, ref bfiZ,e next); 

c) [7 : nmb ahanneZ,s] ref bfiZ,e % ahainbfiZ,e := £ some appropriate 

initiaZization (see 10.5.1.dd) £ 
d) (7 : nmb ahanneZ,s] booi reset possibZ,e =£_a row-of-booZ,ean-oZause, 

indiaating which of the physiaaZ deviaes corresponding to the 

ahanneZs aZZow resetting {e.g. rewinding of a magnetia ,tape}£_; 

e) [7 : nmb aho:nneZs] booZ set possibZe =£a row-of-booZean-aZause,' 

indicating which deviaes can be aaaessed at random£; 

f) [7 : nmb channeZs] booZ get possibZe = a a row-of-booZean-aZause, -- . -
indicating which deviaes aan be used for input£; 

g) [7 : ronb channeZs] booi put possibZe =£a row-of-booZean-oZause, 

indicating which deviaes can be used for output£; 

h) [7 : ronb channeZs] booZ bin possibZe = £ a row-of-booZean-aZause, · 

indicating which deviaes can be used for binary transput £_; 

i) [7 : ronb ahanneZs J booZ idf possibZe = £ a row-of-booZean-atause; 

indicating on whiah devices backfiZes have an identification a; 

j) [1: nmb channeZs] int ma:c page=£ a row-of-integraZ-cZause, 

giving the maximum number of pages per fiZe for the channeZs c; 

k) [7 : ronb channeZs] int ma:c tine=£ a row-of-integraZ,-aZause, 

giving the maximum number of Zines per page c; 

1) [7 : nmb channeZs] int ma:c char=£ a row-of-integraZ-cZause, 

giving the maximum nwnber of characters per Z,ine a; 

m) [1 : nmb channeZs] ref string% stand aonv =£a row-of-Peference-to

row-of-character-cZause giving the standard conversion keys for 

the channe Z,s 5 

n) [7 : nmb ahanneZs] int max nmb fiZes = a a row-of-integraZ-aZause, 

giving the maximum nwnbers of fiZes the channeZs can aaaomoda:te c; 

o) [1: nmb channels] int% nmb opened fiZes; 

for i to nmb ahanneZs do nrrib opened fiZes [i]:= O; 

p)J1 : nmb ahanneZs] ref bfiZe % ZockedbfiZe; 

for i to nmb channeZs do ZockedbfiZe [i] := niZ 

q) proa fiZe avaiZabZ,e = (int ahanneZ) booZ: 

(nmb opened fiZes [channel,]< ma:c nmb files [ahanneZ]); 



10.5.1.2. Files · 

a) struat file = {ref bfile % bfile., 

ref int % page., % Zine., % char., % char., % forp., 

ref bool % state def., % state get.,% state bin., % opened., 

ref string % format., aonv., term., 

ref proa ZogiaaZ fiZe ended., physical file ended., 

disagreement., inaonrpatibility); 

b) proa open= (ref bfile file., string idf., int ah): 

:!:i.. file available (ah) 

then bfile bf:= ahainbfile[ah]; 

whi Ze bf : -;fi: nil do 

(idf E.f.. bf= idf v-iidf possible [ahJl7;lbf := next g_f bf); 

undefined. l: 

file := (bfile := bf., int := 7., int := 7., int := 7., int := ah., int := 0., 

bool := false,, bool., bool,, bool := true., nil., nil., string ;= 

proa := skip, proa := skip., proa := skip., proa := skip); 

ahainbfile[ah] := next E.f.. ahainbfileCah]; 

nmb opened files[ah] plus 7 

else undefined 

[:!:; 
c) P,roa create = (ref fiZe file., int ah): 

f:L file available (ah) 

1111 ., 

then bfile bf= ([7 : maxpage[ah]., 7 : maxline[ah]., 7 : maxahar[ah]]int., 

. 7., 7., 7., maxpage[ah]., maxZine[ah]., maxahar[ah]., n11
., nil); 

file := (bfiZe := bf., int := 7., int := 7., int := 7., int := ah., int := O., 

booZ .:= false, booZ.,. bool., booZ := true, nil., nil., string := 

proa := skip., proa := skip., proa := skip., proa := skip); 

nmb opened files [ah] plus 1 

else undefined 

ti; 
d) proa set = (fiZe file., int p., Zr, a): 

if. set possible[ahan g_f file] A opened £f. file 

then page E.f. file := p; "line £f fiZe := l; char £f. file := a;. 

aheak pZa(file) 

else undefined 
~ 

fi; 

,,,, ., 



10.5.1.2. continued 

e) T2!'00 reset= (file file) : 

:ff. reset possible[ahan Ef. file] " opened El. file 

then :ff. state def Ef. file " -, state get £i file " 

-,set possible[ahan Ef. file] 

then lpage £i bfile £i file := page £i file ; 

Zline Ef. bfile Ef. file := line £i file ;-' · 

7.,char Et bfiZe E1 fiZe := char qt fiZe 

ii ; 
page Ef. file := Un~ £f. fiZe := char Ef. file := 1 ; 

state def £f. fiZe := faZse 

etse undefined 

ti; 
f) proa % oheak pZa = (fiZe file) bool: (opened E1 file I: 

Zogical, file ended (fiZe) I ZogioaZ file ended 9.f file I: 
outside (fil-e) 1 physical file ended El fiZe); 

g) proa % outside = (fiZe file) bool: 

(Zine ended (fil-e) v page ended (fiZe) v fil,e ended (fiZe)). 

h) proc Zine ended = (file file) booZ: 

(opened £f. fiZe I char £f. file > maxohar E1 bfiZe £f. fiZe); 

i) 72roo page ended= (fiZe fiZeJ boot: 

(opened £i. fil,e I line £l. fiZe > maxtine £i bfiZe 9f fiZe); 

j ) proc Zogica Z file ended = ( f i Ze fi Ze) boo Z: ( opened £i fi Z,e I : 
set possibZe [char £f. fiZe] "state def q_f_ fiZe A state get q_f_ fiZe 

int p = page Ef.. f i Ze., Zp = Zpage Ef.. bfi Ze 9f fi Ze., 

Z = Zine £l. fiZe., ZZ = ZZine 9f bfiZe £i.fiZe., 

a= char £f. fiZe., Zc = Zahar 9f bfiZe 9f fiZe; 

(p < Zp I faZse I : p > Zp I ~ I : Z < ZZ I faZse I : Z > ZZ I true I 
c ~ Zo) I faZse); 

k) proo fiZe ended= (fiZe fiZe) booZ: 

( opened £i. file I page £f_ fi Ze > max page 9f bfiZe £f. fiZe) 
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l)proa % get string = (fiZe fiZe, ref[1 : int n] ahar s): 

:!:.f. get possibZe[ahan Ef_ fiZe] A opened E..f. fiZe 

then [7 : int m] ahar aonv = (aonv Ef_ fiZe :=: niZ I stand aonv [ahan Ef_ fiZe] I 
aonv E..f. fiZe); 

ref int p = page Ef_ fiZe, Z = Zine Ef_ fiZe, a = char Ef_ fiZe; 

if.-, set possibZe[ahan 'Ef_ fiZe] thef state def Ef_ fiZe 

then ( state bin Et fi Ze I undefined) fi; 

state def Et_ fiZe := state get E[_ fiZe := true; 

state bin Ef. fiZe := faZse 

- ~- ------·~ 

for i to n do (aheak pZa(fiZe); book Ef_ bfiZe E[_ fiZe [p, Z, a] > m I 
disagreement Ef_ fiZe; s[i] := '':..,"; a pZus 1 I 

s[i] := aonv [book Ef_ bfiZe Ef_ fiZe [p, Z, a]]; a pZus 1) 

eZse undefined 

ti; 

:rn.) p_roa % put string = (fFle fiZe., [1 : int n] ~ s) : 

if. put possibZeCahan E[_ fiZe] A opened £f. fiZe 

then int ah = ahan £f. fiZe, p = page .. Ef. fiZe, Z = 7,in~ £i.. fiZe ; 

string aonv = (aonv !?.f. fiZe :=: niZ I stand aonvCah] I 
aonv !?.f. fiZe) ; int space, h ; ref int a = char Et. fiZe ; 

:i:f.-, set possibZe[chJ thef state def Ef. fiZe 

then (state bin Ef_ fiZe I undefined); 

(state get Ef_ fiZe I 
Zpage Et bfi Ze Ef_ fi Ze : = p; 

ZZine El. bfiZe El. fiZe := Z; Zahar Ef. bfiZe E[_ fiZe := a; 

state get E..f_ fiZe := faZse) 

eZse state def £i. fiZe := true -; state get £1. fiZe := 

ii ; 

state bi~-Ei. fiZe := faZse; 
,! 

(-, char in string(".:..", space., conv) I undefined)'.·; 

tor i E?_ max page [ah] do f. or ;j :!:.£. ma:.c Zine [ah] do 

.for k 1.£. ma:.c ahar[ah] do -

book £i. bfiZe E[ fiZe[i., ;j.,· k] := spaae 

for i to n do (aheak pZa (fiZeJ;-,, ahar in string (s [i]., h., aonv) I 
' disagreement Ef_ fiZe book Ef_ bfiZe E[_ fiZe[p., Z, a]:=h; a pZus 7) 

eZse undefined 

ti; 
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n) proa ehar in string = · (ahar a., -rief'int i., [1 : •int 7.iJ ·booZ b] •tihar ·s) ·booZ: 

(fork tow do(~ =s[k] Ii :=·k ;- ZJ; faZse. Z: truef; 

o) proe spaae = (fiZ~ fiZe) : 

(ahar £1. fiZe pZus 1 ; eheak pfo (fiZe)); 

P) eroe baakspaae = (fiZe fiZe) : 

(ahar .E.f.. fiZe minus 1 ; cheak pfo (fiZe)); 

g) proa new Zine = ( f i Ze fi Ze) : 

(Zine £f. fiZe pZus 1 ; char Ef. fiZe := 1 ; aheak pZa (fiZf!) ~; . .... 

r)72.roa new page= (fiZe fi"le): 

(page 9.f. fi Ze p Zus 1; Zine 2.f. fi Ze : = ahar 2.f. fi Ze : = 7; aheak p Za ( fi "le)); 
s) proa aZose = (fi"le fiZe., string idf): 

(opened 2.f. fiZe I int ah = ahan 2.f. fi"le; idf 2.f. bfiZe 2.f. fiZe := idf; 

next 2.f. bfiZe E.f. fi"le := ahainbfiZe[ah]; 

ahainbfiZe[ahJ := bfiZe := bfiZe 2.f. fiZe; 

opened £f. fi"le := false; nmb opened fiZes[ah] minus 1); 

t) proa Zoak = (fiZe fiZe., string idf): 

(opened El. fiZe I int ah = ahan 2.f. fiZe; idf £1 bfiZe 2.f. fiZe := idf; 

next £l. bfiZe 2.f. fiZe := ZoakedbfiZe[eh]; 

ZoekedbfiZe[ahJ := bfiZe := bfiZe E.f. fiZe; 

opened E.f. fiZe := faZse; nmb opened fiZes[eh] minus 1); 

u) proa saratah = (fiZe fiZe): 

( opened £l. fiZe I op_ened 2.f. fiZe := faZse; 

nmb opened fiZes[ahan 2.f. fi"le] minus 1); 

v) proa ahar number = (fiZe f) ~ : (opened £l. f I ah<ZP £f.. f); 

w) proa Zine number = (fiZe f) int : {opened Ef. f I Zine £f. f); 

x) proa page nwnber = (fiZe f) ~ : {opened £f. f I page £f. f); 



10.5.1.3. standard channels and files 

a) int stand in ohanneZ =£an integraZ-oZause suoh that get possibZe 

[stand in ohanneZ] is true, idf possible [stand in ohannel] is false 

and stand oonv [stand in ohanneZ] oomprizes, in some order, aZZ 

oharaoter-tokens o; 

b) int stand out ohanneZ =£an integral-olause suoh that put possible 

[stand out ohannel] is true, idf possibZe [stand out ohannel] is false 

a:nd stand oonv [stand out ohanneZ] oorrrprizes, in some order, all 

oharaoter-tokens o; 

c) int stand baok ohanneZ =£an integral-olause suoh that reset possibZe 

[stand baok ohannel], set possible [stand baok ohannel], get possible 

[stand baok ohanneZ], put possible [stand baok ohannel] and bin possibZe 

[stand baok ohanneZ] are true, idf possibZe [stand baok ohannel] is 

faZse and stand oonv [stand baok ohannel] oomprizes, in some. order, 

aZZ oharaoter-tokens a; 

d) file % f; open (f, ,,,,, stand in ahanneZ); 

file stand in = f; 

e) open (f, ,,,,, stand out ahanneZ); 

file stand out = f; 
f) open (f, 1111

, stand baak ahannelJ;. 

file stand baok = f; 
{Certain "standard files" (d, e, f) need not (and cannot) be opened 

by the programmer, but are opened for him in the standard declarations; 

print (10.5.2.1.a) can be used for output on stand out, read (10.5.2.2.a) 

for input from stand in, and write bin (10.5.4.1.a) and read bin (10.5.4.2.a) 

for transput involving stand baak.} 



10.5.2. Formatless transput 

10.5.2.1. Formatless output 

{For formatless output, print and put can be used. The elements of the 

given value of the mode specified by[] union (outtype, proa (fiZe)) 

are treated one after the other; if an element is of the mode specified 

by proa (fiZe) (i.e. a "layout procedure"), then it is called with the 

file as its parameter; otherwise, it is straightened (10.5.0.2), and 

the resulting values are output on the given file one after the other, 

as follows: 

aa) If the mode of the value is speci~ied by Lint, then first, 

if there is not enough room on the line for Lint width+ 2 

characters, then this room is made by giving a new line 

and, if the page is full, giving a new page; then the value is 

output as if under control of the picture ":...'n(L int width - 1)z+d. 

bb) If the mode of the value is specified by L reaZ, then, first, 

if there is not enough room on the line for L reaZ width+ 

L expwidth + 5 characters, then this room is made; then the 

value is output as if under control of the picture 

'':_"+d.n(L reaZ width - 7)den(L expwidth - 7)z+d. 

cc) If the mode of the value is specified by L aompZ, then first 

the real part is output as in bb; then the string possessed 

by '':._l" is output as in dd; finally, the imaginary part is 

output. 

dd) If the mode of the value is specified by[] ahar then its 

elements are written one after the other. 

ee) If the mode of the value is specified by ahar then, first if 

the line is full room is made; then the character is written. 

ff) If the mode of the value is specified by booZ then, if the 

value is true (false) a flip (flop) is output as in ee.} 

a) proa print={[] union (outtyp_e., proa(fiZe))x): 

'put ( stand out ;x;} • . ., ., 
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b) p_roa put = (fiZe fiZe., [7 : int n] union (outtype., proa(fiZe))x): 

begin out~ype ot; proa(fiZe)pf; 

end· _., 

for i ton do 

(ot : := x[ i]; pf : := x[ i] I pf(fiZe) I 
[1 : int 7,,] simpZout y = straightout ot; 

for j to 1, do 

(string ·s ; booZ b ; ahar a ; 

( ~ ( L int i ; ( i : : = y [j] I 
' a.:= Lint atring(i, L·int width+ 7, 70); 

sign supp zero(s., 1., Lint width•· 4 ))) }) • 
. ., 

(-i: (L !:E!!:_ x; (x : :=y[j] l s := L real, string 

(x., L reaZ width+ L ex-p width+ 4., L real, width - 1, L!e:x:p width); 

sign sup~ zero(a, L reaZ width+ 5., L real, wid~h + L_e~ w~dth +4})) *); 
(-i: (L aompZ z ; (z : := y[j] I · 

put(fiZe, (re z, "~ l", :f:!!. z)) ; end)) }) ; 

(b.::=y[j] 1 s := (b I "7" I "O"j); · 
(a : := y[j] I nextpZa(fiZe) ; put string(fite, a) 

(s .:.:= y[j] I putstring(fiZe, s); end); 

; end) ; 
* . 

[1 : int n] ·ahar t := · ''.:_" + s; int al = ahar 9.f fiZe; 

ahar E[_ fiZe :=al+ n; (outside (fiZe) I nextpZa(fiZe)I 

ahar 9.[_ fiZe := al); put string (fiZe., t); 

end: skip)) 



10.5.2.1.continued 2 

c) proc L int stri_ng = (Lint x, ~ w., rJ string : (r > 1 Ar < 17 I 
1;;·tring_ ·a := 1111 • L int n := abs x· L int Zr = Ki., ; .. - , -- - ,,__ -r 

for i tow - 1 do(c prus dig char(§:_(n '¾: Zr)) ;. ~ !ZEE:.. ."lr); 
(n = LO I (x ~ UJ I "+" I "-") + c)J; 

-----d~) -p-r-oc I:,-real, 'string = TLreat-x, -?,n-t-w., 'a,. eJ-stnng : 
(d ~ O A e > 0 Ad +.e + 4 ~ w I 
L reai g = L10 4 (w - d - e - 4) ; L real. h = g x L. 1 ; 

I!_ real, y := abs x; int p := O; 

whiZe y ~ g do(y times L. 1 ; p pZus 7 J ; 

(y > LO I whiZe y < h !!:£(y times f.10 ; p minus 1) J ; 

( y + £. 5 x f.. 1 4 d ~ g I y : = h ; p p Zus 1 J ; 
Ldec string((:p ~ 0 I y I -y), w - e -:'2., d) + 

"10" + int string(p., e + 7., 70)) ; 

e) proc L dee string= (L real, x., int w., d) string: 

. (abs x < £10 4 (w - d - 2) ,A d ~- 0 A d + 2, ~ w I string s :=""; 

L real, y := (abs x + L.5 x L.1 t d) x L.1 t (w - d - 2)· -- - - - - . ., 
for i !l.£ w - 2.1:£. s pZus dig char((int c.= entier_S(y times .£?.O); 

y minus Kc; c)); 

( x ~ 0 I "+ " I " - "J + s [ 1 : w - d - 2 ] + ". " + s [ W - d - 7 : ) ); 
f) ppoc % dig char = (int x) char : ( 1107 23456789abcdef"[:c + 1]) ; 

{In connection with 10.5.2.c, d, e, see Table II. } 

g) proa % sign supp zero = (ref string_ a, .int i, ~) 
for i from Z + 1 to u while a[ i] = 11011 do 

(o[i] := a[i - 7] ; ·a[i - 7] := '~"[1]) ; 
h) int L int width = (int c := 1; 

whil,e L10 4 (c - 1) < L.7 x L max int doc plus 1; ~); 

i) int L real, wid~h = - entier S(L Zn(L smal,7,, real,) IL l,n(L10)) • - ---- - , 
j) int L exp width= 1 + entier §_ 

(Ll,n(LZn(L max real,)/ L"ln(L10)) I L"ln(L10)); - . -
k) proa % nextp le = ( fi l,e fi ~e) : ( opened Ef. file 

(Zine ended(fiZe) I new 7,,ine(fiZe)J ; 

(page ended(fil,e} I new page(fiZe)); 

_{ Zogiaa Z f i Ze ended (file) I Zogiaa l, f i Ze ended ·EJ f i Ze l ; 
fiZe ended(fiZe) I physical, file endedEf. fil,e)); ,, 
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TABLE II: Display of the values of 

Lint str-ing, L dee stping and L reat.string 

frame 

[7] type (1 - integer, 2 = real fixed, 3 = real flo~ting, 

4 = complex fixed, 5 = complex floating, 6 = string, 

7 = integer choice, 8 = boolean) 

[2] radix (2, 4, 8, 10 or 16) 

[3J sign (0 = ·no sign frame, 1 = sign frame '+', 2 = sign frame'-') 

[4] number of digits before point; if type= 1 then w-1, else if 

type= 2 or 4 then w-d-2 else if type= 3 or 5 then 'IJ)-d-e-4, or, 

if type= 6, then number of characters in string 

[5] number of digits after point; if type~ 2, 3, 4 or 5 then d 

[6] sign of exponent; if type= 3 or 5 then as ~3] 

[?] number of digits of exponent; if type= 3 or 5 then e 

[BJ, .... , [14] ·at,; _[7], ... /J?] "When frbme[1] = 4 or 5 

TABLE III: Significance of the elements of frame 



10.5.2.2. Formatless input 

{For formatless input, read and get can be used. The elements of the 

given value of the mpde speci.fied by[] union (intype, proa (fiZe))' 
: 

are treated one after the other; if an element is a layout procedure, 

then it is called with the .file as its parameter; otherwise, it is 

straightened (10.5.0.2), and to the resulting names values are assigned, 

input from the given file as follows: 

aa) If the name refers to a value whose mode is specified by L int, ":: 

then, first the file is searched for the first character that 

is not a space (giving new lines and pages as necessary); then 

the largest string is transscribed from the file that could be 

input under control of some picture of the form n(k2)d or -m(k7) 

''!_"n(k2)d; this string is converted to an integer by L string int. 

bb) If the name refers to a value whose mode is specified by L 

reaZ, then, first the file is searched for the first character 

that is not a space; then the largest string is transscribed 

from the file that could be input under control of a picture 

of the form +n(k7)''!__"n(k2)d or n(k2)d followed by .n(k5)d 

ors. possible followed by n(k4)''!__''en(k5) 1'!__ 1~n(k6) 1'!__1'n(k?)d or 

n(k4)''!__''en(k6)''!__''n(k?)d; this string is converted to a real 

number by L string reaZ. 

cc) If the name refers to a value whose mode is specified by 

E_ aompZ, then, first a real number is assigned to the real 

part, input as in bb; then the file is searched for the first 

character that is not a space; then a plus-i-times is required; 

finally, a real number is input and assigned to the imaginary 

part. 

dd) If the name refers to a value whose mode is specified by[] ahar, 

then if both upper- and lowerstate of the value are one then as 

many characters are read as the value has elements; otherwise, 

characters are read from the line under control of the terminatorstring 

'referenced by the file (5.5.1.nn, 10.5.1.mm); the string with those 

.characters as its elements is then the resulting value. 

ee) If the name refers to a value whose mode is specified by ahar 

then, first, if the line is full a new line is given, and, if 

~he page is full, a new page is given; then the character is 

read from the file. 



10.5.2.2. continued 

ff) If the name refers to a value whose mode is specified by booZ 

then, first t:t+e file is searched for the first character that 

is not _a space; then a.character is read; if this character is flip 

(flop), then the resulting value is true (false); if the character 

is neither flip nor flop, then the further elaboration is undefined.} 

a) proa read=([] union (intypeJ proa(fiZe))x): 

get (stand inJ x); 

b) proa get= (fiZe fiZeJ [7: int w] union (intype, proc(fiZe))x): 

begin intype it; proc(fiZe)pf; cho;r:, k; 

for i tow do 

(it::_=x[i]; pf::=x[i] I pf(fiZe)I 

[1 : int ZJ ref simpZout y = straig_htin it; 

EP.. ? = (strin(J,_ s) booZ : 

(outside(fiZe) I faZse I: get st:t>ing(fite, k); 

char in string(k,. Zoa int, s) I 
E:!!:!!_ I back~paae(fiZe) ;_ faZs,e) ; 

.. 
proa skip spaces = void:· (whize· (nextpZa(fiZe); ? · '';__") ·do ·skip); 

proc read dig = string ·: 

(string t := 11u; whiZe ? ,,0723456789" do t pZus k; t); 

proc read num = string : 

(chart := (? 11+- 11 I k I "+"); whiZe ? '':.._" do skip; 
-· ------ <, ------ •• 

(ahar in string (k, Zoe int, 11
• 100723436789" l t + read dig 

. __ disagreement Et. fi Ze; "0 ")); 

proc read rea Z = string : 

0 
(string t := (skip spaces; read num); (? 11• 11 I t pZus "• 11 + read dig); 1 

(? 1110 11 I t pZus "10" + read num); t) 

for j to Z do 

(ref booZ bb; ref ahar cc; ref string ss; 

(t (ref Lint ii; (ii ::= y[j] I · · : 
EE!::. ii := L string int(read num, 70))) *); 

(-j: (ref L !:!!.E.J:.. xx; (xx : := y[j] I 
vaZ xx := L string reaZ(read reaZ})) }) ; 

(t (ref!:.. aompZ zz ; (zz : := y[j] I get(fiZe, re Ef_ zz) ; 

(skip spaaes ; ? '1" I get(fiZe, im ·Et. zz) I undefined))) *) j 
(~b_ : := y[j] I skip spa~es ; ~ bb := (? · ''!.!l.." I k = ''!..")) ; 



10.5.2.2. continued 2 

foa : := y[j] l n~xtpfo(fiZe); get string(fiZe., aa)J;; 

(ss : := y[j] I ref [booZ bZ., booZ bu] ahar tt = ss; 

(bZ A bu I get string(fiZe., ss)I 

string t := ""; whiZe-, (Zine ended(fiZe) v ? term E.f. fiZe) do t pZus k; 
vaZ ss := t)J; 

end_: skip end ; 

c) proa L string int = ([1 : int w] ~.x., 1:.?!!, ~) f int .. : (r >. 1 A l" <' 1? I 
L int n := LO; L int!zr-= _KP; fol" i from 2 to w 42_ 

n := n x Z~ + !f_(int d = ahar dig(x[i]) ; (d < r I d)) ; 

(x[1] = "+" I n - I:. ·x[7] = "-" I -n)) ; 

· d) proc: L string real, = (string x) L real, : 

(int e ; (ahar in string("10"., e., x) I 
L stl"ing ~ea(x[1 : _e - 1]) x L10 ,t- string _int(x[e + 7 :J., 70) I 

L string dea(x))); 

e) proa L string dee:= ([1 : int w] ahar x) f l"eaZ _ _: 

(L reaZ r ;= LO; int p; (ahar in string(". 11., p., x) 

[7 : w - 2] ahar s = x[ 2 : p - 1 ] +. x [ p + 1 :· J; · 
fol" i !:£. w - 2 do r := f tJJ x r + . . .... 

K(int d = ahar dig~[i]} ; (d < 10 I d)) ; 

(x[1] ="+"Ir]: x[7J ='"-~' I -r>) x L.14 (w-p) I 

L string dea(x + "• "))) ;-

f) proa % char dig= (ahar x) i!J:i: 
(int i ; (ahar in string(x., i., "0123456789abadef") I i - 1)) ; 



10.5.3. Formatted transput 

{For the significance of formats see format-denotations (5.5).} 

a) proa format= (fiZe fiZe, to.mrof tamrof): 

(forp E.f. fiZe := 7; format E.f. fiZe := aoZZeation Zist pack 

(fl("+ F [3£ tartrr'of + 11) 11, Zoe int := 7)); 

b) proa % aoZZeation Zist pack = (string s, ref int p) string: 

(string t := aoZZeation(s, p); 

whiZe s[p] = "r, 11 do t plus 11r," + aoZZeation(s, p); p pZus 7; t); 

c) proa % aoZZeation = (string s, ref int p) string: 
(int n, q; string f := (p plus 7; insertion(s, p)); 

q := p; repZiaator(s, p, n); 

(s[p] = "( 11 I string t = aoZZeation Zist paak(s., p); 

to n do f plus t I p := q; f pZus.piature(s., p., Zoa[7 : 74] int)); 
f + insertion(s., p)); 

d) proa % insertion = (string s., ref .int p). string ~ .... 

(int q = p ; skip insertion(s, p) ; s[q : p - 7 ]J; 

e) eroa % skip insertion = ([7 : i:.!J:.! Z. faZse] char> s, ref int p): 

whiZe(p > t I faZse I: skip .aZign(s_, p) I :!!!:!:f:!!_ I 
skip Ut(s., p)) do skip ; 

r) proc % skip aZign = (strings,. re[_int,p). booZ .. L ... 
(int q = p ; repZiaator(s, p., Zoo. intt ; 

(char in string(s[p]., Zoa_int, ... "x.Y .. P .. Z."f!..") .l 
p plus 7 ; E:!:!:f!_ I p := q ; faZse)) ; 

g) p_:r,oa % :r,epZiaator = (string_s, ref i:.!J:.!_p,_n) :. 

(stri'!!Jl. t :=. ""; whiZe ahari in string 
(s[p], Zoe int., "07 23456789") do (t pZus s[p] ; p pZus 7J; . 

n := (t = 1111 I 7 I string int("+" + t, 70))) ; 

h) p:r>oa % skip .~it.= (string s, :r>ef :f:!!:!:_ p) ~ : 
(int q = p ; :r>epZiaator(s, p., l:Ef:.. :f::!E:..) ; 

(s[p] = ,,,,,,,, I whiZe(s[p plus 7] = ,,,,,,,, I s[p -e_Zus 7J. = ,,,,,,,, I 

true) f!:E. skip ; ~ I p : = q ; faZse)) ; 



10.5.3. continued 

i) proo % pi~ture = ([1 : int m.fa"lse] char format., ref"int p., 
ref,[ J int frame) §_tring : 

begin int n ; int po = p; 

£2. ? = (string s) booZ : 

(skip insertion(format., p); p > m f,aZse 

int q = p ; repZiaator(format., p., n) ; . 

(format[p] = "s" I p p"lus 1) ; 

(char in string(forinat [pl, Zoe int., s) I 
p p"lus 1; true I p := q; false)); 

proa intreaZ pattern= (ref,[1 : ?] int frame) bool,: 

( (num mou7,d(frame[2 : 4 .J) I frame[1 J := 7 ; Z) ; 

(? "·" I: nwn mouZd(frame[3 : 5 ]) I frame[1 J := 2 ; 7,) ; 

(? "e" I: num mouZd(frame[s·: 7 :]) I frame[1] := 3 ;. t) ; 

fa"lse. 7, : true) ; 

proa num mouZd = (rief[1 : 3] int frame) booZ : 

((? "ri" I frame[1] := n) ; (? "z" I friame[3] pZus n) ,; 

(? "+" I" friame[2] := 1_ I: ? "-" I frame[2] := 2) ; 

whi"le ? "dz" do frame[3] plus n ; 

forimat[p] = ",." v format[p] = ,,i,, v format[p]= '~?..~!; 
proa string mouZd = (ref[]_ int frame) bool, : (?"t" l true 

whiZe ? "a" do frame[4] pZ.us 17_; format[p] = ", 11 v format[p]= 11) "); 

f,or i E?_ 14 §:E_ frame[i] := 0 ; frameCzJ := 10; 

· (intreaZ pattern(frame[1 : ?]) I (? "i" I 
frame[1] plus 2 ; intreai patte~-(fr_ame[~ : 14 .'])) ·; enif,J"; 

(st':t'ing mouZd(frame) I frame[1] := 6 ; end/; 

(? ''b" I frame[1] := 8 I pplus 1; frame[1] := 7); 

(format[p] = 11( 11 I 
while ? "(,"BE.skip Zit(format, p) ; p pl,us 1) ; 

end:.skip insertion(format, p); format [po: p - 7J 

end· _, 
{In connection with 10.5.3.i see table III.} 

I 



10. 5. 3. 1. Formatted output 

a) proa outf = (fiZe fiZe., tamrof tamrof., [] outtyp_e x) : 

(format (fiZe., tamrof) ; out(fiZe., x)) ; 

b) proa out= (fiZe fiZe., [1 : int n] outtype x) : 

begin strina format = format Et. fiZe ; ref int p =. forp Et. fiZe ; 
fork ton do 

([1 : int ZJ simpZout y = straightout x[k]; 

for j 1£. Z do 

· ([ 1 : 14] .:f:!::! frame ; int q•:::_-p; pi'atuPe(format, p, frame) ; 

(fpame[1] I int, reaZ, reaZ, aompZ, compZ, string, intah;· booZ) ; . ... . 

int: (,: (L int i ; (i : := y[j] I 
trans.:edit.L int(fiZe, i, .. format, _q, frqme) • · endJJ *; • ~- . , inaomp; 

reaZ: (,: (L reaZ x; (x : := y[j] I ; 

trans edit L reaZ(fiZe, x, format, q, frame) . end)) }); , 
(t (L int i ; (i : := y[j] I 
trans edit L reaZ(fiZe, i, format, q, frame) ; end)) *); inaomp; 

aompZ: (,: (L aomp'l z ; (z : := y[j] I 
i;J:,ans .edit L aompUfiZe, z, format, q., frame) ; end)) }) ; 

(t (L ~ x ; (x : := y[j] I 
trans edit L aompZ(fiZe,· .·x., format., q,. f;r,ame)_ ; end)) }) ; 

(,: (L int i ; (i : := y[jJ I 
trans edit L aorrrpUfiZe, i, · format, q, frame) ; . end)) }); inaomp; 

s-t;r:,ing: ([1 : frame[4]] ~ s ; ~ a ; 

(s ::= y[j] I: p,ame[4] ·= 0 I put(fiZe., s) 

trans edit string(fiZe., s, format, q, frame) ; end) ; 

(a::=y[j]I 
trans edit string(fiZe., a, format, q., frame) ; end) J; inaomp; 

intah: (int i ; (i : := y[j_] I 
t:t>ans edit ahoiae (fiZe, i., format, q) ; end)); ·inaomp; 

booZ: (booZ b ; (b : := y[j] I 
tPans_edit booZ(fiZe, b., format, q); end)); 

inaomp: inaompatihiZity Ef_ fiZe; put(fiZe., y[j]). · 

0nd: do insePtion(fiZe, format., q); p pZus 7)) 

end; 



10.5.3.1. continued 

·.c) proa % trans edit L int = .(fiZe f, L int i., strina format., 

ref int p, [] int fr) : 

trans edit string(f, L int string(i, fr(4] + 1, fr[2]}, format, p, fr) ; 

d) pz,oa % trans edit L reaZ = (fiZe f, L z,eaZ x, string foz,mat, · 

z,ef int p., [ J :f:!!:! fr) : 

trans edit string(f., stringed L reaZ(x, fr)., format, p., fz,); 

e) pz,oa % stringed L reaZ =. (L ~ x., [] :f:!!:! fr) string : 

(fz,[7] = 2 I L dee stringfx., fr[4] + fr[.5] + 2., fr[5]} I 
L reaZ stringfx., fr[4] + fr[5] + fr[?] + 4., fr[.5]., fr[?])) ·; 

i) proc % tz,ans edit L compZ = (fiZe f., !!_ compZ z., [] int fr) : 

trans edit string(f., ([1 : 74] :f:!!:! g := fr; g. 1 minus: 2; 

stringed L reaZ(re z., g[ 1 : ?]) + "l" + stringed L reai 

(im z., gCB : 14 . ]))., format., p., f~) ; 

efi p_roc % trans edit string = (fiZe f., strina x, [1 : int m faZse] aha:r forina:t., 

ref int p., p :f:!:!:p_ frame) : 

begin int p1 := 1., n; booi supp; string s. := x; 

EJ2.. ? = (strina s) booZ : 

(do insertion(fiZe., format., p); p > m I faZse 

int q = p ; rep Zicator (format., p, n) ; 

(supp := format[p] = "s" j' ·p pZus 1) ; 

. (char in string(format [p]., Zoa int, s) I 
p pZus 1; true 1 p := q; faZse)); 

proa copy= void: (( supp I put string(f., s[p1])); p1 pZus 1); 

proa intreaZ mouU = void: 

(? ''r"; sign mouZd(frame[3]); int mouZd; 

(? 11
." I copy ; int mouZd I: s[p7] = "•" I p7 pZus 1) ; 

(? "e" I copy ; sign mouZd(frame[6]) ; int mouZd)) ; 

· proa sign mou Zd = ( int sign) : ( sign = 0 I p 1 p Zus 7 

s[p7J := (s[p7J = u+~'· I (sign I 11+11
., ''.!_") I "-") ; 

(? "z ,, I sign supp zero (s., p1., p1 + n) I n := O); 

put string(fiZe., s[p7 : p1 + n : 7]) ; p p'lus 1; p1 p}us n); 

proa int mouZd = 'Void: 

(Z : (? 11z 11 I booi zs := true; to n do. 

(s[p7 J = "O" A zs I put string(fiZe., ":...11) ; 

p7 p'lus 1. I zs := faZse ; copy) ; 1,) ; 

(? "d" I En rJE.. copy; 1,)) ; 



10,.,5:-.3. 1. continued 2 

proa string _mouZd··= ·f!!!!E!., white ? "a" do El_.n do. copy:; 

tes: (frcone[7] = 6 string mouZd I: intreal, moul,d; • 

frame[ 1] > 3 p p Zus 1 ; aopy ; ·intreal, mouU) 

end· _, 
h) proa % trans edit choice = (fil,e f, int a, string format, ref int p) : 

(c > O I do insertion(f, formap, p) ; p pl,us 2 ; 

to a - 1 ·do(skip Z-J,t(format, p) ; format[p] = ".," I ; 
p p Zus 1 I undefined) ; 

do Zit(f, format., p) ; 

white format[p] :# ") 11 {j£(p pZus 1 ; skip Zit(format., p)) ; 

p pZus 1 I undefined) ; 

i ) -e,roa % trans e~it boot = (fil,e f., booZ b., strinri. fo~at, ref 'f!:!1. p) ~. 

(do insertion(f., format., p) ; (format[p' + iJ = "(" I 
p pZus 2 ; (b I do Zit(f., format, p) ; p plus 1 ; skip Ut 

(format., p) I skip Zit(format, p) ; p eZus 7 ; dp· Zit(f., format, p)) 

put string(f., (b I "J_" I "O"))) ; p pZus 1) ; 

j ) 72,roc % do insertion = (fiZe f., [ 7 : :f:!!:1 Z false] ahar s., Pef,int p_): 

white (p > Z I faZse I: do aZign(f., s., p) I true I 
do Ut(f., s., p)) do skip ; 

k) 12,roa % do aZign = (fiZe f., string s., ref int p) booZ : 

(int q = p ; int n ; repZicator(s., p., n) ; 

(s[p] = "x" I to n do space(f) ; Z I: 
s[p] = "y" I i:£. n do backspace (f) ; Z I: 
s[p] = ''p" ! to n do new page (f) ; Z I : 
s[p] = "V' I J:E. n do new Zine(f) ; Z I: 
s[pJ = ''k" I char Ef.. f := n ; Z) ; p := q ; faZse. 

Z : p p Zus 7 ; true) : 

1) p_roa % do Zit = _{fiZe f.,_ string s., E!!f._:i:!Jl. p) boot : 

(int q = p ; int n ; repZiaator(s, p., n) ; (s[p], = "'"'" I·· 
white(s[p plus 7] = "'"'" I s[p pZus 1] = ,,,,,,,, I true) do 

put swing(f., s[p]) ; true I p := q ; faZse)) ; 



10.5.3.2. Formatted input 

a) proa inf= (fiZe fiZe., tamrof tarnrof., [] intypeJx;} : 

(format(fiZe., tarnrof); in(fiZe., x)); 

b) proa in = (fiZe fiZe., [ 7 : int n] intype x) : 

begin string format = format Ef. fiZe ; ref int p = forp 2.f. fiZe ; 
for k to n do. ·" · · 

([7 : int Z.J ~ei sirrptout, y = fl,°tt[f,,ightin x[k] ; 

for j 1£ Z. do 

([ 7 : 74] int .. frame ; int q := p; piature(format., p., frame) ; 

(frame[ 7] I int~ real.., 'reaZ., aompt; • aompi;:'iitrjng., · intah., boot) ; 

int: ({ (ref L int ii ; · (ii : := y[j] I 
trans indit L int(fiZ.e., ii., format., q., frame); end)) }) ; i'Y}Oomp; 

rea-Z: ( { {ref L real. xx; (xx : := y[j] I 
trans indit L reaZ(fiZe., xx., format., q., frame); end)) }); inaomp; 

aompZ: ({ (ref L aompZ zz; (zz : := y[j] I 
trans indit L aompZ(fiZe., zz., format., q., frame); end)) *); inaomp; 

striing: (ref string ss ; ref char aa ; f ~ :· fr,ame[ 43) ifE:!:_ t:; 
(frame[4] = 0 I: ss ::= y[j] I get(fiZe., ss) ; end I undefined); 

trans indit string(fiZ.e., t., format., q., frame) ; 

(ss : := y[j] I vai ss := t ; end I: aa : := y[j] 

vaZ aa := t[7]; end)); iijaomp; 

intah: (ref int ii; (ii : := y[j] I 
trans indit ahoiae(fiZe., ii., format., q); end)); inaomp; 

booZ: (ref booZ bb; (bb : := y[j] I 
trans indit booZ(fiZe., bb., format., q); end)); 

inaomp: inaompatibiZity E.f. file; undefined. 

end: req insertion(fiZe., format., q); p pZus 7)) 

end· _., 

a ) proa % trans indit L int = 

(fiZe f., ref L int i., string format, ref. int p., [] int fr) : 

(string. t ; trans indit string(f., t., format., p., fr) ; 

i := L string int(t.,fr[2])); 
d ) proa % tl?ans indi t L re~i _= ____ _ 

(fi:Ze f., ref L reaZ x., striing_ format., ref. :!:!!f:.. p., [] int fr) : 

~strina. t ; trans indit string(f, t., format., p, fr) ; 

x := L string reaZ(t)); 



10.5.3.2. continued 

e) proa % trans indit L aompZ = 

(fiZe f., i>ef L aompZ z., string format., ref int p., [] :f:!!::!2. fr>) ·: 

(string t ; int i ; trans indit s_ti>ing(f., t., format, .p., fri) ; 

. z := (ahar in Btring(''l"., i., t) I 
(L sti>ing reaZ(t[7 : i - 7]) lL string i>eaZ(t[i + 1 :. /])))); 

f) '£Xr>oa % tran~ indit string = 

(fiZe f., i>ef string t., [7 : int m.faZse] char foi>mat., 

ref int p., [] int ft>ame) : 

begin int n ; booZ supp ; El!:E:!:., k ; sti>ing x := 1111
; 

EE. ? = (string s) booZ : 

(i>eq insertion(format., p); p > m I faZse 

int q = p ; repZiaator(format., p., n) ; 

(supp := foi>mat[p] = "s" I p pZus 1) ; 

(char in string(format [p]., Zoe int., s) I· 
p pZus 7; ~ I p ,:= q; faZse)); 

priority!= 8; 

op!= (strings., string c) string: 

(char in string (k., Zoe int_., s) I (supp 

· disagreement Ef.. fiZe; a); 

proc next= char: (get string (f, k); k); 
proa intreaZ mouZd = void : 

(?''r'~ sign mouZd (frame[3]); int mouZd; 

(?". 11 I x pZus "·" ! "· "; int mouZd); 

tr ti I k) I 

(?"e" I x pZus "10" .' "10"; sign mouZd (frame[6]); int mould)); 

proc sign mouZd = (int sign): (sign = 0 I x plus "+" I 
int j; ( -, ? "z" I n := O); for i ton + 7 whiZe ne:x:I; = ":_" do j 

x pZus (sign = 7 I "+-'1 ! "+" I : k = "-" I k I "+"); 
(char in string (k, Zoe int., "0723456789") I x pZus k); 

for i from j + 7 to n + 7 do x pZus (next; "0723456789".'"0")); 

proa int mouZd = void: (7,: 

(?"z" I int j; for i to n whiZe next = ".:...u do j := i; 

x plus "0723456789" .' "0 11
; 

for i from j + 1 to n do x plus (next; ,,0723456789" .' "0"); l); 

(?"d" I for i ton do x plus (next; "0723456789" .1 "O"); l)); 

proc string mouZd = void: while? "a" do to n do x plus 

( supp I '1.:.." I next); 

tis,: ( frame [7 J = 6 I string mould I : intrea l mould; frame [ 7J > 3 

end· __ ., 
'1" .' 11"; intreal mou.Zd); 

t := X 



. 10.5.3.2. continued 2 

g) proa % trans ind.it ahoiae = 
, .. 

(fite f., ref_ int a., string format., ref int p) : 

(req insertion(f., format., p) ; p plus 2 ; a := 7 ; 

whiZe-, ask Zit(f., format., p) do 

(a pZus 1 ; format[p] = ".," I p pZus 1 undefined) ; 

whiZe format[p] :/- ")" do (p pZus 7 ; skip ·ut (format.,. p)) ; 

p pZus 7 ; req insertion(f., format., p)) ; 

1V proa % trans ind.it booi = 

(fiZe f., ref booZ b., string format., ref int p) : 

(req insertion(f., format., p) ; (format[p + 7] = "(If 

i? p)us 2 ; (b ·:= ask Zit(f., format., p) I 
p plus 1 ; skip Zit(format., p) I: 
p pZus 7;-. ask Zit(f., format., p) I undefined) 

ahar k ; get string(f., k) ; b := (k = ''l" I true I: 
k = "O" I faZse) J ; 

p pZus 7 ; req insertion(f., format., p)) ; 

i) proa % req insertion = (fiZe f., [ 1 : int Z faZse] ahar s., :rief int p) : 

whiZe(p > Z I faZse l: do aZign(f., 8_, pJ I ~ I . 
req Zit(f., 8., p)) do skip ; 

j) proa % req Zit = (fiZe f., string .s., ref int _pJ._ booZ : 

(int q = P.; int n ; repZiaator(s., p., n) ; 

(8[p] = "'""' I :f:!E:.. r = p ; to n do(p := P ; 

whi Ze ( 8[ P. p Zus 1] = ""'"' I _ 8[ p p Zus 1] = ,,,,,,,, true) do 

(ahar k ; get string(f., k) ; k :/- 8[p] l undefined)) ; !!:!!:!!.. I 
p := q; false)); 

k) proa % ask lit = (fiZe f., string s., ref int p) booZ : 

(int a = ahar Et. f; int n ; repZiaator(8., p., n) ; 

( 8[p] = '"'"" I int r = p ; _"!3.£. n do (p := r ; 

whiZe (s[p pZus 7 J = """" I s[p plus 1] = ,,,,,,,, I true) ~ 

(ahar k; get string(f., k) ; k :/- s[p] I Z)) ; ~-

Z: whiZe (s[p pZus 7] = """" I s[p plus 1] = ,,,,,,,, I true) 4£. skip ; 

ahar 2[_ f := a ; faZse)) ; 



10.5.4. Binary transput 

a) proa % to bin = (file. f., simpZout x) [] int : 

E.. a value of mode 'row of integral' whos(3 tower bound is one., 

and whose upper bound depends on the value of 'f' ·and on the · 

mode of the value of 'x'; furthermore., 

x = fro'!} bin(f., to bin(f., x)) £ ; 
b) proa % from bin = (fiZe_.f., [] int·.y)_ simpZout·: 

a a value, if one exists., of a mode from whiah that speaified by - ' 

simpZout is united., suah that y = to bin(f, from bin(f, y)) E..; 
I 

{On some channels a more straightforward way of transput is available. 

Some properties of this binary transput depend on the particular 

implementation.} 

10.5.~.1. Binary output 

a) proa write· bin = ([] outtype x) : put bin ( stand baak., x) ; 

b) proa put bin = (file. fiZe., [7 : int n] outtype ~) : 

if. bin possibZe[ahan Ef. file] A opened £1 file 

then if.., set possible[ahan Ef. file] thef state def £1 file 

then(state get Ef. file v .., state bin Et. fiZe I undefined)

eZse state def £f. file := state bin £f. fiZe := EJ::!:!f!.. ; 

state get £f. fiZe := faZse 

ti ; 
fork!?.£ n do 

([ 1 : int Z] simpZout y = straightout x[k] ; 

,for j to Z 9:2.. 
([7 : int m] int bin= to bin(fiZe., y[j]); - - . 

for> i E?_ m do(next pZa(fiZe) ; 

book Ef. bfiZe £1 fiZe[page £1 file., Zine 9.f. fiZe, 

ohar Ef. fiZe] := bin[i]))) 

eZse undefined 

ti ; 



10. 5. 4. 2. -Bi:n,ary input 

a) proa read bin = ([] intype_ x) : get bin(stand baak, :c) ; 

b) proa get.bin= (fiZe fiZe, [1 : int n] intype x) : 

:i:f. bin possib Ze [ahan Ef. fi Ze] 11 opened Ef. fi Ze 

then :i:f.-, set possibZe [ohan £i. fiZe] thef state def Ef. fiZe 

then(-.state get Ef. fiZe v-, state bin Ef. fiZe I undefined) 

else state def !?.f. fiZe := state bin Ef. fiZe := · 

state get Ef. fiZe := tr?,te 

ti ; 
for k E3_ n do 

I 

([ 1 : int Z] ref simpZout y = straightin :c[k] ; 

for j k3. Z do 

([1: int m] int bin:= to bin(fiZe, y[j]); simpZout r; 

for i to m do (ne::ct pZo(fiZe) ; 

bin[ i] := book 9.f. bfiZe 9.f. fiZe[pa,ge Ef. fiZe, Zine ·-Ef. fiZe., 

ahar £i. fi Ze J) ; 

r_ := from bin(fiZe, bin) ; 

N (!ti L int ii ; (ii : := y[jJ I: 
val ii ::= r I Z I undefined)) }) ; 

(i: (ref L real ::ex ; (::ex : := y[j] I: 
vaZ ::ex : := r I Z l undefined)) t J; 

(,j: {ref L oompZ_ zz ; (zz : := y[j] I: 
vaZ zz ::= r I Z I undefined)) .t) ;· 

(ref string ss ; · (ss : := y[j] I: 
;" • • • w 

vaZ ss _: := r I z: I undefined)) ; 

(re[__ ahar .a..a.; (aa : := y[j] I: vaZ aa : := r 

(ref booZ bb ; (bb : := y[j] I : vaZ bb : := r 

Z : skip)) 

Z undefined)); 

Z I undefined)); 

else undefined 

ti ; 

. 
.. .. ·- -·--· --··-··---·-·-~ ~ ··--

{But Eeyore wasn't listening. He was 

taking the balloon out, and putting it 

back again, as happy as could be. ••• . 
• Winnie-the-Pooh, A.A. Milne.} 



11. Examples 

11.1. Complex square root 

A declaration in which aompsqrt is a procedure-with-[complexJ

parameter-[complexJ-identifier (Here [corrplex] stands for 

structured-with- real-narned-letter~r~l~tter-e-and-real-named
letter-i-letter-m.) : 

a) proa aompsqrt = (aomPl:., z) aompZ: a the ,square root whose reaZ_part 

is nonnegative of the aompZex number z a 

b) beg_in real, x = ~ z, y = im z ; 
c). real, rp = sqrt((abs x + sqrt(x t 2 + y t 2))/2) ; 

d) real, ip = (rp = 0 I O I y/(2 x rp)) ; 

e) (x ~ o I (rp l ipJ I (abf!.. ip l (y ~ o I rp I -rp)JJ 
f) end aompsqrt 

[corrplexJ-clause-calls {8.6.3} using aompsqrt: 

g) aompsqrt(w) 

h) aompsqrt(-3.74) 

i) aompsqrt(-7) 



11.2. Innerproduct1 

A de~laration in which innerproduat1 is a procedure-with-integral
parameter-and-procedure-with-integral-parameter-real-parameter

and-procedure-with-integral-parameter-real-parameter-real-identifier: 

a) eroa innerproduat 1 = (int n., proa ( f:!!:!:) rea Z, x., y) · -.rea Z, : 

comment the innerproduat of two veators., eaah with n aomponents., 

x(i)., y(i)., i = 1., ••• ., n., where x and y are arbitrary mappings 

from integer to reai number aomment 

b) beg_in Zang real, s := l:E!!ff.. 0 ; 

c) for i :!:E. n do s pZ,us Zeng_ ;x;(i) X Ze_na y(i) ; 

d) shorts 

e) end innerproduat1 -- .. 

Real-Clause-calls {8. 6.3_} using innerproduat1: 

_. f) innerproduat1 (m., (int j) reaZ : x1[jJ., (int j) reai : y1[j]J 

g) innerproduat1(n., nsin., naos) 

11.3. Innerproduct2 

A declaration in which innerprodu_at2 is a procedure-with-reference

to-row-of-real-parameter-and-reference-to-row-of-real-parameter-

. real-identifier: 

a) proa innerproduat2 = (ref[1 : int n] real, a., b) real,: 

. !!. the innerproduat of two veators a and b with n eiements !!. 
b) beg_in Zang reai s := Zang O ; 

c) for i ton dos ptus Zeng a[i] x ieng b[i]; 

d) short s 

e) end innerproduat2 

Real-Clause-calls using innerproduat2: 

f) innerproduat2(x1, y1) ,. . 

g) iJ1,nerproduat2(y2[2]., y2[., 3]) 



11.4. Innerproduct3 

A declaration in which innerproduot3 is a procedure-wi~h-reference~ 

to-integral-parameter-and-integral-parameter-and.-procedure-real

parameter-and-procedure-real-parameter-real-identifier_: 

a) proc innerproduct3 = {ref int i., :f:!!:l n., proc ~ xi., yi} rea"l : 

comment the innerproduct of two vectors whose n e"lements are the 

va"lues of the expressions xi and yi and which depend., in genera.i., 

on the va"lue of i oomment 

b) beg_in Zang real s := !:.E!!fJ_ 0 ; 

c) [or k to n do(i := k ; s p"lus Zeng xi x Zeng yi} ; 
d) shorts 

e) end innorpT!od-µ.ct3 

A real--clause-call using innerproduot3: 

f) innerproauc~3(j., 8., x7[j]., y7[j + 7]} 

11.5. Largest element 

A declaration in which absmax is a procedure-with-reference-to-row-of

row-of-real-parameter-and-reference-to-real-parameter-and-reference

to-integral-parameter-and-reference-to-integral-parameter-identifier: 

a) proc absmax = frefI:.1 : int m., 7 : int n] rea"l a, 

b) .£ resu"lt _£ ref rea"l y., _£ subsaripts _£ .ref int i., k) : 

aomment the absoZute va"lue of the e"lement of greatest absoZute vaZue 

of them by n matrix a is assigned toy., and the subsaripts of this 

eZement to i and k oomment 

c) beg_in y := -7; 
d) [or p to m do for q to n do 

e) it abs a[p., q] > y then y := abs a[i := p., k .:= q] fi 

f) end absmax 

Void-clause-calls {8.6.3} using absmax: 

g) p,bsmax(x2., x., i., JJ 
h) absmax(x2, x., ZoE_ int., Zoo int) 



11.6. Euler summation 

a) proa euZer = (proo(int) reaZ f., real, eps., int tirn) real,: 

oorrrment the sum for i from 1 to infinity of f(i), computed by means 

of a suitabZy refined euZer transformatio_n. The surrrmation is 

terminated when the absoZute vaiues of the terms of the transformed 

series are found to be 'less than eps tim times in suaoession. This 

transformation is partiouZarZy efficient in the oase of a sZowZy 

convergent· ·or divergent aiternating ser~es oorrrment 

b) begin int n := 1., t; reai mn, d.s := eps; [1 : 16] real, m ; 

c) real, sum := (m[1] := f(1))/2 ; 

d) for i from 2 whi Ze ( t : = ( abs ds < eps I t + 1 I 7) F ::;; tirn do 

e) 

f) 

g) 

h) 

i) 
j) 

begin mn := f(i); 

f_or k to n do begin mn := ( ( ds := mn) + m[k]) /2 ; , 

m[k] := ds end ; 
sum·pius(ds :=·(abs mri <·abs m[n] An< 16 I 

end· _., 
k) sum 

1) end euZer 

A clause-call using euZer: 

n pZus 1 ; m[n] := mn ; mn/2 I mn)) 

m) euZer((int i) reaZ : (odd i I -1/i I 1/i)., 110-5., 2) 

11.7. The norm of a vector 

a). proa norm = (ref[] : int n] reaZ a) reaZ : 

.E. the euoZidean norm of the veotor a with n eZements .E. 

b) (Zang reaZ s :::; !:E.!!:fJ.. 0 ; 

c) for k to n do s pZus Zeng a[kJ: ~ 2 ; 

d) short Zong sqrt(s)) 

For a use of norm as a clause-call, see 11.8.d. 



11.8. Determinant of a matrix 

a) proa det = (ref[ 1 : int n., 1 : int n] real, a., 

b) ref[ 1 : int n] int p) real, : 

c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

g) 

h) 

i) 
j) 

k) 

1) 
m) 

n) 

o) 

p) 

q) 

r) 

s) 

t) 

u) 

v) 

w) 

x) 

y) 

comment the determinant of the square matrix a of order n by the 

method of Crout with row interahanges: a is repZaaed by its triangular 

decomposition Z x u with all u[k., k] = 1. The vector p gives as 

output the pivotal row indices; the k-th pivot is chosen in the k-th 

column of 7,, suah that abs Z[i., k]/row norm is maximal, comment 

begin[ 1 : n] _real v; real, d := 1., r := -7., s., pivot ; 
for i to n do v[i] := norm(a[i]) ; 

for k to n do 

d 

begin int k1 = k - 1 ; ref :f:!!l. pk = p[k] ; 

~.,] real al= a[., 1 : k.1]., au= a[1 : k1] ; 

~] real ak = a[k]., ka = a[., k]., apk = a[pk]., 

alk = al[k]., kau = au[., k]; 

for i from k ton do 

begin ref real aik = ka[i]; 

if.(s := abs(aik minus inn~rproduct 2(al[i]., kau))/v[i]J >.r 

then r := s; pk:= i fi 
end for i; 

v[pk] := v[k]; pivot:= ka[pk]; 

for j to n do 

begin ref !5!f!:1. akj = ak[j]., apkj = apk[j] ; 

r : = akj ; akj : = :!:f. j s:; k then apkj 

else ( apkj - innerproduct2 ( alk., au[., j J) J /pivot [:!:.. ; 
:!:;[ pk 'f k then apkj : = -r [:!:.. 
end for j; 

d times pivot ---
f:.!JE:. fork; 

end det 

A clause-call using det: 

z) det(y2., i1) 



11.9. Greatest common divisor 

An example of a recursive procedure: 

a) p_roa gc:_d = (int a., b) int : 

a the greatest aommon divisor of two integers.!!. 

b) (b = O I abs a I gad(b., a¼: b)J 

An expression-call using gad: 

c) gad(n., 124) 

11.10. Continued fraction 

An example of a recursive operation: 

a) .EE. I = ([ 1 : int n] real a., b) real : 
' -- - -

aomment the value of alb is that of the aontinued fraation 

a1/(b 1 + a2/fb2 + ••• an/bn} ••• } aomment 

b) (n = 1 I a[7J/b[7J I a[7J/(b[7J + a[2: J/b[2: JJJ 

A formula using/: 

c) x1/y1 

{The use of recursion may often be elegant rather than efficient 

as in 11.9 and 11.10. See, however, 11.11 for an example in which 

recursion is of the essence.} 



11.11. Formula manipulation 

a) begin union form = (ref aonst, ref var, ref tripZe., ref aaZZ); 

b) struat aonst = (reaZ vaZue); 

c) struat EE!. = (st:t'ing name, reaZ vaZue); 

d) struat triple = (form Zeft operand, int operator, form right operand); 

e) struat function = {ref~ bound var, form body); 

f) struat aaZZ = {ref &nation function name, form parameter); 

g) int pZus = 7, minus= 2, times= 3, by= 4, to= 5; 

h) aonst zero, one; vaZue 91.. zero := O; vaZue E.i. one := 7; 

i) EE. = = (form a, ref aonst b) booZ : 

(ref aonst ea; (ea::= a I vaZ ea :=: b I faZse)); 

j) EE. + = (form a, b) form : 

(a = zero I b I: b = zero a I t:t'ipZe := (a, pZus, b)); 

k) EE. - = (form a, b) form : (b = zero I a I triple := (a, minus, b)); 

1) EE. x = (form a, b) form : 

( a = zero v b = zero I zero I : a = one 1 • b I : b = one I a 

tripZe := (a, times, b)); 

m) EE. I = (form a, b) f,orm : 

(a = zero A-, b = zero .I zero I: b = one I a I triple := (a, by, b)); 

n) EE. ,}. = (form a, ref aonst b) form : 

(a= one vb :=: zero I one I: b :=: one I a I tripZe := (a, to, b)); 

o) proa derivative of= (form e, .£ with respect to.£ ref~ x) form : 

p) beg__in ref aonst ea ; ref EB!_ ev ; ref t:t'ipZe et ; ref aaZZ ef ; 

q) if. ea : : e then zero 

r) eZsf ev : := e then ev :=: x I one I zero) 

s ) e Zs f et : : = e then 

t) form u = Zeft operand E.i. et, v = right operand Et. et, 
u) 

v) 
w) 

x) 

y) 

z) 

udash = derivative of (u, .£ with respect to.£ x), 

vdash = derivative of (v, .£ with respect to ax); 

f!i!:!!.!!.. operator E.f. et in 

udash + vdash, udash - vdash, 

u x vdash + udash xv, (udash - et x vdash)/v, 

lea ::=v I v x u t (aonst a; vaZue 2f. a:= vaZue Et. ea - 7; a) x udash 

esaa 



11.11. continued 

aa) eZsf. ef : := e then 

ab) ref f_unation f = funation name Ef. ef;. 

ac) 

ad) 

ae) 

af) 

. ag) ti 

f_omz g = parameter Ef. ef; 

ref ~ y = bound var Ef. f; 

funation fdash := (y., derivative of(body E1. f, y)); 

0an := (fdash, g)) x derivative of (g, x) 

ah) end, derivative; 

ai) proa vaZue of= (form e) real,: 

aj) begin ref_ aonst .ea ; ref~ ev ; ref tr:ipZe et ; ref aan. ef; 

ak) it. ea : := e then vaZue Ef. ea 

al) eZsf ev : := e then vaZue Ef. ev 

am) eZsf et : := e then 

· an) !2E:1.. u = vaZue of{l,eft operand Ef. et), 

ao) v = vaZue of(right operand Ef. et); 

ap) ~ operator Et. et in 

aq) u + v., u - .v., u x v, u / v, exp(v x Zn(u)) esaa 

ar) eZsf ef : := e then 

as) 

at) 

au:) 

av) ti 

ref funation f = funation name 21. ef; 

value 21. bound, var 21. f := value of(parameter Ef. ef); 

value of(body Ei. f) 

aw) end value of; 

ax) form f., g ; EE!. a.:= ("a"., skip), b := (''b"., skip), x := ("x"., skip_); 

ay) start here: 

az) read((value Ei. a, value Ei. b, value Ei. x)); 

ba) f :=a+ x I (b + x); g := (f + one) I (f - one); 

bb) print( (value £f. a., value Ef. b, value Ef. x., 

value of(derivative of(g., E.. with respeat to E.. x))}) 

be) end, example 


